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ABSTRACT

,,esuts of investigations on the effects of nuclear radiation on semiconducior

materials, device surfaces, and devices are discussed.

Radiation damage in gallium phosphide was studied using electro- and cathodo-

-uninessrence. Studies were also made of radiative and non-radiative recombination

nicharisms in various compound and elemental semiconductors. A non-radiative

Aut-er-type mechanism observed at neutral defect centers appears to explain no-,-

radi tive lifetime degradation from both chemical and radiation damage defects.

The Fermi level dependence of the ESR spectrum associated with the

phospiorus-vacancy complex was studied in electron-bombarded, phosphorus-doped

LOPE:[ silicon. These studies confirm on' assumption that the Si-G8 (E) center is

not seen until the Fermi level falls below Ec-0.48 eV.

FKcperiments to determine the effects of device bias, temperature, and radia-

tion dost rate on surface damage to MOS FET's showed qualitative agreement with

a model o" positive space charge buildup at traps in the devires' SiO2 layer. Pre-

liminarv thermoluminescence studies to determirne the source oi Lraos art described.

Transient recovery phenomena in silicon devices after bursts of fast neutrons

were studied. A comparison with the cluster model for neutron damage implies

that transient recovery is an electronic, not an atomic process. Hh.-injectison-

!eve' effects in irradiated transistors aud PNPN devices are analyzed and enipared

with experimental rfsults. Narrow-base PNPN devices are shcwn to be markedly

superior to transistors as power switches in a radiation environment.
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I
1

EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON SEMICONDUCTOR MATERLLS AND DEVICES

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies under ;his contract were carried out in three general areas:

1. An investigation into the nature of radiation damage defects in elemental

and compound semiconductors using *Jectron spin resonance (ESR) and

optical spectroscopy.

2. A summary of previous studies of radiation-induced surface effects in

semiconductor devices and a subsequent investigation into the nature of
surface charge buildup in irradiated planar silicon devices.

3. An investigation into the effects of fast neutron irradiation on state-of-

the-art silicon devices.

In fundamental tudies of radiation-induced defects in semiconductors, many

avenues of approach are possible through the variety of physical tools which one
may select. The t.pe of information that may be obtained depends to a considerable

extent on the initial selection. Two broad classifications may be distinguished:

1. Techniques employing bulk electric'll measurements, involving lifetime,

res.stivity, Hall and thermal measurements. These give valuable in-

formation on macrorcopic parameters such as defect concentrations,
minority carrier lifetime, and Fermi level location.

2. Microscopic techniques, such as electron spin resonance (ESR), photo-

conductilvitv, and optical fluorescence. These tend to give more detailed

atomic information.

Bu'k and atomic effects are closely interconnected; for instance, the Fermi level

plays a crucial role in the interpretation of ESR and optical data.

Section I of this report contains a description of how ESR and optical tech-

niques were used in the fundamental study of defects in silicon and gallium phos-

phide (GaP). Where necessary, electrical measurements were used as a supple-

ment to these measurements. Although there is some degree of overlap in the

information which these two tools provide about the defect state, they are mostly

compllementary. ESR provides information about the structure of the actual



defect level and optical techniques elucidate recombination mechanisms. While
ESR is a proven and established tool in the investigation of radiation-induced effects

in semiconductors, optical techniques have not been widely Pmployed.

In the optical studies. electro- and cathodo-luminescent techniques have been

used to s!udv the electronfic effects of radiation-induced defects and radiative re-

combination mechanisms in several different semiconductors with principal empha-

sis on GaP.

In the ESR studies, the production rate and dependence on Fermi level cf the

Si-G8 (E) center in phosphorus-doped LOPEX silicon has been carefully examined

in an atte:npt to clarify the structure, charge statp, energy level, and capture

cross sections of this center.

Section II of this report deals with the investigation of surface effects in

semiconductor devices resulting from exposure to radiation. The first part of the

effort was spent preparing a summary of past work done in this area. The sum-

mary included a discussion of the effects of radiation on both nonpassivated Si and

Ge devices and the more recent passivated Si planar devices. The current pro-

blem of space charge buildup inSiO2 passivation layers was treated in some detail.

After the completion of this summary, an experimental program was evolved

to investigate the effects of bias, temperature, and dose rate on the space charge

buildup using commercial MOS-FET's. Tle results of these studies are com-

pared with an analysis of a model for the charge buildup process which assumes

the trapping of radiation-produced i-oles.

Two other studies related to surface effects were also carried out. In one.

the thermoluminescence of irradiated SiO2 layers was investigated to determine

whether more information could be obtained about the hole traps in the oxide. In

the other study, an attempt was made to investigate the effect of radiation on states

at a metal-semiconductor interface using Schottky barrier diodes.

Section I of this report is concerned with the effects of fast neutrons on

silicon devices. The principal effect of neutrons in most devices is lifetime de-

gradation. In some cases, the loss of majority carriers clue to neutron bombard-

ment may also be a problem.

The first part of Section M is devoted to a study of short-time recovery of

lifetime degradation effects in silicon devices following a transient burst of fast

neutrons. In this study the implications of the cluster model for fast neutron

damage are discussed, and it is pointed out that the large number of charges asso-

ciated with each cluster could explain the observed recovery effects. This possi-

bility is compared with the currently assumed model that recovery is due to short-

time annealing of neutron damage.

2



JThe second part of Section 1 is giveu over to a discussion of high-inj'ction

level effects in short-lifetime junction devices. In transistors at high injection

levels, emission crowding effects drastically limit the current- and power-
. handling capabilities. The result of these effects on the saturatina behavior of

power switching transistors is discussed in detail in Attachment H. Attachment III
proposes a solution to the power limitations of trapsistors in a radiation environ-
ment by using PNPN devices. The radiation response of narrow base PNPN

structures ic compared to a simple device theory. Design criteria for radiation-
hardened PNPN and PIN devices are discussed.

in the last part of this section there is discussed the design and construction

of a logarithmic curve tracer for radiation damage studies in silicon devices.



I. STUDIES OF RADIATION EFFECTS ON MATERIALS

The work in this general area was subdivided into two principal parts:

1. Optical studies in semiconductors, principally GaP.

M 2. Electron spin reonance (ESR) studies in phosphorus-doped LOPEX

silicon.

The optical studies in semiconductors are reported in detail in Scientific Report

No. 2.1* Consequently, the discussion which follows will give only a summary of

that report. The ESR studies of LOPEX silicon performed under this contract

were discontinued in June 1966. so th,- results discussed below cover only work

done up to that time.

2. OPTICAL STUDIES

a. hi search Objectives

It was originally decided to devote most of the effort .o a study of radiation

damage in gallium phosphide, GaP, a material which promises to have important

device applications. The ready supply of GaP within Bell Teiephone Laboratories

and its efficient luminescence in the visible region made it a natural candidate for

radiation damage studies. The basic quantities to be obtained in the experiments

were the fluorescent spectra and lifetimes as a function of radiation damage. The

former give information about the densities of centers and their energy levels and

2:e latter information on the kinetics of the recombination processes. The way the

pi'ogram developed and was influenced by practical considerations are implicit in

the following chronological outline of the phases of work.

1. Construction of experimental facility (October 1964 - February 1966).

2. Radiation damage in electroluminescent GaP (January - April 1965).

3. RaCliation damage studies in GaP performed at BTL Murray Hill

(April - September 1965).

4. Use of completed BTL Whippany facility to study general radiative recom-

bination mechanisms (February - October 1966).

*References are listed on page 108.
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The initial phase of ihe work involved the planir: and idr. of te electron

spin resona.-ce (EsRi. an u:ica! S.A-cf.romeu rs. a. Van de Gr-Aaff irradiation

facilities. Before the insallai,n of the Van de Graaff, garuna- and electron-

inuc-d radiation damae was stndit- d,. GaP using .I- electron anri gamina facili-

ties at BTL Iurra- Hill. Followirz the completion cf the facilities at BTL Vhippany,

all further wcrk was performed there. The latter work was centered up o studIies

designed to I.ad to a more general uders-anding of the vay in wich carriers re-

combine, both radiati-ely an-d noaradiatively.

The !ollcwi7ntz section contains a .umnmarv of the contents of Scientific

Report No. 2 in which a detailed account is giver d the actual research undertken.

b. Summary of Results

(11 Radiation Dama,.-e Fi!fillmnern of the research obiectives necessitated

the bsi!dit z- of a tacilit- -. show.n in F 1ure I. br" which damag'e could be introduced,

into maierials at v-ery l9m terateratures ard suitable excitaion could u.ereafter be

C7A

Figure I. Van de Graf iradiation Facilities

at BTL. Wh'ippany L.aboratory
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applied to ihe samples to study the fluorescent properties. The Van de Graaff

accelerator shown in Figure 1 is capable of producing 400 key electrons. A
suitching mechanism and pulser uas designed, built, and incorpo:ated into the

high-volta4e terminal of the accelerator. This enabled a d-c beam (0 - 100pa) or

a pulsed beam (0 - 10 ma) to be selected. Besides specialized items such as the
electrostatic deflection plates, focusing coil, and electron beam shutter, special

attenzior. was given t D the pumping system, so that the dewar ar- drift tube vacuums

could be made contiguous. In this way samples could be excited while they are in the

liquid refrigerant. The optical detection system consists of a grating spectro-
meter and photomultiplier. the output of which can be used to obtain normal or
time-resolved specira and fluorescent lifetimes. The short cutoff time of the elec-

tron pulses enabled fluorescent lifetimes as low as 4 x 10-9 sec to be measured.

Radiation damage produced at 4 K by 400 key electrons has been studied by
its effect on .he Si-S pair spectra2 in a c.'ystal of GaP Pair spectra arise through

the recombination , f electrons and holes trapped at associated, ionized donor-
acceptor paiis. It was found that the pair -nes. which characterize the discrete

separations between associated donor-accepzor pairs, are uniformly attenuated in
intensity without brcaden!ng or energy shifts. The measurements were accounted

for in .erms of a simple theory which enabled two independent and consistent
values to b- obtained for 7 N. the fractional production rate of nonradiative pairs.

Assuming an average threshold for displacement of 10 ev, the number of vacancy-

inters:itial pairs in GaP per unit incident electron flux can be evaluated from the

work of Oen and Holmes." It Js concluded that if a damage defect (presumably the
phosphorous vacancy will be the most abundant) is formed within about 100 A of

the -center" of a pair, then the probability that it will -kill" the fluorescence

normall associated with the pair is near urity. The experimental facts are ac-
counted for by ascribing to the defect deep acceptor characteristics and by

~tirzg that the wave functions of neutral silicon are very widespread. Therefore
the holes, which are initially captured by ionized silicon, can readily tunnel to the

deep acceptor defect where they are tightly bound, thus preventing tho production

of S-c-efect pair emission. The neutral oefect can then act as a center for efficient

nonradiative recombination through an Auger mechanism. The complete lack of
any fluorescence is in keeping with the observation that in GaP neutral acceptors

do not produce measurable fluorescence.

Insofar as carriers associated with radiation damage defects are nearly

always tightly bound, electron hole recombination at point defects will predominate

over recombination at associated impurity-defect or defect-defect type centers.

This is especially true for situations where low defect densities (-1017 cc) are in-
volved and for defect production at very low temperatures which prevent appreciable

7



diffusion and association in most semiconductors. However, many details of

carrier recombination at point defects were, and still are, unclear, especially

with respect to nonradiative decay mechanisms and to the lifetimes of such pro-

cesses. In view of the general importance of these considerations in the general

discussion of radiation defectb in semiconductors, the authors were motivated to

undertake certain experiments designed to shed light on some of the existing un-

certainties. Because of the much higher level of understanding associated with

chemical impurities, as compared with damage defects, the former were chosen

for the study.

(2) Recombination Mechanisms. The kinetics of bound exciton recombina-

tion at isoelectronic substituents"'5 were studied first. An isoelectronic trap is

formed when a host atom is displaced by an impurity from the same group of the

Periodic Table. The electronegativity difference between the atoms creates an

energy state within the forbidden gap. Such centers are electrically neutral and

there are no weakly bound electrons prior to activation. The materials studied

were GaP:N, GaP:Bi, ZnTe:O and CdS:Te. *

At temperatures where no thermal qucnching occurs, the fluorescent effi-

ciency at these centers is near 100 percent. The zero phonon line consists of a

doublet which arises from j-j coupling of a j = 3 2 hole and a j = 1/2 electron

forming two states with J -1 and J = 2. At very low temperatures, the system is

constrained to radiate from the lowest energy state corresponding to J = 2. so that

V - 2 transitions are involved. Such transitions are, to a certain extent, for-
bidden; the degree to which they are forbidden depends upon the mixing of the J = 1

and J = 2 states. This in turn is dete--mined by the nature of the center, whether it

is an electron or hole trap.

Measurements of the fluorescent lifetimes as a function of temperature

enabled predictions as to the nature of the traps to be verified and the oscillator

strengths and density of traps to be calculated. The latter values compared well

with independent estimates of the density of traps. The thermal activation ener-

gies of both carriers were found to be quite similar in insulating crystals of GaP:N

and GaP:BI, and they exhibited a simple quenching behavior. A more complicated

situation arises in the crystals of CdS:Te and ZnTe:O (n and p type respectively)

due to the incorporation of stochiometric defects. By chance it happens that Te in

CdS is a deep-hole trap and 0 in ZnTe is a deep-electron trap, so that the more

weakly bound majority carrier is ionized first in both cases, leaving behind a

charged center. A dynamic exchange of free and bound majority carriers occurs and

"The work on CdS'Te was not funded under the present contract and will be reported
separately.'
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has the effect of greatly lengthening the fluorescent decay times without impairing

the efficiency. At higher temperatures, the fluorescence quenches with an activation

energy corresponding to the loss of minority carriers.

In contrast to the above, exciton decay at neutral donors in silicon and GaP 8

was found to be very fast. and the principle of detailed balance could not relate

the measured concentration of centers and absorption cross section to the fluor-

escent lifetimes. The discrepancy for arsenic-doped silicon -was about 8000 and for

GaP:S about 700. The measured radiativ-e efficiencies were also near the

inverse of these numbers. Of the possibilities suggested (and formally discussed)

to resolve the difficulties, an Auger mechanism is the only one which entirely

satisfies the evidence. In this nonradiative mechanism, the exciton recombination

energy is given to the third weakly bound electron (or hole) which is ejected far

into the conduction (or valence) band. This mechanism is similar to internal
conversion and the calculation of the percentage number of internal conversion

electrons can be appropriately modified to estimate the ratio of radiative to

nonradiative Auger transitions. The predicted values agree well with the dis-

crepancies between observed and calculated luminescent lifetimes and efficienc:es.

The very short fluorescent lifetimes and low efficiencies observed in GaP:Te

and GaP:Se 9 can also be attributed to the occurrence of the Auger mechanism. The

high fluorescent efficiencies associated with ionized donor-acceptor pairs and

with isoelectronic centers can be explained by the absence of this Auger mechanism,

since there is no loosely bound third carrier to which the exciton energy can be

transferred.

Although various Auger recombination mechanisms have been discussed in

the literature* they have seldom been invoked to explain experimental data, es-

pecially in radiation damage studies. Yet if is precisely in this field that such

mechanisms should play a prominent role because radiation defects energy levels

generally lie deep in the forbidden gaps so that the defects will generally be

neutral, favoring Auger recombination. It is felt that Auger recombination is a

much more natural explanation of nonradiative decay of electron-hole pairs than

the often invoked multiple phonon cascade process.' 0

*A complete bibliography is contained in Scientific Report No. 2.
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3. ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE STUDIES

a. Resonance Sp, :rometer

As s' wn in Figure 1, the electron spin resonance (ESR) spectrometer is

integrated wit' th-- Van de Graaff accelerator and the optical spectrometer in such

a way that low temperature (,4.2K) irradiations could be carried out using the

ESR dewar outside the magnet. After the irradiation, the dewar can be decoupled

from the accelerator drift tube mid moved into its normal position within the mag-

net. Ultimately it is hoped that the electron beam can be brought through the

magnet pole faces and irradiations performed in-situ.

The ESR spectrometer is an X-band superheterodyne system, but it differs

from the conventional system in two respects:

1. The main klystron is phase-locked to the l100th to 1200th harmonic of

an 8-MHz crystai oscillator having a tuning range of 35 kHz.

2. The local oscillator, in turn, Is phase-locked (slaved) to tWe main kly-

stron. using a 27-MHz crystal oscillator as the i-f reference.

Thus. excellent short- and long-term frequei-cy stability and phase coherence in

microwave and i-f channels were obtained. Moreover. once the harmonic number

had been determined by means of a wavemeter, the microwave frequency could be

measured with an accuracy of 1 part in 106 by measuring the fundamental fre-

quency of the 8-MHz crystal. Minimum detectable spins at 1.46K have been deter-

mined to be less than 1011 using a powdered phosphorus-doped silicon sample.

This is within a factor of 10 of the theoretical limit.

A microwave TE 1 0 2 cavity assembly has been designed which allows samples

to be introduced and removed by means of lucite rods while the cavity remains at

liquid-helium temperatures. The cavity is made of gold-plated brass and has

0. 010--inch wide slits on the side and bottom. These slits serve as both optical

windows and -.orts for electron beam irradiations. Stairless steel (0. 0005-inch)

windows are soldered into the Dewar walls for electron-beam irradiations.

Samples used in this cavity are typically 1.2-inches long, 0.4-inch wide

and 0.030-inch thick. The sample is mouated on a copper block which minimizes

microwave leakage and serves as a heat sink. Resistivity and Hall coefficient are

measured for each sample by the Van der Pauw method using four Au-Sb leads

welded to the edges of the sample.
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b. Objectives

To put the initial objective of the ESR work into proper perspective, a review

of the state of affairs when the program was undertaken is in order:

1. In phosphorus-doped float zone silicon the dominant ESR center de-

signated as Si-G8 (E) center was attributed to the phosphorus-vacancy

pair.' ,12,13

2. Electrical measurements on the same material indicated the presence

of a trap !eve! or levels somewhere between 0.38 and 0.47 eV below the

conduction band.! 4 '1s

3 The concentration of the ESR center and the traps increased with the

phosphorus concentration, and in sonic isochronal annealing experi-

ments both disappeared at the same temperature of 150'C. Thus the

ESR center was believed to be associated with at least one of the trap

levels near E c-0.4 eV .

4. Fowever. discrepancies in other annealing experiments indicated that

not ail of the Ec-0.4 eV levels were directly related to the Si-G8 (E)

center.16

The original task was, then, t'c investigate the kinetics of the formation of

phosphorus-vacancy pairs, the Fermi-level dependence of their formation, and

the excess carrier capture cross-section of these deep trap levels. The measure-

menes were extended to the phosphorus concentrations in the range of 1016 to

1017 cm 3 , and the electrical and ESR data were carefully correlated.

c. Experimental Results

Using the above facility, ESR and electrical measurements have been made

on a variety of phosphorus-doped LOPEX silicon crystals with impurity concen-

trations in the range 1015 - 10 1 7/cm 3 . Electron irradiations with a 1 MeV Van de

Graaff (BTL, Murray Hill) and gamma irradiations using a Co 6 0 Gammacell were

performed at room temperature.

In many of the samples (irradiated to a near-intrinsic level) a single iso-

tropic center was observed with a g = 2. 0045 z 0.0005 with a peak-to-peak line-

width of 5. 5 gauss. This line is observed at 300, 77 and 4. 20 K. No hyperiine

splitting was observed even at 4. 2cK. None of the more than 20 centers in elec-

tron-irradiated silicon reported so far corresponds to this defect. The only com-

parable spectrum is one reported by Chen and Kikuchi 7 in neutron irradiated

silicon and was attributed by the authors to interstitial silicon. Further informa-

tion on this center, which appears to be characteristic of LOPEX crystals, will
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probably require electrcn-nuctear double resonance (ENDOR) or uniaxial stress

technique- because of its isotropic behavior.

The presence of this line in many of the samples used in this research has

made it difficult to obtain reliable g-tensors on other centers because of excessive

overlapping of the spectra. A conversion of the present spectrometer to a higher

frequency would possibly overcome this problem.

In spite of this problem, it has been possible to study the growth of the

Si-G8 (E) center under electron bombardment.

It was found that the growth of the EPR signal of the Si-G8 (E) center at 20'K

is very low until the total integrated flux in electrons/cm2 is 10 to 30 times the

phosphorus donor concentration per cm", as reported by Watkins, et al. For a
16 30.5 fQ-cm sample (with 1.1 x 1016 phosphorus/cm ) the Si-G8 (E) center was

seen after 3 x 1017 electrons/cm 2. For a 0.08 f9-cm sample (with 1.2 x 1017

phosphorus/cm 3), the Si-G8 (E) spectrum was observed after irradiation to ~ 1018

3
electrons/cm 3 . These observations and the accompanying electrical data seem to
substantiate Watkins' original assumption that these defects are being formed

throughout the irradiation, and the emergence of the spectrum is associated with a

change in the charge state as the Fermi level moves down in the gap. In the 0.5 fl-cm

sample, the locking of the Fermi ievel to 0.48 eV was observed to take place at about

1.3 x 1017 electrons/cm 3
. To explain the slow growth of the Si-G8 (E) center it

must also be concluded that the Si-G8 (E) levels are controlling the bulk Ferm" level.

The rate of decrease of the EPR signal of isolated phosphorus donors in the

0.5 f-cm sample at 4.21K agrees with that reported by Watkins; however, illumina-

tion of the sample by white light increased the donor signal by a factor of 5 to 10,

indicating that substantial numbers of isolated donors were still present even after

heavy irradiation. If the number of phosphorus centers removed upon irradiation in

an illuminated sample are equated to the actual number of phosphorus-vacancy pairs

formed (NE), the data for both the 0.5 f-cm and 0.08 fl-cm samples can be approxi-

mately fitted by the first order process,

dN NE)

dt

where P is the phosphorus concentration, , is the electron flux, and a is a constant.

However, a is found to be smaller in the more heavily doped sample in agreement

with the electrical results reported by Stein' 8 and Carter. 9

The production rate of the Si-G8 (E) centers was observed to be lower in

LOPEX than in float-zone material. This may be due to a higher production rate of

very deep levels in float-zone material or possibly to the involvement of dislocations

in the production of Si-G8 (E) centers,
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In June 1966 the support for this study was discontinued under this contract.

The study since has been continued uzider other support.*

d. Summary

The extremely low production rate of the S'.-G8 (E) center at the early stages

of bombardment appears to be adequately explained by the original assumption that

the EPR center showed up only when the Fermi level was depressed below a certain
level, presumably the Ec - 0.48 level observed in bulk electrical measurements.

However, the result implies further that the Si-G8 (E) energy levels control the bulk

Fermi level. The production rate of the Si-G8 (El center is lower in LOPEX mate-
rial than in comparable float-zone material. This may be due to a higher production

rate of deep levels or possibly to the participation of dislocations in the forming of

Si-G8 (E) centers. A previously unreported isotropic center at g = 2.0045 is ob-

served in most electron-irradiated, phosphorus-doped LOPEX crystals.

Experiments are being continued to determine the Si-G8 (E) energy level and

its hole and electron capture cross sections by comparing bulk electrical measure-

ments and ESR measurements. In addition, further studies of the ESR spectra under

optical excitation are being made.

*A comp' te report on this study will be made available to the Air Force Systems
Command at a later datx.
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II. SURFACE STUDIES

4. SUMMARY OF SURFACE EFFECTS

Nuclear radiation is known to cause both bulk and surface danmage in semi-

conductor devices. This damage can lead to degradation and even failure of a

device. In many cases techniques are available for reducing the effects of bulk

damage, with the result that surface damage becomes the more important cause

of degradation due to radiation. Considerable effort has been put into radiation-

induced surface effects studies in recent years, and there is now a reasonably good,

although mainly qualitative, picture of the degradation processes. A summary of

the work up urtil 1965 has been compiled and was submitted ab Scientific Report

No. 1.1,2

The most important surface effect of ionizing radiation appears to be the

accumulation of charge on the device surface. This charge affects the underlying

semiconductor surface and causes degradation of the device characteristics,

particularly the reverse-bias leakage current of p-n junctions and the gain of

-- transistors.

The s,,rface charge may collect ir two distinct ways. In one process, ra jia-

tion produces ions in the device ambient, e. g., the gas in the transistor can, and

these ions subsequently deposit charge on the device surface. For nionpassivated

surfaces this charge is very close to the semiconductor and will have a profound

effect on it. Nonpassivated devices are, therefore, very sensitive to a surface

charge buildup of this type. Passivated surfaces, on the other hand, are not nearly

as sensitive since the surface charge in this case is separated from the semicon-

ductor by the passivation layer (usually a few thousand A units of SiO 2 ). However,

charge can accumulate in another way: It is now apparent that ionizing radiation

affects the oxide passivation layer itself and causes a space charge to accumulate

in the Si0 2 near the SiO 2 -Si interface. This space charge is quite effective in pro-

ducing device degradation. The effects of radiation on SiO 2 are complicated and

the details of the charge buildup are not well understood at present.

The purpose of the work described in the following sections was primarily

to investigate the radiation-induced charge buildup in SiO 2 passivation layers.

Based on the results of these investigations, a quantitative model has been proposed

which satisfactorily explains the main features of the charge buildup process. Some

preliminary results of an investigation of the effects of radiation on Schottky bar-

rier diodes are also given. This study was undertaken to investigate radiation ef-

fects on metal-semiconductor contacts.
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5. THE USE OF MOS-FET's TO STUDY RADIATION-INDUCED CHARGE
BUILDUP IN SiO 2 LAYERS

The properties of the SiO 2 layer used in Si planar devices have been studied

extensively in recent years, with special attention to the instability shown by this

layer when subjected to temperature-bias stress. It has now been established

that the instability is lue to ionic motion in the oxide (notably Na+). At elevated

temperatures and with a ficld applied across the oxide, the ions migrate to the

Si-SiO2 interface giving rise to a positive space charge in this region. The metal-

oxide-semiconductor (MOS) structure [see Figure 2(a)]has proved to be a conven-

ient device in which to observe the space charge buildup. The theory and uses of

the MOS structure are discussed in detail in Attachment I.

The capacitance, C, of the MOS structure is voltage dependent. Curve 1 in

Figure 2(c) illustrates the dependence of C on the applied voltage, VG, at a high

frequency for p-type Si (for n-type Si the curve is reversed in the voltage direc-

tion). If a positive space charge, Qss, builds up in the oxide [see Figure 2(a)], a

negative charge. QSi. will be induced in the Si; i.e., the conduction and valence

bands of the Si will be depressed at the surface of the Si. To restore the Si sur-

face to its original condition it is necessary to apply a potential AV to the metal

gate where

\V--~
Cox

C ox is the capacity of the oxide. If we assume Qss is distributed uniformly within

a distance d of the Si0 2 -Si interface [see Figure 2(b)], then

QSi =-1- ) Qss and AV = (1 -_-ss x0) C ox

x is the thickness of the oxide.

It is apparent then that the effect of a positive space charge. Qss, is to shift

the C-V G- curve of a MOS capacitor, parallel to the voltage axis, toward more

negative voltages, as shown in curve 2 of Figure 2(c). Furthermore, the voltage

shift is proportional to the space charge density, Qss, and hence AV is a direct

measure of Qss"

When SiO 2 layers are exposed to ionizing radiation, Qss is observed to

increase as evidenced by a negative shift of the C-VG curves. In addition, there

is often a distortion of the C-VG curves, and a hysteresis appears when the curves
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Figure 2. Space Charge Buildup in Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Capacitor

are swept first from positive to negative and then from negative to positive VG

values. Distortion is usually interpreted in terms of electronic states at the

Si-SiO2 interface which change their charge states as the Fermi level at the Si

surface passes through them. Hysteresis, on the other hand, results from a change

in Qss caused by a large change of VG from one polarity to the other.

The MOS structure is found in many bipolar transistors, usually as a result

of overlaying contacts, and also in the MOS field effect transistor (FET). Coin-

mercial MOS-FET's are convenicnt for studying radiation-induced buildup of Qss.

These devices are available with a variety of oxide types and with both n- and

p-type substrates. The charge buildup can be monitored using the gate-to-

substrate capacity of the device as described above, or the output characteristics

can be monitored and the change interpreted in terms of Qss. The major dis-

advantage in using commercial units is the lack of specific information available

regarding individual units.

In the experiments to be discussed in the following sections, Qss was moni-

tored using the C-V G curves almost exclusively. These curves were obtained

manually using either a Boonton 75C variable frequency bridge (5 to 500 kHz) or a

Boonton 75A-S81 bridge at a fixed frequency of 1 MHz, or automatically using a

C-VG plotter at 1 MHz as described in Appendix A.
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The Ravtheon RN-1030 and the Fairchild FI-10l) NMOS-FET's were selected

as sui' able devices for :he studv of radiation- induced Qss' buildup. The RN- 1030
is a r -channel ernancement miode device with a Au-Cr -ate 12G0A thick. 1600A of
deposited oxide. and an nl-type substrate. The source and drain are arrang-d in
an irnterdligitated geometry. The FI-!1)0 is also a p-channel enhancement. mode

device. It has an Al gate with I2(WA d thermally grown oxide on an -, -typve sub-

strate. Both devices have a gate -to-substrate capacitance of a few picofar;-ads.

6. CHARGE BUILDUP

a. Factors Affecting Chargte Buildup

Intuitively orne might expect factors such as oxide type, temperature, radia-
tion type, dose rate and bias applied across the oxide to have some effect on the
buildup of QSS. A quantitative investigzation off these factors should, therefore.

Yield s-ome insigLt into the charge accumuIlation procets. Accordingly, the effects

of these factors were investigzated.

The general procedure followed was to irradiate a device under one set of

conditions. remove the charge buildup by thermal annealing, and then irradiate

the same device again under new conditions. BY using the samne device again.

it .vas possile to elimnate ffie uncertainties which result from device- s- device

variations .rhen ai differen! device is used for each set of conditions. Of course, it

is accessary to repeat lte experiments several times, using different devices, to

determine a typical behavior for the devices.

For the RN- 1030 MOS- FET. which was used lor most of the experiments, it

was found that annealingt at -300 C f-or 1 hour was sufficient to remove virtually

all the radiation-induced space charge. even for quite badly degraded devices.

Fiicure 3 shows two NV -ersus- cose curves for a device irradiated with VG =0.
This device was actually irradiated at a different dose rate between the two ir-
radiations znown. Prior to each irradiation, the device was annealed as discussed
above. From these rebults and others taken at different bias values it is apparent

that the charge buildup process shows good reproducibility.

(1) Bias. The )uildup of a positive space charge in a SiO 2 layer requires

the movement of charge in the oxide: hence, the process by which thle charge ac-

cumulates should depend noticeably onl any eleca'ic fields present in the oxide
6larinit irradiation. When a bias. V G' is applied between the metal gate and the

silicon substrate of a MTOS- FET, a tia.nsvefse electric field a1ppears in the oxide.

The effec-t of VG on1 W was investigated for VG in the range -15 to +10 volts.
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Figure 3. AV-vers-s-Dose Curves for an RN-1030 MOS-FET
Irradiated Twice with VG = 0

Figure 4 shows the effect of positive bias mn the charge buildup process for

an RN-1030 MOS-FET exposed to Co 60- radiation at a dose rate of - 6.7 x 103

rads miL It should be mentioned that the doses used in this and subsequent fig-

ures are "exposed- doses, in the sense that they are the doses which would be

recelved in the radiation chamber of the gamma cell by a properly designed dosime-

ter such as a LiF TLD. Because the SiO2 layer in a MOS-FET is not a "well de-

signed dosimeter," the actual dose absorbed by the oxide layer will be somewhat

different. However, since the curves shown here are all obtained in the same man-

ner, they can be compared without any correction for dosimetry error. This point

will be discussed in more detail later.

From Figure 4 it is evident that the bias applied during irradiation has a very

strong effect or. AV. At low doses, I AVi increases rapidly but tends toward satura-

tion as the dose reaches -1 megarad. I AVI does not actually saturate, however,

but continues to increase, even at doses as large as -5 megarads.

Figure 5 shows results obtained on the same RN-1030 for negative values of

VG (note the change of scales). There is a definite saturation of I AVI for all but

OV; saturation is reached at -10 rads. The two sets of curves are obviously quite

different and the curve for OV clearly belongs with the set for positive values

of VG -
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Figure 4. Effect of Positive Bias on the Space Charge Buildup

in an RN-1030 MOS-FET Exposed to Co60_1 Radiation

Figure 6 shows a set of curves obtained with FI-100 MOS-FET's. These

curves were taken from measurements on three devices, rather than on one device

as was done in the case of the RN-1030. The variation in radiation sensitivity
among these devices was found to be quite small, however. Again! AVIis largest

for positive values of VG and does not completely saturate. For negative values of
VG the curves saturate, again at -105 rads. For these devices, however, the

curve for V- = 0 volts appears to belong to the set for negative VG values.

Figure 7 shows AV (sat) (defined as AV at 106 rads) as a function of VG for

both FI-100 and RN-1030 MOS-FET's. Both devices show basically the same
behavior; i.e., AV (sat) is negative for both polarities of VG and increases much
more rapidly for positive values of VG. There appears to be a quantitative differ-

ence between the tko carves; one cause may be the difference between the methods
by which the S10 2 layers were prepared, i.e., deposited oxide in the RN-1030, and
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thermally grown for the FI-100's. A similar difference in radiation sensitivity has

been reported by Zaininger 3 for wet and dry thermally grown oxides.

Similar experiments were attempted with Motorola n- and p- channel MOS-

FET's (MM 2102 and MM 2103). However, neither type of device was able to with-

stand more than -105 rads of Co60-gamma radiation before showing a high gate-to-

substrate conductivity, which made it impossible to obtain C-VG curves.

(2) Dose Rate. It is not readily apparent how the charge buildup process will

depend on the intensity of the ionizing radiation, i.e., on the rate at which the dose

is absorbed by the oxide. This dependence is important because it may give some

insight into the charge accumulation process itself. It is also important frox- "

practical point of view, since the Intensity of radiation to ;hich semiconductor de-

vices may be exposed can vary over many orders of magnitude, from a few rads/hr

in space to 1010 rads,/s or greater in a nuclear weapon environment. An under-

standing of dose rate effects is also important in simulating radiation environments

and in interpreting the results of experiments carried out at different dose rates.

The dependence of space charge accumulation on dose rate was studied, using

RN-1030 MOS-FET's, for dose rates in the range -!02 to 1011 rads/s. These stud-

ies were confined, for the most part, to accumulated dose levels sufficient to cause

avere device degradation, i.e., Z 105 rads. At these dose levels the charge buildup

usually did not reach saturation.

The radiation experiments were basically of a comparative type. A device

was first irradiated at the desired gate voltage using Co60-garrma radiation at a

dose rate of 10 2 rads 's. The device was recovered by annealing and then irradi-

ated again at a different dose rate, but with the same gate bias.

The dependence of charge buildup on dose rate was first investigated at dose

rates of 28 and 130 rads 's using Co-60gamma radiation. Figure 8 shows the voltage

shift as a function of dose for bias values of 0 and 5V. Each curve is the average

of results for five devices. For accumulated doses Z 105 rads there does not appear

to be any significant dose rate dependence for either bias value. Above 105 rads the

curves for OV bias diverge slightly. However, the divergence is small and may be

due mainly to experimental error.

Intermediate dose rates between 106 and 107 rads/s were obtained using

bremsstrahlung from a 45 MeV electron beam at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tute Linac accelerator. The doses and dose rates were determined using LiF TLD's.

The results at three bilLs values are shown in Figure 9. At 5V gate bias (and at 2.5

and 1V as well) the curve for the low dose -ate lies above that for the high dose rate.

At OV bias the curves coincide, while at -2.5V the low dose rate curve lies below

the high dobe rate curve and tends to saturate at a voltage shift of -- 2.5V.
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These intermediate dose rate results indicate that the dose rate dependence

of charge buildup becomes detectable between C0 and 106 rads s. However, at

least for doses < 105 rads, the effect is still quite small.

Dose rates - 1010 rads s were obtained using 20 keV electrons. The elec-

tron gun used produced 2 .us pulses with current densities of -0 ma cm 2 . Ac-

cording to the range-energy relation of Holliday and Sternglass', 20 keV electrons

have a range of - 3.7 , in Si or SiO2 . Electrons of this energy will, therefore,

penetrate the gate and oxide layers of a device and pass well into the Si substrate.

Figure 10 illustrates the buildup of charge with dose for devices exposed to

Co 6 0 -gamma radiation at ,-102 rads s and 20 keV electrons at ~1010 rads s. The

dose scale for electrons in e cm 2 has been arbitrarily positioned to make the

curves agree at low dose levels. With this in mind, it should be noted that at 4. 6V

bias the curve for the high dose rate lies below that for the low dose rate, while

the opposite is true at OV bias. Figure 11, which has the same relationship between

dose scales, shows results at :2. 5V bias. At +2. 5V the high dose rate curve is

below the low dose rate curve, while at -2. 5V the curves cross with the low dose

rate curve saturating at -- 2.5V. There appears to be at least a qualitative simil-

arity between the results at this dose rate and those at the intermediate dose rate.

To compare the curves for Co 6 0 -gamma and 20 keV electron irradiations

properly it is necessary to obtain a conversion factor from e cm 2 to rads. On the

basis of a simple model it is estimated that the oxide of the devices used absorbed

-4.6 x 10-8rads per incident 20 keV electron. This calculation is based on depth-

dose curves for 20 keV electrons and takes account of backscattering from the

device surface.

As was mentioned earlier, the Co 6 0 -gamma doses quoted are absorbed doses

in the sense that they are the doses which would be recorded by a properly con-

structed dosimeter. The SiO 2 layer in a device is not well designed from a

dosimetry point of view, since it is covered with higher density materials (Au and

Cr) whichi, because of their higher conversion efficiency, will cause the SiO 2 to

absorb a somewhat higher dose than would be measured by, for instance, a LiF

TLD. An estimate of the size of this effect was made by placing the crystals from

LiF TLD's betweei sheets of Au and Al of appropriate thickness to simulate a

device structure, and the comparing the dose recorded by this "device" with that

measured by a conventional LiF TLD. The LiF "device" recorded doses -1.4 times

larger than the TLD.
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The results of Figure 10 are shown again in Figure 12 after the correction

and conversion factors have been applied. The agreement at 4.6V (and 2.5V as well,

not shown) is now quite good, while that at OV (and -2.5V) is somewhat worse.

Dose rates approaching 1011 rads/s were also investigated, again using 21"

keV electrons. At this dose rate it was found that the conductivity of the oxide

becomes large enough so that VG may drive appreciable current through the oxide.

If VG is a high impedance source (: 106 ohms), the potential across the oxide may

drop significantly with the result that less space charge is accumulated.

The experiments have shown that a small dose rate dependence for charge
buiidup does exist in the eight decades of dose rate from 102 to 1010 rads 's. For

doses less than a few times 105 rads, the effect is of the same order of magnitude

as the variation of radiation sensitivity found in Si planar devices.
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Figure 12. Charge Buildup at High and Low Dose Rates
for Bias Values of 4.6V and 0V After Correction
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(3) Temperature. As was mentioned previously, the radiation-induced

charge, Qss, in the RN-1030 MOS-FET can be removed by a one-hour anneal at

300'C. The annealing process was studied fu.-ter. Three devices were irradiated

to a dose of 106 rads, each under a different gate bias (0, ±2.5 Volts), and then

given an isochronal anneal (25C deg. steps from 50 C to a maximum of 300 C, 1)

minutes at each step) with VG=0 volts (i. e., gate shorted to substrate). C-VG

curves were taken, at room temperature, after each step. The devices were then

annealed for one hour at 300 C, irradiated again under the same conditions, and

then given another isochronal anneal, this time with +2. 5V gate bias. The ir-

radiation-anneal cycle was repeated again with a bias of -2. 5V during the isochronal

anneal.

The results for the three devices are shown in Figure 13. Since three dif-

ferent devices are involved, it is not possible to make quantitative comparisons.

However, it is quite apparent that a large portion of Qss is removed by raising
the temperature of the oxide to -250 C regardless of the bias applied either during

irradiation or during the anneal. Also, with one exception, a bias of 0 or +2. 5V

during irradiation is somewhat more effective in removing Qss than is a bias of

-2. 5V. For the device irradiated at -2. 5V bias and annealed at +2. 5 bias. Qss

decreases until the temperature reaches -165 C, at which point it begins to in-

crease aga'n. Zaininger 3 has reported similar behavior in irradiated MOS capac-

itors and attributed the effect to positive ion drift in the oxide. In his case, how-

ever, the positive ion instability set in at -350 C, much higher than the tempera-

ture of onset observed here.

For all three devices the anneal with -2. 5V bias gave the least recovery; in

fact, a sizable fraction of Oss still remained in the devices irradiated at 0 and

-2. 5V bias. However, for the device irradiated at +2. 5V bias, I \V I at 106 rads

was initially much larger (19. !V as compared with 3. 76V and 4. 11V for the devices

irradiated at 0 and -2. 5V respectively), so that the amount of charge actually left

in the oxide was approximately the same for the three devices. Annealing at -2. 5V

bias thus appears to hold a small residue of positive charge in the oxide. The size

of the residue is approximately independent of preannealing magnitude of Qss. A

one-hour aneal at 300 C and 0 bias was required to remove Qss entirely.

The results for the device irradiated at +2. 5V bias and annealed at OV bias

have been replotted in Figure 14. The logarithm of the fraction of Qss annealed

(i.e., log (1-AV(T) 'AV(297)) is plotted against 1 'T. The curve is not linear, indicat-

ing that there is no simple activation energy associated with the annealing process.

However, there is a linear section whose slope yields an activation energy, - 0. 15eV.
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Since Q can be annealed at quite low temperatures, it is reasonable to ex-
pect that the buildup of Q will depend rather markedly on the oxide temperature
during irradiation. To determine the importance of oxide temperature, a series of
irradiations was carried out on PN-1030 MOS-FET's under various bias conditions
and at several temperatures. The results of these experimerts may prove useful
for two reasons. First, in practice. devices may be exposed to radiation a'
temperatures other than room temperature (the temperature at which most experi-
ments are performed). It will be necessary, therefore, to be able to correct for
temperature when making estimates of radiation effects. These experiments may
indicate the impnrtanze of these corrections. Second, the reslts will. hopefully.
yield some information about the charge buildup process itself.

Three P-N-1030 MOS-FET:s were exposed at a selected temnerature to a
total of 106 rads of Co6 0-gamma radiati--m. Each device was kept at a different
bias (0, :2. 5V). C-VG curves were taken, ats room te-nperature, after accumulated
doses of 104 , 5xl0-, 105, 5x10 5 and IOb rads. Ate- each curve was taken. the
devices were brought to the desired temperature b,-fore the irradiation was re-
sumed. When the accumulated dose reached 106 ,-ads. the devices were znnealed at
300 C for one hour and then irradiated again at "& different temperature but with the
same bias values. Irradiations were performed at 77, 297, 323, 373, and 423"K.
For the irradiation at 7' K the devices were inmersed in a liquid nitrogen bath in
the irrntdiation chamber. For the irradiation. at and above room temperature the
devices were placed in a special temperature chamber mounted in the radiation
chamber. The radiation doses were measu-ed with LiF TLD'.r

A clieck was made to determine the cffect on the final value of AV of inter-
rupting the irradiation several times and quenching the devices to room tempera-
ture. The effect should be most importan at high temperatures. Three devices
were irradiated, under bias, at 423'K to ? 0e rads without interruption and the re-
sults compared with those for the previois case. For each of the three cases the
voltage shift, AV, was the same, within the limits of accuracy of the experiment, as
the shift obtained when the irradiations Nere interrupted.

The results for the three devices are shown in Figure 15. For all three bias
values, the effect of increased tempera.ure during irradiation is to reduce Qss"
The reduction as a function of tempera.ure is illustrated in Figure 16 for a dose of
106 rads. Since a different device was used for each bias, it is not possible to make
any quantitative comparisons. The slcpes of the three curves are, however, similar
to each other ane also to the slope of the anneaiing curve in Figure 14. This fact
indicates that an elevated temperaturE during irradiation simply superimposes an
anneaing process on Lhe charge accwnuiaion process.
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6. The charge buildup process does not depend significantly on the dose

rate over a wide range of values.

7. The space charge may be removed partially or completely by thermal

annealing. Annealing temperatures -300 to 350cC are generally re-

quired for complete removal.

Isochronal annealing indicates there is no simple activation energy associ-

ated with the annealing process, but it is not unreasonable to view the process as

having perhaps several such energies each a fraction of an eV. It has also been

reported that the space charge can be annealed by exposing the oxide to ultraviolet

light of sufficiently short wavelength."' 6 The buildup process itself also depends on

the temperature of the oxide during irradiation: the space charge accumulation de-

creases with increasing temperature.

Early in the investigations of the effects of ionizing radiation on SiO2 layers,

it became clear that the space charge buildup was not directly connected with

Ionic motion (e.g., Na + ) in the oxide. Samples which show no ion drift under

thermal-bias stress do show a charge buildup when exposed to radiation." Further.-

more, if ionic motion were involved in the process, one would expect the effect

to increase rather than decrease with elevated temperatures.
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The current picture of the charge buildup process may be understood by
-83679

referring to Figure I8. ' ' ' Ionizing radiation passing through the oxide creates

hole-electron pairs. The oxide is assumed to contain hole traps which capture some

of the relatively immobile holes, while the remainder presumably recombine. The

electrons, on the other hand, are more mobile and, as a result, drift toward the

positive electrode. Some electrons are thus removed from the oxidc and, since the

Si is unable to supply electrons to the SiO2 , a net positive space charge builds up

near the S102 - Si interface. As the positive space charge grows, the field, E, in

the oxide between the space charge and the positive electrode decreases. When the

field in this region is reduced to zero, no lurther charge will accumulate unless the

applied potential is increased. It is apparent then that the charge buildup saturates

with increasing dose and, furthermore, that the saturation value will depend on ap-

plied bias, VG.

Grove and Snow and Speth and Fang have proposed similar models which

relate quantitatively the saturation value of the space charge to the bias applied

across the oxide d,,;ring irradiation, VG. These models do not, however, explicitly

discuss the charge buildup process in a quantitative way.

Sl S102 METAL

0 0(o (

-0
QS1 e

OslO 0

Figure 18. Model of Charge Buildup Process
Due to Ionizing Radiation
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(2) Quantitative Model. The picture of the charge buildup process presented

in the previous section is a rather simple one and may, for this reason, yield to a

straightforward analysis. In this section an attempt will be .iade to derive an

expression for %V, as a fumction of radiation dose, which will contain the applied

bias, VG, and dose rate as explicit parameters.

It will be assumed that the oxide layer is uniform in all necessary properties

and initially free of any space charge. Factors stch as contact potential differ-

ences and the effect of radiation on fast states at the SiO 2 - Si interface will be

ignored. Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 19. The potential, VG,

applied across the oxide gives rise to an electric field, E, which is uniform

throughout the oxide and of magnitude VG x0 where x is the thickness of the oxide.

The effect of ionizing radiation is to generate hole-electron pairs uniformly

throughout the oxide at a rate of g pairs cm 3 -s. The effect of the electric field will

be to drive electrons toward the metal gate and holes toward the Si. it i:, assumed

that the holes are relatively much less mobile than the electrons' ° and thus a signifi-

cant concentration gradient will be set up only for electrons. It is shown in Appen-

dix B that the free electron concentration, n(x), will reach an equilibrium given by

,(x) = gr [ - exp (a -o (1)

2

where a p0 , provided there has been no appreciable accumulation of space

charge to alter the field, E. ji and 7 e are the mobility and lifetime of the electron
respectively.

SI SIOz METAL
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E - - V /X o

Figure 19. In!tlal Conditions
x in SIO 2 Layer
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The form of the expression for n(x) is shown in Figure 20 for three values

of the parameter a and for x in the range 0 S x £ xo . The quantity a is essentially

the ratio of the thickness of the oxide to the distance an electron will drift in a

lifetime, re. If VG = 0, ihen a , and n (x) = gre everywhere in the oxide. Ex-

perinmentaly it is observed that a relatively small space charge accumulates when

VG = 0. This harge accumulation could result either from a built-in field present

in the oxide due to a contact potential, or from some other process such as dif-

fusion. It will be assumed that in the region in which n(x) - gr e no net trapping of

holes occurs Since n(x) is least at x - 0, the trapping rate will be greatest near

the SiO2 - Si interface. Furthermore, since it is )bserved experimentally that

the space charge accumulates almost entirely in th' small fraction of the oxide

adjacent to this interface, it is concluded that a in equation 1 is ". 10, i. c. , that

n(x) -gir throughout most of the oxide. As a result, no charge is accumulated in

the bulk of the oxide and the electric field is uniform at all times except near the

4nterface. As the space charge accumulates, the field in the bulk of the oxide

decreases. ',Anen sufficient charge collects, E vanishes and no more electrons

drift out of the oxide into the metal gate.

The distribution of space charge in the oxide at any time during the irradi-

ation will depend on the density of hole traps, NT, and the applied bias, VG'

Clearly the region in which trapping can occur, i. e. , the region in which n(x)

< geI will Increase as VG increases, since a in equation 1 is inversely propor-

tional to VG. However, the maximum trapping rate occurs at x = 0 for all values

of VG. As the space charge accumulates, the field near the interface increases a.,d

maintains the high trapping rate in this region (by removing electrons). At the same

time, the field in the bulk of the oxide decreases causing n(x) to approach g e every-

where except near the interface. The effect will be to concentrate the trapped

charge as close to the irterface, as possible and to prevent the space charge from

spreading into the oxide.

It has been tacitly assumed tnat there are sufficient hole traps available

close to the interlace to accommodate the required space charge. If this is not

the case then, of course, the space charge will spread into the oxide. The two

cases are illustrated in Figure 21. NT is the density of hole traps, assumed uni-

form over the region of interest, and PT(x) is the density of trapped holes as a

function of distance into the oxide.

To simplify the analysis it will be assumed that at any time (dose level) the

space charge distribution in the oxide can be approximated by

PT= PT(t), 0O<x_<d

=0, d<x <x 0
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center of gravity located at the same
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DLstribution f Space Charge

The space charge, Qs(t), is gven

by

t

Qss(t) = qPT(t)d = - Jdt (3)

0

where J is the current density due to the electrons crossing the oxide-metal inter-

face- (See Figure 22-) If E Is the electric field at the interface, then

J = qg- g:E (4)

it is shozn in .ApevndiL C that E is given by

E = o 3o c T(t) (5)

Combining equations 3, 4 and 5 and differentiating yields

dPT

VG - aPT = bgdt (6)

where a = F- and b =x-

40
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Comining erquations 2 and 7 gves

AV(;) = - avG -e-j'B (8)

2xc _____e

where d and -1o

If it is assumed that d is constant, then the expression for AV gives the

correct behavior of charge buil-up on dose, (gt), namely saturation. Further--

more, the dose rate, g, appears only in the product gt, and so the observed dose

rate independence 1: cofrLily predicted. The saturation value of AV is aVG.

Experimentally I AV (sat) 1 is observed to in.-rease linearly with VG for low

values of V- (see Figure 7). At higher values I-' (sat)! increases at a rate

somewhat less than linear. Such behavior is to be expected if the traps near the
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interface saturate and cause d to increase. An increase in d causes a decrease in

a and hence a decrease n the slope of the AV (st) versus VG curve.

For the case of negative bias applied during irradiafion, the ositive space

charge will colect at the metal-SiO2 interface. The problem will be sYmmetrical
as far as the charge buildUp process is concerned, but the space charge will have

much less effect on the Si in this case. An alal;sis d me buildup for negative bias
values similar to that gziven above for positive values yields

AV(t) =VGil- e-t) (9)

where =qd l e 2 t foxo

as before.

W(t) saturates with increasing dose with M(sat) = VG. Reference to

Figure 7 shows that W (sat) obeys tiis relationship al least appro.ximately for

the RN-1030 device.

From euaions 8 and 9

= o = ( d - 1) (10)

AV(sat)- - 0

i. e., the ratio cf the voltage shut at saturation for a given positve bias to that
for the same bias but wirh o mosite polarity is indenEndent o! Tabie 1 lists

6 XG
the values of AV(sat) for the MN-1030 device at 10 rads for uositive and nega
values of VG and the corresponding ratios.

With the exce;Aion of the result 'fr G I = 10 volts, the ratio is reasonabiv

constant as predicted by, equation 10 Far -G  1 10 volts AV(sat) appears to be too

small, perhaps for the reasons already discusseo. The average value of the first

Table I
Values of AV (sat). " AV (sat)- for RN-1030 MOS-FET

VG -,NV (sat) AV (sat).!AV (sat)_
volts volts

+ 1.0 9.2
- 1.0 1.6 5.8
+ 2.5 16.6
- 2.5 2.55 6.5

+ 5.0 29.4
- 5.0 5.0

+10.0 38.5 3.6
-10.0 10.1
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three ratios is 6.1. Sbstitution of this value in equation 10 yields d/x o = 0.28,

indicating that the space cbarge is confined to a region of the oxde close to one or

other of the oxide surfaces.

Equations 8 and 9 have been fitted to the results for the PN-1030 MOS-FET

at bias values of +5 and -5 vcltS. The best fit for -5 volts is
AV = -30(1 - e- 3 Dt

and for -5 volts

%V- -5(1 - e - 2

where D is the dose i- megarads. 1These curves are shown in gure 23 (a) -ind

23 (b). togeth r with Zhe obse.-ed results.

F .r - 5 vvths b!as. Che .nrameters a :u.d ji were chosen to give a good fit

for iawr dse levels. At higner dose levels, .however, V-7 does not saturate in
agreemn- ,ei with the calculated curve. T. crndirued increase of 1W may be caused

n- ts'& effect of .-radiaion on E- 'fast surface states at the S-O2-Si interface. It

-as olbserved that the C-V c curves of iradiated devices showed a distortion which

intreased in ,aioi..iiute with increasu 0 dose. Furtiermore. the dis.ortion was

conside.-abi- irger -or .sitive values of g-ate bias. Distortion is usually inter-

preted in terms of fast surface states at the SiO2-Si interfacc. ard the i.n-:-ease

of disteortios -nay indic.e an increase in the density of these states as a result
60of the Zo & mma irradiation. V could continue to increase as long as the

nunber of t:hese states increases. .'or some rea-on which is rzt clear at presen.

the distortion does not appear to increase with dose as rapidly for negative bias

values.

For -5 volts bias, the calculated and cbserved curves could be made to agree

somewhat more closely. However, it was necessary to choose a much larger value

of 3 (23 as against 3 for ,-5 volts bias).

If the oxide properties are uniform and the SiO 2 -Si and SiO2 -metal interfaces

are the same, then , should be the same for both bias nolarities. There are two
factors which may be at least partially responsible for the observed discrepancy.

,j depends linearly on the product ge, which was assumed constant throughout the

oxide. However, since the SiO2 -Si interface region of the oxide is expected to have
a higher concentration of imperfections than the rest of the oxide, both g and 7'e may

be significantly smaller in this region and thus produce a smaller value of 3 for bias
positive values. The generation rate, g, may not be the same in boh interface re-

gions as was assumed in the development of the expressions for AV. (A variation in
g will appear as a variation in 3 when the exT.ressions are fitted to the experimental
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curv-s I As the oxide structure changes, the energy required to form a hole-electron

pair will cha-ge so tat a given absorbed dose will produce more ionization in

one part of the oxide than in another. Also, the fraction of absorbed energy which
produces ionization may depend on the oxide structure. Furthermore, g in the inter-

face regions may be influenced by the material adjacent to the oxide, i.e., metal for
negative and Si for positive bias.

There appear to be a number of possible causes of the observed discrepancy

in ,3 (more accurately i3g) for the two bias polarities. The contrelling value of i3g
will be the val.ae in the interface region where the space charge collects. The vari-
ation of i3g across the oxide should not seriously affect the qualitative behavior of

the space charge buildup.

The exDerin ental results in Figure 23 (b) show that AV does not, in fact,
saturate but conti.'ut s to increase slowly in a manner similar to that at -5 volts
bias. This observation suggests that the prediced ct r'e should saturate at some

value slight ly less negative than -5 volts. In other words, if equation 9 is correct,

the effective bias present across he oxide -. as actually smaller in magnitude than
the 5 volts applied. Such would be the case if, for example, a small positive b, ilt-in

field exidsted In the oxide. The fact that the minimum space charge buildup for the

RN-1030 occurs at a small negative value of VG (see Figure 7) also suggests that

such a field exists.

If the equation for AV at - 5 volts bias and the doses indicated in Figure 23
(a) are taken as correct, then it is possible to estimate P, and subsequently the

product P :e " If the energy required to produce one electron-hole pair is taken

as 20 eV, then an absorbed dose of one rad produces ~1013 pairs/cm3 . Using this
fact and talking E = 4 and d xo = 0.28, then substitution in the expresslon for ,3 yields
117 e - 5xl0 1 6 m 2 ,V. For the RN-1030 MOS-FET's used in the experiments dis-
cussed earlier this value of, ge yields a -10 in equation (1) and is, therefore, con-

sistent with the assumptions made in deriving the expressions for AV.

The expressions derived for ,.%V (equations 8 and 9) do not contain the
temperature, T, explicitly. It is assumed that a hole once trapped will remain

trapped. Elevated temperatures will, however, release holes from the traps and

consequently reduce Qss" From the results of the experiments discussed earlier,
it is apparent that the effect of temperature cannot be described in terms of a

simple activation energy. Presumably, this result implies that the hole traps are

not all located at the same energy level in the SiO2 band map. However, the effect

of temperature during irradiation could be approximated by including a factor of
the form exp(-Ev'kT) in the expressions for \V, where ET is an average acti-

vation energy -0. 15 eV.
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7. THERMOLUMINESCENCE OF IRRADLTED SILICON-DIOXIDE LAYERS ON

SILICON SUBSTRATES

The SiO.2 passivatlon layer on planar semiconductor devices is sensitive to

the effects of ioni7hng radiation. Radiation generally produces a positive charge
buildup, Qss, in the SiO 2 near the SiO2-Si interface. The present picture of the

charge buildup process supposes that hole-electron pairs are created in the S102

by the radiation; some of the pairs will, of course, recombine, but a fraction of

the holes will be trapped while the correspoding electrons escape from the SO2

leaving a net positive space charge, Qss.

At present, no direct information regarding the nature of the assumed hole

traps has been obtained. The standard methods of observing the buildup of Qss

(e.g., capacitance-voltage curves of metal-oxide--semiconductor capacitors) do not

yield any information about the trapping process itself. It is known, however, that
Qss can be removed from the oxide by thermal annealing. The purpose of the work

described in the following paragraphs was to determine whether luminescence ac-

companied the thermal annealing and, if so, the effects on the thermolumih-escence

of such factors as (a) type of oxide, (b) presence of impurities, particularly sodium,

in the oxide, and (c) presence of an electric field in the oxide during irradiation.

a. Thermoluminescence Dosimeter

For preliminary investigations, a commercial thermoluminescence dosimeter
manufactured by Controls for Radiation, Inc. wzs used. The instrument, under

normal operation, uses a photomultiplier tube to observe the thermoluminescence

from irradiated LiF samples. The electrical output from the photomultiplier tube

is integrated and read on a digital scale.

For this :.-periment itwas necessary to modify the instrument. To reduce

the background infrared radiation, the photomultiplier tube was masked leaving a

3,'8" square opening, the sample holder (planchet) was gold-plated and a blue filter

placed between it and the photomultiplier tube. The shape of the sample holder

made it necessary to use Si chips 3/8" square.

The output voltafre of the photomultiplier tube was observed directly on an

X-Y recorder, with the output of an Iron-Constantin thermocouple, embedded in the

planchet, as the other input. The thermocouple was referenced to room tempera-

ture (25 0 C). Its output is roughly 0. 055 mv/°C.

The silicon wafers were oxidized in three ways: (1) thermal growth in a dry

oxygen atmosphere (dry), (2) growth in a wet oxygen atmosphere (steam), and

(3) deposited by a silane process (deposited). The oxide layers were all approximately
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5000 A thick. Samples cf eaLh oxide also had - layer of sodium chloride deposited

on the oxide surface. Sodium diffuston into the oxide was carried out at 600,C for

24 hours.

b. Procedure

Trapped charges (both holes and electrons) were created by irradiating the

samples with Co60-gamma rays. The magnitude of trapped charge was controlled

by varying the radiation time from 20 minutes to 2 hours. After irradiaticn each

sample was placed on the planchet and the thermoluminescence output plotted as a

function of temperature.

For each irradiated sample three curves were generated (see Figure 24).

Curve a was the photomultiplier output as a function of temperaure for the empty

planchet. This curve gives the real background. Curve b was the photomultiplier

output ot the sample and the planchet obtained from the first heating of the sample.

It is this curve that gives the information concerning the amount of stored charge

in the oxide layer. Curve c was generated under dhe same conditions as curve b,

but for a second heating of the sample. This curve gives the effective background

and indicates whether or not the trapped charges were completely removed by just

one annealing.

An experiment was carried out to determine whether room temperature

annealing in the time interval between removal from the radiation cell and measure-

ment of light output significantly affected the light output. A sample was irradiated

f6

PLANCHET ALONE 6 PLANCHET + SAIMPLE 6 PLANCHET -r SAMPLE
;IRRADiATED I HOUR
AT 4 15 X 10

5 
RADS/ HOUR

~/
4 4

0:.

0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15

THERMOCOUPLE OUTPUT (MV)

(o) (b) (c)

Figure 24. Photomultlplier Output of Sample and Planchet
as a Function of Thermocouple Output
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for 40 minutes, and then allowed to remain at raoom temperature for a specific time

period. At the end of this time inerval the luminescence was observed. As can

be seen from Figure 25, there is a significant reduction in the light output for

periodE 1 hour, but for periods of - 20 minutes the output was reduced by 5%.

Therefore, for this experiment all measurements were taken within 20 minutes of

the time the sample was removed from the Co 6 0 -gamma cell.

in order to compare different oxide specimens, it was first necessary to

determine their relative luminescence efficiency. Luminescence efficiency is

effectively the fr~zHLa of the total energy released by anrealing which appears as

luminescence. "he samples were placed in an electron gun and mounted in such a

way that the light emitted by the oxide was observable through a window in the gun

chamber. The samples were then bombarbed with 20 keV electrons and the light

output from several samples of different oxide types was compared by several

observers. It was zgreed that there was no difference detectable to the unaided

eye between the light output from various samples. Thus, it was concluded that

the efficiency was the same for all oxide types within the accuracy required for

these experiments. As a result, any differences seen in the light output for dif-

ferent oxides due to thermoluminescence are not caused by differences in the

luminescence efficiencies of the oxides, but by differences in the amount of stored

charge Qss"

L25
IRRADIATED 40 MINUTES AT

4.0xlO5 RADS/HR
7- ID

w

'Li
z

05

U
z

< 025
LU
.

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2

ANNEALING TIME (HOURS) AT ROOM rEMPERATURE

Figure 25. Photomultiplier Output of Contaminated Steam Grown Oxide
as a Function of Room Temperature Annealing
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C. Facmors -Affectip; 7.7-emol.min -scence-

'Me tzoe of oxide wzas the first imcz r sludled wiich msi#i 261ec &,,e &±emPn-o-

luinescerxe.. The oxids were irradiated with~ Co6-ganna rays !or rari,1-s

leni;Ls of ttme and zhen v;aced in th~e thertmal~minescence 6jsimeter. A pD-*1of
c~-~: ~a~ 1 olier -toI as a it.nclion of --h.roc"L-p~e ozm= =as generated for each

o.xid-. Typical reslts fo.: each t~-oe are sho-Anm in Figmre 26.

A I!ar-:e therma1l armeal oeak is .bserred for eadi oxde ar:,iqn: from- 85 C
in the dr-, rxie to 120 C in th~e &osited oxide. in addition. them~ is some e-idemce

~ a idi---~ eak bezeern 16,1 and 19S) C. The pr-incipAi oeak corresponds to

t1l= seen u i t- Mermal ana of ir-a-dia2d 3MtOS-FE-1 de-ices mde with~ a dewos-

ited ox!&- lav-er-.

Qssil be preporta-m- ta the iniegzled Ught irte:!ity.. i e..- th~e toW area
under emac of the curre-s in Fiare -26- 7Tbe =reas under th~ese curi-es 1-are been

de.'ernitined as a function of i=Ie-grated dose- The resafts are gi-ea in Fizure 27.

In a!! c asses thwe zrapped chm -ze aVpears z,% s~urate in Tbe Awi;.!b-rho9d of Ma.

This jls also the doise at wich Q,, saiumaes in MtOS- FET demices. It is emrden-I

th~at thze iniecr-Aled luminescernt oucu and oresunnab~ Uke magzznd of stored

ehr e (S is =75- -zreaer in Lhe slean= ( -ezi n -jde than~ in th~e 01hrur Ir.0

The next factar suffied vas Che effect -; co amatin b2d on the lumines-

cence of the d~ferent. oxiddes. Thbe same -radIatiw~ and mesunemerA cycle Used for
the urcomiatniraxed oxiNades was employ*ed. Tyrpk'el curies ffor the 2-conLtamimazed

z r

%'2II

tc?

Figure 26. Photoniultiplier Output of Three Types of Uncontaminated Ox-.-ide-.-
as a Function of Temperature (-1.15 x 100 rads),
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dfffererft way. T-ere as essenially m change In the lumiescence for the stean

grown oxIde. However, sodiun kicreased the luminescence fro= the dry oxide by

abcut Oc, and fr=m the demx;sltecd oxide by appoximately 259_

The uresence of an electric field in the oxide during i-i--d.t!cn .as the last

factor sntdie. T.e elecizric field was jed across the o.ide by r:.neas of a ball

of mercur- on the surface of the ode and a gold -Ire bonded to the silicon sub-

sb-ate.

Urzoniam-naied oxides were irradiated for one hour at differeni biases.

rnz,xzg from -30V to 30V. The results of this -dy are sho., in Figure 30.

The bias caused onl-y a slight effect on the luminescence. exce.t at -30V where a

reduction of about 30: was observed. This result is indeed surprising since other

work. has sbown a ver" strong de.erndeuce of the charge accumalation on bias.

I OU
=aD----

0

-3o -20 -0 0 10 2.o0 30

Figure 30. integrated Luminescence of
Uncontaminated Steam Grown O.,ide

as a Function of Bias Voltage
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d. Conclusions

Tae thermoluminescence technique would seem to be ,uite useful in studying

the problems associated with tr.-apped charge in oxidized silicon su-f-ces. It is

evidently a sufficiently sensitive tool o detect differences in the process used to

prepare the oxide. Consequerly, this technique could be used routinely to check

oxidized v.-afezs for contamination introduced either daring o.-de growth or in sub-

sequent device processes. The technique should also be of use in selecting oxides

(or other insu-atirg surfaces) to be used in an ionizin-Z envirosnenl.

Although it has mt been possible to demonstrate tha! the traps which store

charge next to the SiO2-S iLrterface In oxidized devices are related to those ob-

served tn thermoluminescence, it would not be a difficult task to prepare a number

of MOS capacitors on the same slices that are used for Chernmluminescence

studies to establish the necessary correlation. Some correlation exists in that the

thermal anneal Dek in irradiated MOS- FET's co.resoonds to the thermolumine-

scence peak seen in the comparable oxide.

Trap depths (Et) giving rise to the therm.!uminescence can be estimated

usirg the expression T2
Et =k- -

where T is the temperature of the pealk. AT is the temperature difference between

haif-maxim., and k is the Boltzman constant.

Using this expression, trap depths are estimated at 0. 25 eV i: steam oxide,

0. 30 eV in dry oxide, and 0. 22 eV in deposited oxide. The latter value should be

compared with the value 0. 15 eV obtained for hole traps responsible for the

trapoed c harge Qss in irradiated MOS-FET's using this oxide. Introduction of

soaium into these oxides apparently int-roduces still shallower traps estimated to

I ave a trap depth of 0. 2 eV. This result indicates that sodium was probably not

t.ie impurity that caused the trapping observed in uncontaminated samples.

In the case of the oxidized surface to which no metal cortact is made, it must

be assumed that irradiation causes both holes and electror-s to be trapped. In con-

trast, the electrons in a MOS structure are presumed to move to the metai elec-

trode and leave the oxide. Since the shallower of the two traps, hole and electron,

would control the annealing behavior, it is concluded from the agreement observed

between hole trap leve; in MOS-FET's and the thermoluminescent trap level that

the thermoluminescent traps are also hole traps.

The failure to observe any mar:ed change in the luminescence when bias was

applied during Irradiation is surprising, since a marked dependence on bias is ob-

served for the number of holes trapped at the SiO2 -Si interface in irradiated MOS
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devices. R may be that bias does nmt alter the total trapped charge in either case.

but only alters the relative dispositon of trapped holes and electrons. This feature

merits further investigation.

The thermoluminescence technique aupears to have some very real value for

s .'ding trapping phenomena in oxidized layers. Furthermore, a correlation of

such stcdies and parallel studies on MOS ca.wcitors could provide some real in-

sight into both the radiation damage and reliability problems in oxidized silicon

surfaces. Such correlated studies cc-ld also prove useful in unravelirg , he

.nyster:s of trappin- phenomem both latent and radiaticn-induced, in a wide

.ariety of insulating materials.

8. EFFECTS OF Co- - GA IA IRRADLATION ON SCH I KY BARRIER DIODES

a. Introduction

A study was carriee out of the effects of gamma irradiation on .Au-Si and

Cr-Pa-Pt-Si Schottky barrier diodes. In theory, such deeices - being majori.t"

carrier structures - should be relatively insensitive to radiation damage.

However the I-V charazteristics of a Scottky barrier are closely related to

interface states at the semicoriductor-metal junction. In this respect, the

Scbott-ky barrier may be similar to the MOS structure with an extremely thin

"'O" !ayer, so that the Fermi level of the interface states is closely coupled to the

Fermi level in the metal. L a thick "O" layer, the interface Fermi levels couple

to zhe semico-ductor. High densities of interface states (1013 states cm 2 ) have

been fouwd for man.; metal-semi conductor junctions.1 These interface states

explain the jack of strong dependence of barrier height on the metal work function.

Energetic radiation could be expected to change the interface state density

and thus the I-V characteristics. However very large doses of Co6 0 -gamma radia-

tion (>108 rads) would be required to affect significantly barriers whose initial
i3 2interface state densities were of the order of 10 states/cm

b. Experimental Procedure

The devices studied were WECo 479A Au-Si and developmental Cr-Pa-Pt-Si

diodes having roughly the same structure. This structure is shown in Figure 31.

Pre- and post-exposure measurements of I-V characteristics at -50'C, 25 'C, and

1000C were made with a logarithmic curve tracer which will be described later

in this report. "yica! I-V characteristics before and after exposure are shown at
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the three temperaiures for a Cr-Pa-

.0o2 o  Pt-Si di de in Figures 32 and 33.

-U C02 Capacitance-voltage measurements

were made with a Boenton Canacitance

- - Bridge. Exposures were made in a

Co gamma cell at a rate of 0.4 106

-5 rads/'hr. Devices were exposed with
q 5 and without bias. Several de.ices were

_also exomosed to fast neutrons from the

S-White Sands Fast Burst Reactor. Both
gamma and neutron irradiated devices

were subsequently subjected to a series

of isochronal anneals.

Figure 31. Structure of Au-Si Diodes
c. Results

A wide variety of responses to

ionizing radiation were observed for the

I-V characteristics. The Au-Si produc-
don devices exhifbited a narro~er range of responses -itan did the Cr-Pa-Pt-Si de-

velepmental devices. For example reverse current changes at -5 V ranged from

virtualy zero to nearly four orders of magnitude ncrease at 108 r-ads integrated

dose. Figures 34 and 35 show the average increases in reverse current at -5 V for

both grou s of devices as well as th as nd worst device in each grroup. There

is evidepce of saturation In the damage mechanism at Lntegrated -.)ses of 108 rads.

These large and variable responses were e7ident also in the forward characteristic

up to,- 100 ;;a. Above this zurrent, relatively small changes in tae forward char-

acteristic were observed. C-V characteristics show a 1.'C 2 vs. V characteristic

with an extrapolated barrier height of --0.40 V for Au-Si and 0.36 V for Cr-Pa-Pt-Si

devices. Essentially no change in this extrapolated barrier height occurred fur in-

tegrated doses up to 108 rads. This result indicates that changes in interface state

density are small and do not contribute to the observed changes in the I-V charac-

teristic. The devices subjected to energetic neutron bombardments showed ncgligi-

ble changes for integrated fluxes up to 10 N. cm 2 . Since this neutron fluence

should produce approximately the same lifetime degradation as the largest gamma

dose employed in this study, it is concluded that changes in minority carrier life-

time do not significantly contribute to the observed changes in I-V characteristics.

Because of large variations among devices, there was no effect ascribable to

applied bias during test. Furthermore, although tie variety of responses to Ionizing

radiation was less for the Au-Si devices, there were no other obvious differences

in the response to radiation of the two types of contacts.
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Figure 33. Current-Voltage Characteristics for a

Clr-Pa-Pt-Si Diode After Exposure to 108 rads
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Those devices which had very large increases in reverse current with

radiaion showei a much reduced dependence of reverse current on temperature.

For example, devices with reverse currents at -5 V of 20 - 50 jua showed a factor
of 2 change in reverse current for a temperature change of 75*C in contrast to the

order of magnitude change observed in devices having reverse currents - I Pa at

-5 V. Annealing of radiation damage in devices showvirg large changes in reverse

current was significant for temperatures below 150*C. Annealing in devices with
small increases in reverse current required temperatures of the order of 300*C.

A correlation was observed between the forward spreading resistance of

these devices and the -magnitude of increase in reverse current with irradiation.
The correlation is evident in Figure 36 for the Cr-Pa-Pt-Si devices after 108 rads

irradiation. Forward spreading resisiance is determined from the slope of the

I-V characteristic for forward currents between I and 10 ma.
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Figure 36. Forvard-Spreading Resistance versus
Reverse Current for Cr-Pa-Pt-Si Diodes

d. Model for Radiation Damage in Schottky Barrier Diodes

A model has been proposed fcr the observed Co60 -gamma radiation damage
in Schottky diodes for those devices which show very large increases in reverse

current. This type of danage saturates in the neighborhood of 108 rads and
anneals ouit at rciatively low zemperatures (150°C or less). These observations
indicate that this type of damage is related to the charge storage process in the
oxide layers of MOS devices, i.e., to the buildup of trapped positive charge at
the SiO2-Si interface. This charge would develop an enhancement layer on the
n-type silicon epitaxial layer. This enlhancement layer could affect the I-V char-
acteristic only where the metal, SiO2 and silicon have a common boundary, i.e.,
at the perimeter of the metal-semiconductor contact. At this perimeter the metal
is in contact not only with the moderate resistivity epitaxial silicon but also with a
high conductivity surface enhancement region. The metal -semiconductor depletion

laver will be drastically narrowed in ie enhancement region. In addition the
radius of curvature at the edge of the depletion region is reduced. Both of these
effects, which are illustrated ii, Figure 37, will drastically reduce the breakdown

voltage between the metal and semiconductor. Because of the charges p-:esent in
the oxide, a large field is produced in the silicon withoot application of reverse
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Figure 37. Effect of Radiation on Schottky Barrier Diodes

bias. Leistiko and Gio ve' 2 have pointed out that for surface charges in excess of

10 1 2 /cm 2 , surface breakdown wil take over in typical silicon planar devices.

Grove and Snow" have reported surface charge densities for oxidized surfaces

exposed to ionizing radiation in excess of 1013 cm 2 . so that surface induced

breakdown should occur. Ultimately for very strongly accumulated surfaces

tunnel current will flow from metal to ser 'conductor. Both breakdown and tunnel

currents would be expected tc show a small temperature dependence as was observed

in the irralliated diodes having very large reverse currents.

In the production of these Schottky barrier diodes, it is observed that the

surface mecalization sometimes fails to sinter to the silicon next to the oxide so

that only a fraction of the total metal-semiconductor perimeter adjoins oxide.

Because of the reduced metal-semiconductor area the forward spreading resistance

is increased in tLese devices. Thus the correlation evident in Figure 36 between

reverse current after irradiation and forward spreading resistance is explained by

the model.

e. Summa'-y

A variety of responses to ionizing radiation have been observed in the 1-V

characteristics of Avu-Si and Cr-Pa-Pt-Si Schottky barrier diodes. Changes in

barrier height or minority carrier lifetime do not account for the results.
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iL DEVICE STUDIES

9. DUTRODUCTION

The orincipal effort in device studies has been concetrated on bulk effects In

silicon devices caused b, fast neutrons. Recovery effects in transistors and diodes

after a single mise & fast neutrons have been studied with a view toward under-

s ita the nature of nemtron damage centers. The observed recovery effects are
believed to be caused by multi-charged damage clusters. which act as traps rather

than r bInation centers.

The efec ts of n;e-.,tren damage on high-njection-level operation in transistors

.ave been e-xamine. This study revealed basic limitations in ultimate power-

switching capabilities of transistors which can be overcome by using PNPN devices.

The rest.onse of narrc'.--base PNPN devices to neutron damage has also been
studied and compared to a fairly simple device theory. Design considerations for

PNPN de-ices to be used in radiation environments have been developed.

10. SHORT-TIME RECOVERY FROM NEUTRON D.A!AGE IN
R1IGH-FREQUENCY SILICON DEVICES

Rapid recovery of d-c gain at room temperature in silicon transistors irradi-

ated with Nirsts of fast neutrons has been reported by Sander and Gregory' and by
.2Binder and Butcher. These authors reported that s~gnificant recovery of current

gain occurred at times of the order of milliseconds to seconds. Such recovery

could drastically affect the performance of missile e'ectronics within seconds after

ex oosure to a weapon environment.

To shed further 1ght on the matter, a variety of high-frequency narrow-base

silicon transistors and one type of PRN diode were exposed to pulses of neutron

from the White Sands Fast Burst Reactor. Base current (i.e., current gain) in the

*Some of the results published herein, particularly Attachment II by E.A. Overstreet
and part of the work reported in Attachment III by D.K. Wilson and H.S. Lee, were
supported by Contract DA-30-069-AMC-333(Y). However, because of their rele-
vance to AF 19(628)-4157 studies they have been included.
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t-ransistors and for-ard voltage drop in the PMIs were monitored before, during,

and after he burst_ The effects of various bias conditions and of temperature on

both t-ansLstors and diodes were e.mlored.

The results indicate that the ratio of recoverable neutron-induJced recombina-

tion rate to !he stable neutron-induced recombination rate. RA. R,, is of the order

of unity at times of the order of I msec. Thus, the current gain of a transistor

immediately following a burst of neutrons might be as little as one half of its final

g.ain for times of the order of 1 msec. RA. R was always highest at low emitter

or forward currents.

The rates of recovery were observed to be strongly dependent on injection

level in the devices studied. Little or no recovery occurred at times up to 0.5 sec
without minority carrier injection.

The ratio, RA RN. at I msec after burst was observed to be temperature

dependent, increasing to greaier than two at temperatures of -50 0 C. However the

rate of recovery of RA RN was relatively insensitive to temperature.

Two additional effects were observed in neutron-irradiated devices, and they

appear to be rolated to the recovery process. The first was observed in neutron-

irradiated devices which were heated to anneal some of the neutron damage. When

these devices are returned to room temperature a slow reverse recovery, current

gain decreasing with time, was noted. The second effect was observed in capaci-

tance measurements of reverse-biased silicon diodes. After a burst of neutrons,

a large decrease in capacitance was measured which recovered very slowly to the

final measured capacitance change. Forward bias accelerated the capacitance-

recovery and reverse-recovery processes markedly.

The recovery effect may be important in the case of devices whose perform-

ance is marginal in a weapon environnient. Such devices include high-power tran-

sistors. PNPN switches, and PIN diodes. Since recovery is slow when minority

carriers are not injected, device degradation will be most evident in circuits hav-

ing a very low duty cycle.

A model is proposed for the observed behavior which attributes recovery to

changes in the charge state of the recombination and trapping centers, i.e., to

electronic processes. This model is compared with that of Sander and Gregory,

which assumes that atomic migration of the recombination defects occurs.
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a. Exneriniental Procedure

The devices were exposed to a short burst (approximately 100 jisec long) of

fast neutrons (E > 10 key) with a fission spectrum distribution from the White

Sands Fas Burst Reactor. The neutron fluence received by each device was of the

order of 1 to 5 x !013 N/cm 2 as determined by sulphur foil activation methods.

Unless otherwise noted, device temperatures were approximately 30°C, except for

the medium- and high-power devices operated at collector currents greater than
100 ma. The transistors were supplied with constant emitter current and the diodes

with constant forward current during measurement. Current gain in the transistors

was determined by measuring the voltage drop produced across a known resistance

by the base current. Voltage changes with time were recorded using a Minneapolis
Honeywell Visicorder with galvanometers having a response time of less than 1

msec. The circuit used for this measurement is shown in Figure 38. Forward

voltage droj, across the PIN's was also measured with the MH Visicorder and the

circuit shown in Figure 39. Only the devices under test and the cables to supply

potentials were exposed to the immediate environment of the reactor. Ferrite
cores were placed around the emitter leads of the transistors to eliminate high-

frequency singing. In both circuits provision was also made for delaying the appli-

cation of emitter current or forward current to the devices for times from 1 msec

to 1/2 sec after the radiation burst. The delayed bias circuit could also be operated

under a variety of bias conditions during the reactor pulse.

DEVICE UNDER TEST

IPIIORDER

45 _ I.

3V 45V -- 45V=

j 0 CRI DELAYED GATE

(AT AFTER BURST)
RADIATION AREA

SI

+IOOv I

Figure 38. Transistor Fast Anneal Test Circuit (for Ic = 1 ma)
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DEVICE UNDER ViIORE
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Figure 39. PIN Fast Anneal Test Circuit

Devices were also exposed at various temperatures using the hot cold mount

.hown in Figure 40. Low temperatures were obtained with this mount by passage

of cold nitrogen gas through the transistor support and high temperatures were

obtained by heaters embedded within the mount. A chromel-alumel thermocouple
referenced to ice-water temperatdre was used to monitor the device temperatures

during exposure. In the results cited here, temperatures from -50 C to 100 C

were employed.

b. Results

(1) Transistors. All of the transistors exposed in these studies were planar

and had basewidths of the order of 4/ except for the WECo 2N-560 (W = 3A). The

planar types incladed low power NPN's (WECo A-2409) and PNP's (Motorola MM999),

medium power NPN's (Motorola 2N-3252) and PNP's (Motorola 2N-3245), and a high

power NPN (Motorola SF2585A). Typical dc current gains before neutron bursts

of 5 x 1013 N/cm 2 , as well as several hours after, (for a variety of collector cur-

rents) for these devices are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1

Typical D-C Gains of Experimental Devices

Before and After Ex-osure to 5 x 10 N Cm2

Collector
Current h Sefore h After

Device (ma) FE hFE

2N560 1 24 8

2N560 10 40 12

A2409 1 60 26

A2409 10 83 40

MM999 1 124 22

.MM999 10 126 36

2N3252 1 67 9

2N3252 100 92 27

2N3244 1 95 1 !
2N3244 100 130 37

SF2585A 10 100 17
SF2585A 400 100 27

Coilector voltages during most of the test were 3.0 volts for all devices,

except for the SF2585A where a collector bias of 1.5 volts was used. Current

densities in the transistors for 10 ma were of the order of 100 amp/cm2 for the
low-power NPN's and PNP's, 10 amp'.- 2 for the medium-power NPN and PNP's,

and 1 amp.'cm 2 for the high-power NPN's.

Figures 41 through 45 show the recovery of d-c gain normalized to the final
13current gain for these devices after a burst of 5 x 10 I N/cm. In all :ases tran-

sistor current gain was at a minimum immediately after the neutron burst and re-

covered subsequently to a higher final value. Where several devices of the same

type were studied, variations among devices were small. Recovery times were

generally comparable for all of the devices studied including both NPN and PNP

types. It will be observed that in all cases the magnitude of tie annealing was

larger at low collector currents. In the delay bias arrangement it was determined

that recovery did not occur until forward emitter current was passed. This was

true for delays in application of emitter current up to 1/2 sec after the reactor

pulse. In most cases the same magnitude and time of recovery were observed for

delayed application of bias as were observed when forward bias was applied during

the reactor pulse.

If it is assumed that neutron damage results in an increased recombination

rate due to damage centers in either the emitter space charge region or the neutral
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Figure 45. Recovery of SF2585A After 5 x 1013 N/cm 2

base region of the transistor, and it is assumed further that the centers which re-
cover are .ndependent of the permanent ones so that the recombination rates add,
then the ratio of the recoverable recombination rate to the permanent recombina-
tion rate RA/RN (R o: 1/0, where 0 Is the d-c gain) can be determined.

RA/R = 1/9(t) - 1/( IB(t) - IB

N 1/(o) - 1,/0(o) I-) - IB(O) = F- 1 (1)

where iB is the base current and F is the quantity defined by Sander and Gregory'
as the annealing factor.

The quantity RA/RN at 1. msec has been obtained for the transistors listed
above and was found to be independent of the total integrated flux of neutrons re-
ceived by the device In the range from 1013 to 1014 N/cm 2 . That Is, the ratio of
recovered to permanent damage is independent of the total fluence received. This
result was also found by Sander and Gregory and supports their argument that
recovery is caused by changes in centers in the bulk rather than changes in surface
states.
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In general, the quantity RA:RN for tImes greater than 1 msec has a tie
dependence of the form

R R., - Bt n (2)

where time (t) is expressed in milliseconds and the quantity I - n - 6 at room tem-

perature. Both n and B are fwncfiors of temperature and the emitter current during

recovery. Thus the kinetics of recovery are described by an equation of &.e form

dF-I) k(F - 1 n - 1  
(3)

and the order of recovery (n - 1) varies from 2 - 5. Nihoul and Stals 3 have dis-

cussed bimolecular recovery processes and have shown that large deviations from

n-2 can generally be explcted. It is therefore possitle that the recovery is a

result of a bimolocular diffusion process. However the strong dependence of re-

covery on currenit density has already been noted. As the current gain of the
transistor changios. its current density also changes because of the emission

crowding effect. Presumabiv this dep, nrlence could be taken into account but it
will further modif, .he derived order (n - 1) of the recovery kinetics.

The expression equation (2) implies very large values for RA R for extremely
short times. Unfortunately times less than 1 msec were not studied because of the
long response time of theVisicorder galvonometers. Sander and Gregory's experi-

ments' indicate that the maxinum value of RA RN is of the order of unity. This

shows that recovery in our devices during the first msec or so is relatively small.

Sander and Gregory were able to measure F at short times by studying the
recovery with very low average currents usin, 10 psec pulses to measure the cur-

rent gain. Their results with this technique also indicate that some recovery does
take place without injecti-n but with a very long time constant. The marked de-

pendence of recovery on forward bias was also observed in their experiments even

at very low duty cycle. Using a duty cycle of 0. 1 per cent, they observed a dis-
placement in the annealing cujrve to two orders of magnitude !o,.ger time compared

with the result for a 100 per cent duty cycle.

From the results of Sander and Gregory and the results given in Figures

41 through 45, it is estinated that the recombination rates immediately after the

burst may be as high as twice the final recovered value. That is, the neutron

burst produced a rocoverable recombination rate that is roughly equal to the final

(fully recovered) neutron-induced recombination rate. If 1/0 a- 6, then it could

also be said that the worst case degradation corresponds to the steady-state device
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ch" -acteristics observed after exposure to approximately twice the actual neutron

fluence. Worst case degradation should be antilpated in devices which are off

during the exposure and switched on briefly some time later.

t2) Effects of ias and Temperature on Reco;vr:; . T..nz The

SF2585A medium-power devices and MM999 devices were also operated with a

collector bias of 45 volts and low collector current during irradiation; no differ-

ences in recovery phenomena were observed. Al of the devices were also tested

with reverse emitter bias supplied during burst. Reverse emitter bias should

accentuate any radiation-induced surface degradation in the neighborhood of the

emitter base junction during irradiation. Again r-) differences in recovery behavior

were observed under these bias conditions.

A measurement was also made during reactor burst of the VcE(SAT) of the

power transistor at I = 400 ma, and iB = 60 ma. VCE(SAl) should be fairly

sensitive to changes in the lifetinw of minority carriers in the collector epitaxial

region. However, no recovery of the saturation voltage was observed. The rela-

tively high base drive used in this experiment may have obscured any changes in

VcE(SAT) due to lifetime changes in the epitaxial region.

The high power NPN's (SF2535A) exposed with collector currents of 400 ma

and the medium power NPN's (2N3252) with collector currents of 100 ma had sub-

strate temperatures appreciably higher than 30 C. 'Estimated temperatures were

80C for the S.-2585A and 60 C for the 2N3252.) The recovery of these devices

with emitter current applied minutes before irradiation was compared with that in

devices with emitter current applied shortly ,after irradiation. No sigrificant dif-

ferences in recoverv were observed.

The effects of temperature on the recovery process were also examined

using the hot cold mount described above. For these studies only the medium

power NPN and PNP transistors were used. Recovery was observed at -50"C and

-100-C and compared with room temperature results. Figure 46 shows typical

results for each type of device and Ta'-le 2 summarizes the behavior of these de-

vices in terms of the parameters given in equation (1). At low temperatures no

recovery was observed until bias was applied, as was the previous finding at room

temperature. However at 100'C, during the first 0.5 sec roughly 1/3 of the re-

coverable centers disappeared before application of forward bias. At 1 msec

RA/R N was roughly 1/2 as large at 100-C as it was at -50'C; however, recovery

with bias proceeds somewhat more slowly, if anything, at the higher temperatures.

This may be because the omission is not as crowded in the emitter region at high

temperatures; hence the actual current densities and the minority carrier injection

levels are much lower. Because of the dependence of recovery on injection level,

the rate of recovc:y would then be somewhat lower at this temperature.
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TABLE 2

Recovery Parameters of 2N3252 2aA 2N3244'-
-After E.xwsure to Burst of Neuiro-s (t = o)

(RARX" = F - I= ti- n.t given in msec)

Collector
Current Temperature

Device (ma) C B (msec- 1  n

NPN - 2N3252 10 -50 1.2 4

10 -25 0.9 5

10 +100 0.6 6

PNP - 2N3244 10 -50 1.2 4

10 -25 OS 5

10 -100 0.7 5
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The rereoverv o! transistors after a burst of neutrons was also monitored

asIsg an ex-pinent12a11y swept emitter current. The emitter current was increased

from 1 -a to 20 ma in approximately 100 msec. Figure 47 shows the base current

of the _NPN A2409 as a function of the emitter current. t was hoped, in this type ofl

measuarement, to be able to separate space-charge region recombination currents

induced by1 radiation fronm bulk recombination currents. Recovery was sufficiently

rapid at the high emitter currents, so that it was not possible ta sweep an entire I B

vesu cuy eoe eoe tooki place. Because of system response, recovery

for times less than 5 msec was not determined in these tests. The results for longer

times give somewhat smaller annealing factors, F, than those determined using con-

stant emitter current- This result is attributed to the relatively high average-

current density used In these measurements which would speed up the recovery of
the reccrerable centers-

(3) Dioczes. The transient recovery of forward voltage drop in a WVECo

C-65'7174 PM was also studied. The PI diode is Ln theory a de54rable structure

for tudiIngchanges in recrmbination rate for several reasons: (.L its forward

voltage drop is a very sensitive function of the diffusion length in the intrinsic

REACTOR eURST: BEFORE
OURHUG

-3AFTER P

-10 ,'o~

101 O101

IcC AUPS) 10

Figure 47. Recovery of Base Current (IB) of Silicon NPN A2409
13 2After Reactor Burst oi 5 x 10 N/cm

Iis swept from 10-6 to 2 x 10-2 amps in 100 msec.
Burst occurs roughly halfway through one sweep.
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region, (2) its current density is uniform and calculable, and (3) its characteristics

at high injection level should be relaUvely insensitive to surface effects. A simple

theory gives the following relationship between the forward voltage drop and the

diffusion length in the wide base region.

V V pN + VI

kTT ;eW/2L
2 In (J ,(5 L/2q Dn ni) + e e (4)
q q 2

where b is the ratio of electron and hole mobilities, L is the minority carrier dif-

fusion length, W is the width of the intrinsic layer, Dn is the electron diffusion

constant, and ni is the intrinsic concentration. For the injection levels and ratios

of width and diffusion length for which this particular device was operated, the first

term in this expression gives rise to a voltage drop of the order of 0.5 - 1.0 v which

depends on the current density and the temperature of the measurement. The

values for the junction voltage drop assumed in this study are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3

PN Junction Voltage Assumed for
WECo PIN Diode

Temperature Current (ma)

(C) 1 10 50

-50 0.70 0.80 0.87

25 0.60 0.70 0.77
100 0.45 0.60 0.67

The PN junction voltage (first term in equation 4) also changes with irradiation;

however, the dependence on lifetime is logarithmic and has been neglected in this

analysis. Comparisons made between irradiated and unirradiated PIN's show not

only the expected change in saturation current contribution to the first term, but

also an unexpected change in the slope of the In I versus V characteristic which

has not been taken into account. The change in slope could result from a strong

dependence of diffusion length on injection level.

The secona term in equation (4) which is independent of diode current gives

rise to a large additional drop when the ratio of the width of the intrinsic region of

the diffusion length of minority carriers is large compared to unity. Ai 5 x 101 3

NIcm 2 the estimated lifetime in the intrinsic layer is of the order of 0.1 psec.

Since the base width of these devices is approximately 50p . the ratio of base width

to diffusion length is greater than three. Hence the second term should add signi-

ficantly to the forward volhage drop.
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Recovery of the forward voltage drop as a function of time after a single

neutron burst for various diode currents is shown in Figure 48. The current density
2at 10 ma in this PLN is approxdmately 5 amp/cm . The recovery here is quite

similar to that of the current gain in the transistors and occurs in roughly the same
time span. Essentially, complete recovery does not occur until times are of the

order of 100 sec or more, possibly because of the low current density. If the PN
junction voltage given in Table 3 is subtracted from these results, the voltage

across the intrinsic region can be obtained. It will be seen that this voltage is 3 to
4 times as great immediately after the neutron burst as it is in a completely re-

covered diode. From equation (4), the voltage drop across the intrinsic layer, a
simple relationship between the recoverable and the final recombination rates in
the intrinsic layer similar to that obtained for the transistors can be derived.

RA In2 aAV(t) - In 2 aAV() (5)

R In 2 aAV(o,) - ln2 aAV(o)

where a = q/kT and AV = V - VpN
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Figure 48. Recovery of Forward Vultage (Vf) of

PIN Diode After 5 Y io 3 N,/n, 2
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From this expression and the results shown in Figure 49 values of RA/RN at i msec

of 1.3 at 35 ma and 1.7 at 10 ma are obtained. These results are somewhat larger

than the results obtained for the transistors. The time dependence of RA. R for

diodes could also be fitted by an equation of the form of equation (2) with 3 < n < 6.

Again initial values of the unrecovered device voltage drops were not obtained at

times less than 1 msec. Sander and Gregory have studied the recovery of solar

cells at very low current densities. Their results show a flattening of recovery at

times iess than 1 msec. It may be concluded from their results that the max value

of RA RN for diodes lies in the range 1 to 3.

Exposures of the PIN diode at a series of integrated flux levels also showed

that in the case of diodes RA/RN was independent of the flux level. This result,

plus the magnitude of the annealing observed in the PIN diode, is fairly strong evi-

dence that a bulk phenomenon, not a surface-dependent effect, is being observed.

The efk.;ts of temperature on recovery in the PIN diodes were also studied

and the results are shown in Figure 49. These results can again be expressed in

terms of the parameters given in equation (1). Their values are summarized in

Table 4. In general these results are quite similar to those obtained on transis-

tors, i.e., the magnitude of recovery is larger at low temperatures and larger at

low measuring currents. However the rate of recovery is relatively insensitive to

both the temperature and measuring current density. Again, as in the case of the

transistors, recovery of the PIN's was not observed until forward current was

passed through the device. The results of Sander and Gregory' on solar cells

indicate that recovery without bias (in their case, application of light to the samples)

proceeds very slowly with a time constant of the order of many seconds.
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TABLE 4

Recover Parameters of WECo PN Diode
After Exposure to Burst of Neutrons (t = o)

(RA"RN = F - I = Bt - l /n, t in msec)

Current Temperature
- (ma) (C) B (rnscc - ) n

1 -50 3.5 4

-25 3.0 4

'100 2.0 5

50 -50 1.5 4

+25 1.0 5

+100 0.6 >6

The severe recovery effects observed in P' diodes might also be expected

in the on-voltage of PNPN devices in view of the fact that PNPN's also operate at

relatively low current densities. The severity of the effect will undoubtedly be

inost noticeable in circuits which are off during exposure to radiation and are

switcied on for only brief periods after irradiation. In this case the maximum

observed annealing factor must be expected.

c. Other Recovery Effects

(i) Revers, Recovery. An interesting reverse recovery effect was observed

in neutron-irradiated medium-power NPN and PNP devices which were heated to

anneal out some of the neutroi. "amage. The degraded post-irradiation gain at low

currents (I ma) increased about 40 per cent after a 5-minute, 125'C anneal. This

increase was slowly reduced to 25 per cent after a period of several minutes. A

brief operation at high current (100 ma) would accomplish the same reverse re-

covery in, a matter of seconds. The effect was reversible; reheating to 125'C

again increased the initial gain recovery to 40 per cent. A comparable reverse

recovery was observed in the forward voltage of irradiated PIN's. Thus it is un-

likely that it is a surface controlled effect.

RA/RN has been evaluated as a function of tine for reverse recovery using

equation (1). Figure 50 compares the time dependence of RA/RN for reverse re-

covery of neutron-irradiated medium-power NPN after a 2000 C anneal with the

typical recovery of RA/RN of similar devices after a burst of neutrons. Note that

the time dependences and magnitudes of the two effects are very similar. The re-

verse recovery effect like the normal recovery is largest for the lowest measuring

current.
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Figure 51 shows how the fast neutron damage anneals for the medium-power

NPN and PNP devices used in this study. Little or no anneal of damage Is meas-
ured up to 150"C. The magnitude of the reverse recovery effect is also plotted in
Figure 51. This effect peaks in the neighborhood of 150'C and gradually dis.uppears
in the same region, from 175' to 225°C, where most of the neutron damage anneals.
It may be concluded then that the reverse recovery is associated with bulk neutron

damage.

It may a-so be concluded that the reverse recovery is a bulk electronic v'oc-

ess because it is reversible and because it is largest below thp temperature where
a significant amouit of annealing of neutron damage occurs. The marked similar-

itles of ordinary recovery, and reverse recovery in turn, suggest that ordinary re-

covery may also be due to an electronic process.

(2) Capacitance Recovery. Measurements of the reverse-bias junction

capacitance have also been made in devices immediately after exposure to bursts

of fast neutrons from the White Sands FBR. The device studi.d was a WECo 426G
rectifier having a N PP type of structure with a P region doping of 1014 cm
Junction capacity after a neutron burst drops abruptly and slowly climbs back to

nearly its pre-irradiation value. For a N P step junction. the capacitance variation

is given by

C(t) r k(N0 - N a - Nn) 1 2 (6)

where k is a constant depending on the applied bias. No is the initial acceptor con-

centration, N a and Nn are the concentrations, respectively, of recoverable and final

neutron-induced deep donors It is easily shown that

N C2  C 2
a (10 (t)Nno- C= )7)

(o) (-)
A-c capacitance measurements at 10 kHz and 100 kHz were made using a Boonton

capacitance meter. The time dependence of Na INn at a reverse bias of 0.5 volts
is of the form

Nar
- = 4.0 exp [-t/650J (8)

At 500 sec, forward bias was applied and almost complete recovery of the capaci-

tance to its final value occurred in a few seconds. Similar capacitance recovery

was observed at larger values of reverse bias. The values given above were

obtained with 100 kHz measuring frequency. Similar results were obtained at

10 kHz, although there are quantitative differences which are as yet unresolved.
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The observed exponential dependence is characteristic of an electronic

process, i. e., filling or emptying of traps. Since the defects which arfc responsi-

ble for the changes in a-c capacitance are located at the edge of the space charge

region. they see very few mobile carriers and ihe charging process could be very

slow. Forward injection would speed up the charging process drastically.

From the final capacitance change it is estimated that N is of the order of
3 13 2

10 1cm for a fast neutron-fluence of 5 x 10 N cm . This corresponds to

roughly one or two acceptors being neutralized per cluster. The initial value

Nn  N a immediately after the burst is five times as large, hence a large number

of charge states appear to be associated with each cluster.

There is as yet no evidence to link capacitance recovery and the post neutron

burst recovery of transistor gain. except the common dependence of recovery rate

on injection level. However, there is every reason to believe that changes in the

charge state of a cluster could alter both its effectiveness as a recombination

center and the effectiveness of other recombination centers located within a Debye

length of the cluster.

d. Discussion

(1) Nature of Neutron Damage in Silicon. Unfortunately there is little solid

experimental knowledge about the radiation damage centers produced by fast neu-

trons in silicon. As a result, the model discussed below for neutron damage is a

highly speculative one.

For fission spectrum neutrons the average neutron energT" is of the order of

1 Mev. The mean free pach of such a neutron is approximately 6 cm in silicon;

hence only 18 per cent of the incident neutron flux produces recoils in a 1-cm-thick

sample of material. The average energy transferred by this neutron to a primary

silicon recoil is of the order of 70 key. Ih the silicon lattice this recoil can travel

a linear distance of the order of 600 A and give up 70 per cent of its energy to sub-

sequent displacements. If the average energy per displacement is assumed to be

25 ev, then the total number of displacements will be - 2000. Of these displace-

ments a large fraction can be assumed to be lose interstitial-vacancy pairs

(Fraenkel defects) which recombine almost immediately. Of the remaining defects

it is generally assumed that the interstitlals (transferred by replacement collisions)

exist as a cloud surrounding a core with high vacancy concentration. The overall

defect is commonly called a clust2r.

The cloud of interstitials might be expected to rapidly collapse because of the

large interstitial mobility, but trapping by other lattice defects or by other inter-

stitials could slow down considerably the return of interstitials to the vacancy core.
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Within the core, rapid rearrangement of the vacancies to form vacancy pairs,

triplets, and possibly vacancy platelets can be expected. Interactions of the vacan-

cies with other defects within the core (oxygen donor or acceptors) should be less

probable because their concentrations are comparatively small.

The result after the first Immediate stage of annealing should consist of a

core, perhaps 300 A in 1'ameter, which has several hundred vacancies aggregated

into vacancy pairs, triplets, etc., surrounded by trapped interstitials and possibly

a small density of trapped vacancies (bound to oxygen, donors, etc.). This model

is illustrated in Figure 52.

Several experiments in germanium, including electron microscopy,4 '5 seemed

to support this type of model for neutron damage but as yet no evidence exists for

this model in silicon.6

It may be concluded from this kind of model that two possible types of damage

could be measured in fast neutron-irradiated materials. The first is diffuse damage

arising from the cloud of impurity-bound vacancies and interstitials surrounding the

core. This diffuse damage should be very similar to the damage produced by elec-

trons or photons having energies less than a few Mev. Electrical measurements of

electron and photon-bombarded silic-)n indicate that isolated vacancy-oxygen,
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Figure 52. Cluster Model for Fast Neutron Damage
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vaczncy-donor. and -'Pcancy-%vacancy complexes are the most slgnliicant contrib-

ut;j's to this type of damage. The second kind of damage is due to the vacancy rich

c-re of the cluster. This kind of danagL would not be produced in low energy elec-

tron or photon irradiations.

(2) Electrical Effects of Neutron Damage in Silicon. -ast neutron damage

in silicon has been studied using EPR, optical, Hall. and lifetime measurements.

Only the EPR studies can be interpreted in terms of specific kinds of defect centers.

The experiments of Jung and Newell 7 have been interpreted by Corbett. 8 The experi-

ments indicate relatively large concentrations of vacancy agg-egites. including

vacancy pairs and quadruplets. Vacancy-oxygen and vacancy-donor pairs have not

been observed.

Optical measurements indicate divacancy and some vacancy-oxygen com-

plexes. Lifetime, Hall, ard photo-conductivity measurements indicate defect levels

at 160 mnv below the conduction band and 270 nmv above the valence band. These

levels have been identified respectively with the vacancy-o.ygen and the divacancy

complexes. In addition, many other levels whose positive identification is highly

uncertain have been observed. R. Whan9 has observed that the vacancy-oxygen

optical-absorption band begins to develop slowly in neutron-irradiated material at

temperatures in excess of 50 C. This slow increase in absorption is attributed to

the breakup of the vacancy-rich core and subsequent migration of the freed vacan-

cies to oxygen traps.9

Two authors'' ' have observed that neutron-irradiated silicon exhibits life-

time degradation which is relatively independent of the impurity content of the matE--

rial in contrast to very marked impurity dependence of lifetime degradation in

gamma- or electron-bombarded materials. This suggests that the principal re-

combination centers are the vacancy cores of the neutron clusters.

H. Stein12 has observed a very small temperature dependence of tL production

rate of neutron lifetime damage in bulk material. (This observatio'l has bLen con-

firmed in a variety of silicon devices as well.) Again, this rcsult contrasts with the

lifetime production rate observed in electron- or gamma-radiated materials wh. re

there is a marked temperature depender, -e. Stein also obs'rved recovery of the

lifetime in neutron-irradiated materials at temperature.3 50 C which he also attrib-

utes to breakup of the vacancy cores.

Annealing of neutron damage is typically sp;read out over a broad range of

temperatures, as shown in Figure 52. On the ither hand vacancy-ox-ygen, vacancy-

donor, and vacancy-vacancy complexes have oeen obscrved to anneal rather sharply

in a very narrow temperature range in ele,.tron- or photon-irradiatcd materials.

For example, tht vacancy-phosphorus c'.nter auincals almost conpletely bctween
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150,C - 190C, whereas the vacancy-oxygen and vacancy-vacancy centers anneal

rather abrupt'y in tne range of 300,C. The shape of the neutron damage annealing

curve has been attributed to the breakup of the vacancy-rich clusters over a wide

range of temperatures.

The general conclusion to be drawn from these various observations is that

the effects of neutron damage or, semiconductor electri.:al propez ieb at:* -ite dif-

ferent from the effects of the diffust type of damage observed in electron or gamma

environments. The specific conclusion that some observers have dra, n!,) 2 is that

the electrical changes in neutrop.-bonbarded silicon are primarily related to the

vacancy-rich core of the cluster.

(3) Cluster Electronic Model. B. R. Gossick13 has proposed a model for the

electronic effects of the disordered regions in semiconductors resulting from fast

neutron bombardment. Within the disordered regions in silicon, the material is

presumably near intrinsic since the disorder introduces states near the middle of

the forbidden gap. To some extent the neutron disordered regions resemble dis-

ordered regions present around dislocations. V. Heine" has argued that the new

states Introduced into the forbidden gap should be acceptors. i.e.. negatively charged

when they capture an electron. These states are removed from the conduction band

because of the dilation of the lattice within the disordered regions. Cossick, how-

ever. assumes that both donor and acceptor states are introduced, so that in either

P- or N-type material an island of nearly intrinsic material can be formed. The

d.vacancy, which should be present in large concentrations in the core, has been

shown by Watkins and Corbett'! to have some of the necessary properties for this

purpose, i.e., the divacancy can bind either a hole or an electron with a fairly deep

binding energy. Since the Fermi level position in the disordered region immediately

after it is created is different frcm the surrounding material, a potential must oe-

velop between this region and the surrounding material. The potential is developed

across a dipole layer which builds up at the edge of the disordered region. The di-

pole layer is formed by trapped holes or electrons within the disordered region and

by ionized acceptors or donors outside the disordered region. The dipole space

charge region extends into the bulk material a distance of the order of a Debye-

length (L)

L = 1q (kTE//N) 1/ 2  (9)

where ( is the dielectric constant and N is the impurity concentration in the bulk.

L is the order of 500 A for 1.0- and 5.0-ohm-cm N- and P-type silicon, respec-

tively.
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The potential drop required betwee-n the disordered and bul k regions to bring

their Fermi levels into equilibrIum will be about a few tenths of a voIL Assum

the cluster radius is 150 A. the caomcltat.ce tC) of the cluster is estimated t- be

C k-- (150 x -1 0 )

1.7 x 10- 17 farads

The nunmber of charges (n) required to produce a potential drop uf 0.2 v would

-hen be

n c-v q

n - 20

Thus 20 electrons or l'oles must be captured 1:, i'e disordered region to

bring it. into ,-auilibrium with !he surrournding, material. This model is ilustrated

in Fiure 53. In hearilv doe ed material the equilibram siuation .hould bhe

achieved rapid.v. In lighily doped material (or junction depletion regions) equilib-

rium between the disordered rezion and the bulk will be reached very slowky since

HCMES(- 20)

000

000
000

0.2 -0 3V

N -TYPE P-TYPE

Figure 53. Gossick 'Model for Electronic Properties
of Neutron Clusters
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only a small fraction of the majority carriers encountering the disordered regior.

wll be energetic enough to overcome the coulombic repulsion of the center; i.e.,

the capture cross-section of the cluster for majority carriers becomes ver, small.

On the othe: hand minority carriers will see an attractive potent.al near the cluster

and their capture cross-sections ought to b. very large. In ether words the clusters

are primarily minority carrier traps. The aIllowin experimental observation sup-

ports this conclusion- At 5 7 1013 N/cm 2 ulfetines typically measured in silicon

devices are of the order of 0.1 - 0.2 psecs. If the capture cross-sections for

both majority and minority carriers are assumed to be of the order of the geomet-

rical size of the ciuster, i.e.. 2 x 10-11 cm 2 . then the bulk lifetime can be estimated

at 5 x 1013 N;cm2 to be

- N- 0.001 usecs

N ov

where v is tue thermal velocity of the minority carriers. Thus at least one of the

capture cross-sections must be much smaller than the geometric cross-section.

Since it is physically unlikely that both cross-sections are small, it is concluded

that clusters, particularly large clusters, should be traps. A large number of ex-

perimental observations"'* 6 in neutron-irradiated silicon suggest that large trap

concentrations are present. However no attempt has, as yet, been made to relate

such traps to the clusters themselves. Wysocki"' has observed thermally stimu-

lated conductivity from traps roughly in the middle of the gap. Strong evidence of

traps is also seen in plastically deformed silicon. '

If it is concluded that large clusters are primarily traps, then the increased

recombination from fast neutron bombardmaent must be accounted for. The follow-

Ing possibilities are suggested.

1. Small (wealy charged) clusters.

2. Diffuse defects surrounding cluster.

2. Recombination-generation in space-charge region of cluster.

Since the results quoted previously show that neutron damage in silicon does not

resemble gamma or electron irradiation damage, the second possibility must be

rejected. Similarity, the third possibility would suggest a strong dependence of

lih-time damage on the material doping. This dependence has not been observed.

It is concluded then that small clustered regions which have relatively few

holes or electrons to attain equilibrium may account for increased recombination-

generation associated with neutron damage but large centers, presumably due to
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the more energetic collisions. vill behave as traps. The ratio of traps to recom-

bination cenzers w(uld be expec.ted to increase as the neutron energy Increased.*

(4) Models for Transient Recove.. In the analysis of t.e transient recovery

of both diodes and transistors the recovery was expressed in terms of RA/R N.

This ratio can be related to the defects responsible for recovery in the following

way,
NAc."A

- (10)

where NA' NN are the numbers of recoverable and permanent centers respectively

and crA and aN are their respective limiting capture cross-sections. The time de-

pendence of RA may be due to a change in concentration of centers, in their capture

crobs-section, or both. The number of recombination centers can be changed by

atomic migration of defects (annealing), whereas the cross-section can be altered

by changes in their charge state, Le., by electronic processes.

Sander and Gregory' and Binder and Butcher 2 have interpreted the ordinary

recovery process in terms of atomic migration, specifically the migration of inter-

stitials back to the vacancy-rich cluster. The vacancy complexes within the core

are presumed then to break up, releasing some vacancies outside the cluster. It is

the release of these vacancies that is believed to give rise to the slow growth of

vacancy-oxygen centers observed by Whan.9

There are a large number of experimental observations which do not support

- this explanation for the recovery process. Among these are the following.

1. In devices. little or no annealing of lifetime degradation is observed in

the temperature range from -50'C to .-150C (see Figure 51).

2. Such an interpretation fails to account for the marked dependence of the

recovery process on minority carrier injection.t

3. In the case of atomic migration a considerable chanige in the rate of re-

covery xwith temperature would be expected. This was not observed.

*The Gossick Model roughly explains the carrier removal rates of fast neutrons

in either n or p type silicon. Thus for 1 N/cm 2 one expects 0.18 clusters/cm 3

and 20 x 0.18, i.e., 3.6 carriers/cm 3 removed per neutron. Measured carrier
removal rates ara of this order and are approximately equal in n and p type
material.

tSander and Gregory suggest that interstitial mobility (like vacancy mobility) may
depend on charge state, hence on injection level. If this were the cause of the
rapid recovery under forward bias it would be very difficult to explain the similar-
ity of results obtained on NPN and PNP transistors.
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4. This interpretation could not account for the reverse recovery process

discussed in Section 4. This process has many features in common with

the ordinary recovery process.

As a result of these experimental observations, an alternative model ior

the recovery process, based on tentative conclusions given in the previous section,

is proposed.

These conclusions are:

1. Large multi-charged clusters are minority carrier traps.

2. Small and weakly charged clusters are rccombination centers.

3. Charge equilibrium for large clusters i,. iitaired slowly in lightly doped

material or in junction space-charge regions.

It is expected thac following a burst of fast neutrons both the small and large

clusters would be weakly charged in lightly doped (I) material or in junction space-

charge regions. Hence, both small and large clusters could be recombination

centers. As the large clusters gradually charge-up, their cross sections for

majority carrier capture decrease and these clusters slowly convert to traps.

It is assumed that within the cluster there are both the deep trap levels called for

in the Gossick model, and deep or shallow recombination levels. Thus the recovery

process is considered to be associated with slow transformation of large clusters

from effective recombination regions to traps. T An alternative way of presenting

the model is to regard the edge of the cluster as a surface with both fast and slow

states, where the charge in the slow states controls the recombination through the

fast states.

In a typical transistor the only regions where this electronic process could

be long-lived would be the emitter and collector space-charge regions. In the

emitter space-charge region it would give rise to large initial space-charge re-

combination current, i.e., to an initially low value of emitter efficiency. This

would explain the dependence of the magnitude of recovery on measuring current

*One can expect to see such a process only with fast neutron bombardment.
Energetic charged particle bombardments would produce such intense local
Ionization that any clustered regions produced should reach charge equilibrium
rapidly.

tThe slow charge equilibrium of large clusters could affect the recombination rate
in several other ways as well. For example, assume the diffuse defects around
a cluster were primarily responsible for rocombination; as the cluster charged
up the band edges within a Debye length of the cluster would be bent and the re-
combination rate of centers inside this Debye length would slowly change.
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since emitter efficiency tends to limit the current gain at low currents, whereas

base transport efficiency limits current gain at high currents. Obviously recovery

would be highly acceleated if the majority carrier concentration were raised in

the space-charge region as it would be by a high level of minority carrier injection.

In the PI1N diode the lifetime throughout the entire intrinsic region would re-

cover to its final value slowly, as was observed.

Raising the temperature of either the transistors or PIN diodes would not

markedly accelerate the recovery process because in either case the majority

carrier concentration in the depletion region or the I region (not truly intrinsic,

possibly 1012 majority carriers present) is not much altered by the temperature

change.

Reverse recovery in transistors and diodes is also explained by this model

in the following way. After a period of time at elevated temperature, a larger

number of charges is trapped by the cluster than is required for room temperature

equilibrium, i. e., more carriers have enough thermal energy to surmount the

cluster potential. On cooling and injecting minority carriers, the clusters are
observed to gradually iose rather than gain charge. Hence, the recombination rate

slowly goes up (reverse recovery) rather than down. This process is expected to

be reversible.

Although the capacitance recovery has yet to be related to ordinary recovery,

both its time dependence (exponential) and magnitude (4-5 charges cluster) suggest
that the process is electronic rather than atomic in nature and may also be related

to changes in charge density of clusters.

e. Conclusions

Experimental results of transient recovery in high-frequency silicon devices

are in substantial agreement with those reported by Sander and Gregory.' In

general the results can be summarized by saying the worse case device degradation

at a given neutron fluc'ce (P) corresponds to de' ice parameters measured at long
times (T > 103 sec) after an exposure to 2!'. (This result is based on the assum-

tion that both RA and Rn are proportional to4.)

The worse case degradation will be most evident n devices which are typically

marginal in a neutron environr !gnt, high power transistors, PNPN devices, PIN

diodes, etc. Largest recovery effects are observed in components having low

injection levels and short duty cycle applications. PNP and NPN silicon devices
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show comparable recovery effects. Lov temperatures accentuate and high tempera-

ture decrease the magnitude of the recovery.

Reverse recovery of transistor gain following high temperature anneals has

been observed. This prccess is reversible and is believed to be due to changes in

the charge states of deep traps. Recovery of junction capacitance has also been

observed following exposure to a pulse of neutrons. As yet this capacitance re-

covery has not been related to the ordinary recovery process.

Two nodels have been discussed to explain the observed recovery effects.

The first model, which was proposed by Sander and Gregory, attributes recovery

to migration of defects around neutron-induced clusters back to the core of the

cluster. The second model, which is proposed in this report, attributes recovery

to conversion of clusters from recombination centers to traps by slow charging of

the center. The second model accounts for the dependence of the recovery ampli-

tude on injection level, the virtual absence of recovery in the absence of injection,

and for the reverse recovery effect. The first model fails to account for any of

these features.

Progress and understanding the problem of transient recovery will most likely

come from a study of recovery in bulk materials and from experiments which dis-

close a more concrete model for neutron damage.

11. HIGH I-NJECTION LEVEL EFFECTS IN IRRADIATED JUNCTION DEVICES

The degradation of current gain in a transistor because of increased recom-

bination in the neutral base and base-emitter space-charge regions is the principal

effect of radiation damage at low and medium currents.

At high currents other effects caused by radiation damage centers are ob-

served. Figure 54 shows how these effects arise. In a transistor the base current

flows perpendicuiar to the collector current. Because of the narrow basewidths

used in these devices, the base current encounters considerable resistance. A

lateral voltage drop which reduces the forward bias at the center of each emitter

stripe and makes only the periphery of the emitter effective in carrying current

develops underneath the emitter stripes. As a consequence, emitter and collector

current densities can be quite high.

A simple calculation for the emitter current density J is shown in Figure 54.

J increases with emitter current 1 e with base current (1-a) I e.and with base re-

sistivity p, and it decreases with increasing basewidth W and emitter perimeter h.
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Figure 54. Emission Crowding and High-Injection
Level Effects in Transistors

For the low power devices where W L. h- = 25,.. o= 1 ohm-cm and a = 0.99, an

emitter current of 10 ma results in a pre-irradiaton current density of approxi-

mately 20 amp/cm 2. After exposure to 2 x 1014 N/cm2 . base current increases by

more than an order of magnitude, due to the reduction in alpha, and the emitter

current density will approach 1000 amp/cm . In medium power devices with

approximately the same constants except that emitter perimeter is about 0. 1 inch.

an emitter current of 1 amp after radiation again results in a current density of
I

1000 amp cm2. At such large current densities various higL.-injection level effects

set in. The crowding of the emitter current into a very small region beneath the

emitter perimeter results in a smaller area for the generation of heat. This gives

rise in higher thermal impedance and collector temperatures due to poorer coupling

to the heat sink, and as a result, the secondary breakdown problem can be expected

to be more severe.

The major effect of the increased current density is a widerdng of the base-

width due to the "Kirk Effect,"' 9 which is also illustrated in Figure 54. In this

figure the mobile minority carriers have been represented with minus signs. and

fixed charges in the collector space charge region have been shown by circled

charge signs. The "Kirk Effect" occurs when the injected minority charge density
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in the vicinity of the collector space charge region becomes comparable with the

fixed charge density found there, i.e., when JK = qVmax Nc where Vmax is the

manximum velocity imposed on minority carriers in the space charge region by

scattering, and Nc indicates the level of collector doping. This occurs in typical

silicon devices at current densities of the order of 1000 amp cm 2 . The heavy

concentration cf minority carriers tends to increase the effecive charge density in

th- space charge reg-on next to the nase and to decrease it next to the collector.

This causes the space charge region to shift toward the collector body and thus to

widen the base. The wider base results in a lower value for the frequency cutoff.

f,, and in reduced dc current gain. It is expected that the effect would occur at

smaller currents in more lightly doped material due to the smaller density of

fixed charges. Also the effect would be expected to be worse after irradiation

because the emitter crowding is enhanced by the increased base current.

From these results it can be seen that high gain at high current and at high

integ -ated flux levels requires heavy collector doping. The optimum transistor

designi must. of course, strike a balance between all the factors indicated in

Figure 54. suc-h as emitter perimeter, base width and resistivity, collector

doping. etc. However. it appears that a high-current, radiation-resistant tran-

sistor of conventional design is necessarily a rather low voltage device.

Generally high current operation in tr.'n_';tors takes place under saturation

conditions. i.e.. with the collector junction driven to forward bias. The high in-

jection level effects in a saturated transistor are not easily analyzed because an

appreciable fraction of the current which flows out of the base contact flows later-

ally in the collector region. This current gives rise to a transverse collector

voltage drop similar to the transverse base voltage drop. This problem and the

effects of radiation damage on the saturation operation of silicon-planar epitaxial

transistors are discussed in Attachment 11 by E.A. Overstreet.

The conclusions reached in this study are similar to those arrived at above

for normal operation of a transistor. The VCE(sat ) which often controls the

radiation resistance of an Irradiated power transistor is minhimized by:

1. Increasing the impurity content in the epitaxial region and reducing the

width of the epitaxial layer.

2. Decreasing the sheet resistance of the base diffusion.

3. Increasing the emitter perimeter.

The conclusion is ag-ain reached that high current transistors intended for

either normal or saturated opet.ation after Irradiation (because of the heavy doping

required in both base and collector regions) are necessarily low voltage devices.
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A further conclusion of this study is that true saturation may not be achieved in

irradiated transistors unless the base curren! is increased well beyond the point

where the collector junction voltage reverses. On the other hand, before irradia-

tion very little is gained by increasing the base current much above this level.

There is, however, a possible way of obtainig both high voltage and high

current capability in a scmlconductor device which must withstand radiation, and

that is to use a PNPN transistor. Tht' principal advantage of this device is that the

base current flows parallel rather than perpendicular to collector current. Con-

sequently .here is no emission crowding, and the full area of the device remains

active. Another advantage is that in the PNPN device the carriers are accelerted

by electric fields in their passage through the base regions i-istead of depending

entirely on diffusion. Hence, thicker bases can be used for the same radiation re-

sistance and the problem of high breakd)wn voltage, which requires wide bases,

is eased. In Attachment IHI D. K. Wilson and H.S. Lee discuss the effects of

neutron bombardment on narrow base PNPN devices.

The conclusion of their study is that such devices are capable of switching

more than an order of magnitude higher volt-ampere product than transistors for

the same radiation exposure. Existing devices capable of switching more than

1000 watts at 1015 N,'cm 2 are described, as well as a proposed device structure
16 2capable of switching over 100 watts at 10 N1 cm 2 .

12. LOGARITHMlIC CURVE TRACER

a. Description

In the study of radiation damage mechanisms in diodes and transistors, a

knowledge of voltage-current characteristics over a wide range of currents is

needed. Important clues can be missed if the data are obta.ined only at discrete

points rather than as a continuous curve. Since the currents in diodes and tran-

sistors are exponential functions of the diodp and emitter-base voltages respectively,

any wide-range presentation is best made using a logarithmic current scale and a

linear voltage scale. Plots of collector and base currents in transistors should be

made simultaneously to avoid errors which can be caused by temperature changes

between measurements or by possible changes in characteristics after one of the

currents has been swept over a wide range.

The slope of such curves as log IC and log IB vs VEB has a value of q/nKT;

if this slope is readily determinable, much useful information can be extracted

from the curves. For example, one can separate the various components that con-

tribute to the base current.
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In the subsequent discussion, a logarithmic curve tracer will be described.

When attached to a two-pen X-Y recorder as shown in Figure 55, it can auto-

matically plot, in a time of the order of 10 seconds, the logarithm of one or two

currents over a range of 10- 8 to 10 - 1 ampere vs a linear voltage. At a somewhat

slower tracing rate, currents down to 10- 9 ampere may be plotted; and at a very

slow rate, it is possible to plot currents down to about 10- 1 0 ampere.

To date, the curve tracer has been used in surface radiation damage studies

on Schottky barrier diodes, in annealing studies of neutron bombarded transistors.

and in the selection of diodes and transistors to obtain devices having a wide range

constant slope log I vs V characteristic.

Figure 55. Logarithmic Curve Tracer

b. Basic Circuit

The basic circuit of the curve tracer is shown in Figure 56. The device

under test, a transistor, is operated with its base at ground potential, its collector

at a chosen VCB of a few volts, and then its emitter-base voltage, VEB, is varied.

The resulting collector and base currents flow into separate log converters which

generate output voltages proportional to the logarithms of their input currents.

If these voltages are applied to an X-Y recorder, plots of log IC and log IB vs VEB

may be made as shown on the left-hand recorder in Pigure 56. If the voltage

representing log IB is subtracted from that representing log IC' a curve 1,ay be

plotted representing grounded emitte: current gain, IC/IB, vs VEB as shown at

the right of Figure 56.
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Figure 56. Logarithmic Curve Tracer Using Operational Amplifiers

c. Log Converter

In order to obtain a voltage, V, proportional to log 1, a transconductur is

connected between the output and inverting Input of a high-gain operational ampli-

fier as shown n Figure 56. The amplifier is chosen for low offset voltage, low

offset current, and low drift. The transconductor may be either a diode or a tran-

sistor connected as a diode (base and collector common) or a transistor connected

as shown. It must have a voltage associated with it which is proportional to log I

over a wide current range - i.e., over as many decades as possible.

Since a high-gain amplifier with par,Jlel negative feedback tends to maintain

zero volts across its input terminals, any current fed to the input must be carried

from the Input to the output terminals via the transconductor. Thus, if the input

current is to be 100 ma, the amplifter output must have an output capability of

100 ma. InI the PhLIbrick line of solid-state operational amplifiers, the SP2A

Differential amplifier has the desired input characteristics but an output current

of only 2 ma. Hence, It is followed by a non-inverting P66A Booster amplifier as

shown in Figure 57 to obtain an output current of 100 ma. The resistors and

capacitors associated with the input, output, and feedback circuits are used to

prevent oscillation.
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Figure 57. Details of Log Coners~on Circuit

Many types of diodes and transistors (and the latter with all possible con-

nections) were tried for the transconductor. The Phlbrck PLN and P~i1P unts

sold for this purpose are god only to one ma. No single diode type was found

which followed the E =K log I law over a range of 10- ! to 10- ampere. At least

two diodes would hve been requred to cover this range.

Transistors showed more promise as transcoductors and the best types

tested were Motorola 2N3252 (NPN) and 2N3244 or 2N3245 (PNP) medium power

transistors. By paralleling two of these as shown in Figure 57. a uniform log

conversion was obtained from ibout 10 -10 to about 2 x 10-2 aps.At higher

currents up to 100 ma, the voltage output of the conerter increased too rapidly

to mnantain a str'aight line of I vs E on semilog paper (see Figure 58). This in-

crease in VEB above the logarithmic dependence on I is due to the flow of base

current through the lateral base resistance. However, by making use of the

foward V-I characteristic of a type 1N647 silicri diode, CR5, and a small vari-

ab~le series resistor. P,. the curve between 0 and 00 mha may be straightened

without appreciable effects at lower currents.
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For best results. transistors
Q1 and Q2 should be provided with

heat sinks, but extremely good elec-
__/ _ trical insulation from cans ar col-

lector leads to ground is also re-

quire-d Thle base-emitter junctions

- - of Q, and Q2 are protected by a type
1N647 silicon diode. CR1. from

breakdown in cas- the wrong polarity

c- • of input current is connected to the

log converter.

- - . - d. Linear VEB Generator
I--. ,/ The produacton of smooth I

/ ; and IB curves on the X-Y recorder

recuires steolc-ss control of the in-
/ creasing voltage, VEB applied to

the device under test. This is readily

attained electronically using opera-

tional amlplifiers as shown in Figure

59. The circuit uses a P65A voltage

- -. amplifier followed by a non-inverting
P66A current booste-. A 0.001 1,if

capacitor from output to input sup-

'-t presses oscillation. An adjusmble
constant current through P5 flows to

the inrut of the PSSA. The outut

0 02 - oe potential of the P64A amplifier
vES .vCPLs changes sufficientl; to cause nearly

all of this current to flow through
Figure 58. 1C or IB versus VEB the 100-.1f capacitor, C. to the out-

:-t of the P66A. Since C2 clharges

linearly with tie, a linear voltage -amp is generated at the output of the booster

amplifier from which 100 ma can be drawn for the device under test.

With switch S6 in the Start position. P5 is se: for a suitable sweep rate and

P6 for the lowest value of VEB to be plotted. Rotating S6 to the Sweep position

causes VE1 to increase at the selected rate. At any value of V., alorg the curve

the sweep can t'- stopl ,rod hid h by usifL-U ,- ..-- A ,,, n,...
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Figure 59. Linear Electronic VEB C-enerator

56 is returned to the Adjust Start posidon. the cure is swept back towards the

origin at a rate controlled by the value of P6. if switch 52 Is thrown to the left.

negative-going voltage ramp is generated which is suitablc for tesh-.g NPN devices.

e. -lose Dterminadon

If a lo--freq.uene" fixed .ncrene-nal voltage. - %V, is added to an.y given
value of VEB. it is possible. Lhroueh the use of a bhase-sensitive detector, to

determine !he slop- of a log I, or log IB curve at &:at value of VEB. As show:
in Figure 59, a step-down Lansformer has been included to provide a I-- impe-

dance source of lor. frequency alternating poential in series with the output of

the VE generator.

f. C.aplete Circuit

The complete circuit of the curve Lracer is shown in Figure 60. Included in

the cabinet of the curve tracer are iwc 'the log conversion circuits shown in
Fig-re 57, the VEB sweep generator of Figure 59, regalated power supplies for the
operationai anpliers and batterles to suppiy VCB to the transistor under tesL
Built-in calibrating and switching facilities contribute to permanent accaracy and
to the usefulness and convenience of the curve tracer.
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g.Calibration

Accurate voltages f rom 0 to 1 . 0 volt in 0. 2 -volt steps are available from

switch S8 for calibrating~ the X or VEB scalc of the X-Y recorder.

Similarly, known currents are supplied from sw~itch S9 through-1 S4 or S-_ 'to

the loug converters for calibrating either of the two Y scales of the recorder.

These currc tits are providt.d in decade steps f romi 10 -1 tu 10-1 ampere.

:i. External Connections

Transistors mnay be tested in either of Z:ic twv- fronz pane-l sock~ets or

remnotely through w,.ires f ron- a four pin :Xniphenul -ack on the back of tht, set.

A terminal strip on the fronst panel provides direct access to the inputs of

the Yl and Y2 11J.7 converters and to the X chianpnel outivit. Use of the terminal
strip eliinates any sriT.ll voltage drops whicha may occur across series s,., hec.es

at the hi-her currents. It is usefuil ii pluttin- :.e '.'-I caraceristics uf iiith
current diodi-s in th.e rangze iron, 10 to 100 :--a.

13. CONCLUSIONS

Ttie effects of electron and gamma irradiaticnn on pair spectran in Gap have

beer studied. It wa:; shnr that darnaze defects arc very effective in killingt pair
fiuioresccev. The exoteriments indicatted that a non-radiative recombination mecha-

nism was danerAtiVC a: deeco damage defects but at the time the exoersments were
ueriortned no satisfactori rtzcombination mechanism had been formulated. This
po)lEn; lea- t-L- invest iiatitws 0f recomilnation at two othcr tyoes G~f chemical de-
fects. The first involved stutiy o! the kinetics of exciton recombination at isoe!ec-

Itrlnic tu-aps such as nitrogcen substituted for phosphorus in GaP_ At itihse isodlec-
tronic traps electrons a-nd holes were found to annihilate each other with a high

Proubilhty for photon production. From thesp studies it wras possible it) determine

the nature of the traps (ie.whether1 thev are hole or electron traps) their Pseillator

strengths, capture cr!oss sections. activation energies,_ and densities.

Studies of the kine,-!cs of bound exciton reconibination at ne~utral donors rather

than isoelectronic centers re-ee a more complex Auger-type mechanism. In this
process. the excit'n recombination energy is transferred to the wveakly boundl donor

electron. which is ejected into the conduction band. This non-radiative process was
found to predominate greatly over the radiative decay processes for these neutral

centers. The discovery of this :.echaxii provided a possible explanation for the

that the hole, weak!-; bound at a Si.-S pair, .vill transier to a deep diefect level with
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acceptor characteristics. This .: atrai center can then act as a level for efficient

non-radiative recombination. It appears that in the study of radiation-induced de-

fects the possibility of this type of Auger recombination has seldom been considered.

it is felt that the experimental techniques described will be valuabl.e in further

studies of recombinatirfm mechanisms at radiation defects. The recent discovery of

fluorescence associated with recombination at the A center in silicon provides much

impetus for continuing researrh in the present direction.

ESR studies of the SiG8 (E) center in sijicon, heavily doped with phosphorus,

show that the slow gro.th of the center with irradiation is probably, as previously

assumed, caused by the gradual fall in the bulk Fermi level which is ultimately con-

trolled by the SiG8 (E) center energy levels. Production rates of the SiG8 (E) centers

are lower in LOPEX silicon than in comparable float-zone silicon. A previously un-

reported isotropic radiation damage center at g = 2.0045 is observed in most

electron- irradiated, phosphorus-doped LOPEX crystals.

Following the summary of surface effects submitted in Scientific Report No.

1, an experimental prn.gram was initiated to investigate the effects of bias. tem-

perature. and dose rate on the space charge accumulation process in oxidized

silicon devices. It was fcur.d that the accumulation increases with bias of both

olarities. decrease, as the temperature increases, and is viriual!y independent of

the dose rate. The results of these investigations indicates tha. the space charge

accumulates when holes generated by the radiation are trapped -hile the correspond-

ir electrons leave the oxide. An a;-i.-dvs;s based on this model shows how the

space charge accumulates with dose and includes the effect of bias as a parameter.

Comparison of the predicted dependence with that actually observed yields a value

for the product of the mobility and lifetime of free electrons in the Si02 layer that

is consistent with the assumption made in deriving the expressions for .%V(t). The

trapping model thus appears to be well established and well understood. However,

the source of the hole traps has not yet been identified. If more is to be learned

about these traps, new techniques such as thermoluminescence w il be required.

Once the origin of the hole traps is kr.own, it may be possible to produce oxides, and

hence devices, which are less sensitive to ionizing radiation.

Thermoluminescence has been applied to study the trapping process in

oxidized silicon surfaces. Considerable differences were observed in the integrated

luminescent intensity from three types of oxide-dry. wet, and deposited. Sodium

was found to chang;e the thermoluminescent characteristics significantly, but it

does not seem to have been an initial contaminant in any of the oxides. Shallow

hole traps apparently control the thermoluminescent behavior as they also do the

behavior of irradinted MOS devices. Thermoluminescence studies in conjunction
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with MOS caparitance- studies could pro.ide some real insight into both the r;,dia-

tion damage- and reliability problems in oxidized silicon surfaces.

Co 6 0 -gamma irradiations of Schottky Barrier diodes could not be used to

study changes in interface state density because the radiation response of the de-

vices was controlled by charge buildup at the SiO 2 -Si-nietal common interface.

This charge buildup causes breakdown and/or tunneling to take place between the

metal and semiconductor and can result in severe device degradation.

Transient recover - in silicon devices after fast neutron irradiation shows

strong evidence of an electronic ..ther than an atomic process. This electronic

process is attributed to the slow rharge equilibration of large damage clusters

(similar to dislocations). Such clusters would be minority carrier traps rather

than recombination centers. Transient r:coverv of reverse bias junction capac-

itance after nuutron irradiation has also been observed. An adequate understanding

of the transient recovery phenomena will require a clearer experimental picture

of the microscopic nature of neutron damage.

ligh-inlection-lcvel eff,cts in neuir,. irradiated silicon power transistors

.ini PN PN dvvic-s have bf-en ana* zed and compared with experimer al r esults.

PN PN dt-vvice.-; have been shown to have powe- switchirg capability an o, der of

magnitude greater than that of transistors exposed to the same neutron environment.

Design criteria are giten for radiation -hardened PNPN and PIN devices. A PNPN

device structure is proposed which should be capable of switching a 100 watt volt-

ampere prduct at integrated fast neutron flexes up to 1016 N cm 2 .

A logarithniic curve tracer was designed and built which is capable of auto-

maticallv recording' both log Ic and log Ib against the enitter-base voltage of a

transistor over nore than eight decades of coilector current (Ic) or base current

00). This curve tracer has been very useful in separating out the various re-

comb.nation currents in irradiated devices.
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APPENDIX A

-AUTOMATIC C-VG CURVE PLOlTTER

A conrenient metbod of monitorini-, the positive charge accumulation in the

SiO.7 layer of a 'MOS- FET is the use of the capaciarce-YGlzage characteristics of

the gaw-to-substrawe capacitance of the device. T17he iedious and tm co niiu
chore of voist -bv-voin% : ioitirn- -.f the -aimerous C -V curves recraired dictated the

n-eev for a much improved techique - preferably automatic. A search of comner-

Ci31lV available equipment led -to the acquisition of a Model 71A rxuorlcm L-C
meter. 'Me L-C melser provides a DC anaV:j output of the capacitance as read an
the meter which is cap~able of drivirgz directly any high input impedance recorder

an-d has pro,,ision for sunnl:.inz bias to the "test- capacitor from an ext"rwa

source- All .h-t w-as required &-en was ans X-Y recorder, which -.-s readily avail-
able, .- 2n a sutable Wias supply capable of swee-ping over the desired voltage

ranges at a sufficiently slow rate to allow equilibrium of clvirp* in :he fTas!r inter-

face states.

Since a sweep gem-rator miecting the specific requirements of this study w.as

not avilabie, one "-ad to be constructed. A schematic of the circuit designed for

this pur-pose is shown in Figure A-1. The power ';upply is capable of providing

indppe-ndently -100 or -100 volts maximum in 10-volt steps, with one additional

5-vlt range at the low end. The heart of the sweep generator is a 10-turn.

molor-driven Helipot, with a special center-tap, that sweeps the entire voltage

span from plus volts through zero to niin--s volts or vice versa in ore minute.

The Helipot is easily changed should longer or shorter sweep intez vais be de-

sired. Since the speed of !he niotor-driven pot is voltage sensitive, a ireli regu-

lated supply was incorporated to assure a constant turning speed. The overall

measuring technique is shown in block diagram in Figure A-2.
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APPENDIX B

L\TLAL EQUILIBRIUM ELECTRON DENSITY

Consider the situation shown in Figure 19. The electric field in '!- oxide. E.

is uniform throughout the oxide and of magnitude VG/Xo. It is assumed that elec-

trons are generated at a rate of g/cm3 -s. The electrons have a lifetime : and a

mobility V. At any point x in the oxide the electron density, n, is given by the con-

tinuity equation

__ ~ n

vere D is the diffusion constant for he electrons.

h will be assumed that diffusion is negligible compared to drift, t.e., D - 0,

and that no space charge accumulates in the time required for n to reach equilibrium,

(?k. t) = 0. Equation 1 becomes

-. n E =- (2)
Ov: e X0

Since the Si capnet supply elecirons to the oxide, n(o) = 0. Using this boundary,

condition, the solution to equation 2 is easily found to be

nx) =greA - exp (- a )

2

where a= 0
VG
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APPENDIX C

ELECTRIC FIELD 1- THE OXEDF_ AT X = X0 AT ANY TBME

Figure 22 illustrates the situation in the MOS structure at any time . The

purpose of this Appendix is to derive an expression for the field E bu the oxide

atx =xo intermsof the space charge Qss(t). E is uniform in the region d:5 x < xo

since there is no space charge in this region. In the region o < x _ d Poisson's

equation yields
d2V qPT't )

Cx 0

whe-e V is the potential at any point x, (the dielectric constant of SiO2 , and c

the permittirity of free space. Integration of equation (1) gives

dV = - qPT(t)dx x -."
d0

where A =dVi  =0 E(o)

With the aid of Gauss' law and the rejation QSi - [Qss(t) + Qm(t)] it is easily

shown that

E(o) =- Q(st) + Qm(t) (2)

Now

Qm(t) = Cox VG _ Qss(t) d (3)
2xo

and
QsS (t) = qPT(t)d (4)

= f 0 (5)ox- xo

Combining equations (2), (3), (4), (5) gives

qPT(t)d d VGA - - (1 - + (6)Co 2Xo x.
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Hence

E(x) E(d) j~

qP T(i)d

E ~ v G -V qPT(t)d 2
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ATTACHMENT I

META L-OXIDE-SEMICO'NDUCTOR (MOS) CAPACITORS

1. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor devices employing SiO2, such as passivated Si planar transis-
tors, monolithic integrated circuits, or metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOLS) field-

effect transistors (FET) are known to suffer degradation when operated at elevated

temperatures or exposed to radiation. The SiO2 and the SiO2-Si interface regions
of these devices apparently hold the key to the degradation process. By some means,
not at present understood, positive charge accumulates in the oxide at the Si0 2 -Si

interface and causes degradation either through the formation nf channels on the
device surfa:ce or by increasing the surface carrier generation-recombination.

The MOS capacitor is being used increasingly in the study of SiO 2 and the
Si0 2 -SI Interface.' - ' These capacitors are simple to construct and, through rela-
tively straightforward experlme.rts, can yield useful information about charge proc-

esses in the oxide. The MOS capacitor is, therefore, likely to be important in the

study cf -adtation effects on the suefaces of semiconductor devices. This attach-
ment is Intended to describe the constr-ction, theory, and uses of these capacitors.

2. THE MOS STRUCTURE

A MOS capacitor is usually formed by thermally growing a few thousand ang-
stroms of oxide on a p- or n-type Si wafer a few mils thick, and then depositing a

metal electrode the gate, on the S102 surface. The oxide is removed from the bot-

tom surface of the wafer so that an ohmic contact can be made to the Si. Electrical

contact to the gate is often made by means of a pressure contact. The resulting
structure is a parallel plate capacitor with the gate and surface region of the silicon
acting as the plates and the oxide as the dielectric between them.
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3. MOS CAPACITANCE AS A FUNCTION OF APPLIED VOLTAGE

a. Qualitative Discussion

Since a semiconductor forms one plate of a MOS capacitor, the capacitance

will be dependent on the applied voltage. The gross features of this voltage depend-

ence can be predicted from a qualitative argament. The surface layer of the Si will

be accumulated, depleted, or inverted depending on the gate potential. The charges

stored in the capacitor for these three conditions are illustrated in Figure 1-1 for

p-type silicon in the absence of trapped charge in the SiO2 . Also shown in Figure

I-1 are the corresponding band structures at the Si surface.

For VG < 0. (a) in Figure I-1. a charge. Qs, comprised of mobile holes equal

in magnitude to the negative charge on the gate, QG' collects in the Si surface layer.

For this condition, the MOS capacitance plates are essentially separated by the

oxide. The capacity (per unit area) is. therefore, that due to the oxide,

Ksg-

Cox- X
0

where Ks and X are the dielectric constant and thickness of the oxide respectively

and E is the permittivity of free space.

For VG > 0. (b) in Figure I-1. the hole concentration in the Si surface be-

comes depleted and the charge density in the surface layer. Qs, comes from exposed,

fixed acceptor impurities (i.e., Qs = -qN where NA is the density of acceptors).

The depleted surface of the 3i acts as a dielectric and hence the separation of the

capacitor plates is increas ,d causing a decrease in the capacity. When VG >> 0,

(c) in Figure I-1, electrons are at,.-acted into the Si surface layer and the surface

becomes inverted. Qs is now comprised of a negative charge of mobile electrons,

Qn and charged acceptor atoms. QS = Q - qNA, It will be shown later that as Qs

increases, Q - Qs, i.e.. the negative charge in the Si surface is made up almost

entirely of mobile minority -. rriers. Thus, as th- surface becomes more inverted,

the depletion region stops its advance into the Si and sufficient minority carriers

collect at the Si surface so that the capacity again becomes essentially that due to

the oxide, Cox. The expected variation of the MOS capacity, C, normalized to C ox

is shown in the low-frequency curse of Figure 1-2. For a MOS capacitor with n-type

Si the capacity minimum will, of course, occur at negative values of gate voltage.

Trapped charge present in. the oxide acts as a bias on the capacitor and causes the

curve to shift parallel to the abscissa, in the positive direction for negative charge

and in the negative direction for positive charge.
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Figue 1- 1. Charge Distribution and Band Structure at the Si Surface
for a P-Type Si MOS Capacitor
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Figure 1-2-. Variation czf C/C O with VGfor a P-T)*e

Si MOS Capacitor at Various Measurzirg Frequencies

b. Frequen~cy Depenen~ce

The procedurt- for mneasuring MOS cacinc invlve alinF ' mownd-

bias to the cao-scitor and then measurirng the canacitance with a small, superimposed

a-c signal. n the discussion abore it was t2acitly assumned th~at the mobile carriers

in the semiconductor surface were In equilibrium at. all tinics. LC.. that varia2tiOns

of the potential difference across the capacitor were siow enough for the carrier

concentration to follow. Majority carriers can remain in equilibriumi with a-c Sig-

%nals for freauencies up to -10 H z. Hence. for the Si surface in the accumulation

or depletion condition, the surface -_S controlled b-. majority carriers ano the ca-

pacity is virtually independent of frequency.

'For the inver ior condition, however, minority carriers control the surface

region. Tnhe time constants linolved in the recombination and generation of minor-

ity carriers are quite long and hence the ability of the n inority carri-r density in

the inversion 'ayer to follow the a-c sigual will depend on the signal frequency. At

low frequencies C(Z0O Hz) the minority carrier density can follow the a-c signal,

and the capacitance variation with appli'd voltage will follow, the low-frequency

curve mn Figure 1- 2. At high frequencies (,510 Hz), on the other hand, the surface

density of minority carriers cannot follow the rapi'd a-c voltage variations and the

measured capacity will be due only to majority carriers in the depletion region.
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The (differential) capacity which is proportieal to the change of the amc== Gf

ch.arge 'n the Si, Le., C = dQs.'dV. -xil, Lherefore, remain at a lower value at high

freauencles because dOs will be due only to the majority carrier concentration

changes. The variation of C in this case is illustrated by the high-frequercy curve

in Figure 1-2. The capacity variatioe at 2n intermediate frequency (-I10 Hz) is

also shown in Figure 1-2.

c- Quantitative Analysis

A quantitative analysis of MOS capacitance variation with applied voltage has

been given by several authors. 1 '- , 1 For the study of radiation effects, however, a

simple version of the theory which gives the more -gross fea",res of capacItance

-ariation wili be scufficient. The -inlysis given below follows -Lat given by Grove

et al3,

Consider a p--ype MOS capacito-. sucb as that Illusrated in Figure 1-1, under

the following assumptins.

1. No sur-face states are present in the o.ide, Le., no charge is tra-.ped In

the ox-de.

2. There is no work function difference between the metal gat- ; d the silicon.

3. The d-c bias changes slowly enough to permit carrier eq-uKr.um at all

times.

4. The dopi leve in the S! surface layer is the same as thatl in the blkSL

Pir 2ll Si surface conditions the total charge in the silicon. Q is given by
5

Qs- J p(x) &C
0

,()= q(P- n-D NA)

where

p = the hole concentration

n = the electron concentration

ND = the density of donors

NA = the density of acceptors

q = the magnitude of the electronic charge
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T-ne ne-tertb!d in the sem conductor, 4p, is gien by Possaps eaaion

Ks o

where K, is the dielectric constant of SL No-

p=i e -- (uF -u)

n = n. ex U UF1

where

n, = the irrinsic couwent.-ation of crriers

u = the potential in the semicorductor in units of kT (i.e., u = qt/kT)

UP = the Fermi enerzv k. ei

The quantity N - ND can be f,.nd from the %alues of p and n i the ixik where

u = 0 by., definition.

N - D N [n -° " =

= 2n, si.h uF

.2enxce

i) =2i sinli (u.-U)sn

Substituting he xpression for p into Poisson's e uton yelds, after integrating

once and using Gauss' Law,

du _ -.r2- [co u- csh uF  s
& D[CoA(u Uu) coshi u UF] (1)

and

U r -A! 2
2 ' COSh (us  UF) - cos uF u- EI-h UF 1  (2)

where

KsEo
kT 2iq

and us = qos/kT Is the potendal at the Si surface.

For the case of inversion

-q f n(x)dx ( F n(u)du

Qn j (duL'/Cx-0 IS
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where x, is tc depth of the srface inversion layer. Using equation (1), Qnbecomes

U-

qn=L ex - F) du (3)

.i-u r l IC-unh u I% F [cosh(U-uF)-cos 
(3

From equations (2) avd (3), Qs a Qn can be calculated for a given tempera-

ture, applied voltage (us), and doping level (u.). Figure 1-3 shows IQql as a

function of IQ S'oJq at 300'K for several doping levels.' From these carves it is

anparent that as the charge in the Si, Qs" increases, the charge, Qn. contained in the

inversion layer also increases, and Qn - Q. for large values of Qs. Thus. at high

inversion levels the depletion layer stops increasling In width and the negative

charge on the semiconductor plate is Comprised of rinority carriers (electrons)

at the S102-Si interface. At low frequencies the capacity is th.us Cox for the inver-

sion cr-ndition.
An effective depletion width, hcan be defined by te eauation

Qs = Qn + q(ND -N.A) Xd (4)

Figure 1-4 shows the variation of Xd with iQ, "q at 300zlK.' As expected, Xd be-

comes almost constant at high IQsiq! vaues.

d. The Effect of Surface States and Work Function Difference

In any real MOS structure there will be a work function difference, .S, be-

tween the metal gate and the Si as well as some charge trapped in the oxide, Qss*

The band structure at the surface of a p-type semict.,ductor with -.o applied vcltage

but with the effects of the work function difference and trapped charge includew Is

shcwn in Figure 1-Sa. The corresponding charge distribuion is shown in Figure

T-Sb.

From FigWre I-5a it is apparent that

EM+ Vo = X - 0s Z. - g &. C' (5)
hi + 0 0 = 0 so 2 F()

where

)M is the work function of the gate metal

X is the electron affinity of the Si

E is the energy gap of Si

V and t'so are the poLential drop across the oxide and the Si surface po-

tential respectively at zero applied gate voltage
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Figure 1-4. Variation of Xd with IQ./Oq
for Various Si Doping Levels at 300=K

By definition

'Ms = )- .

or using equation (5)

O.ms = -(0so '",x00 ) (6)

in the following Lreatment, no distinction will be nade among the oxide sur-
face s-ates arising from various causes ald all charge in these states will be treated
as if it were iocated at the S10 2 --Si interface. Also, it will be assumed that the

charge in these surface states, Qss. is L-finitely slow, Le., Qss is independent of
the surface potential.

If a potential, VG, is applied to the gate the Si surface band structure and

MOS charge distribution will be altered to those shown in Figure 1-6. For this sit-

uation

(Vo_ % (.._ o)
G 0)9
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Figure 1-5. Effect of a Work Function Difference and Trapped Charge
on the Si Surface Band Structure for VG = 0,
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or, using equation (6)

VG Vo + s (7)

By charge neutrality requirements

QG+ Qss Qs =0 (8)

Also G= V0 Co, aid hence combining equations (7) and (8)

Qss Qs

V(0)
Ms ox Cox

Now the total MOS capacitance, C, is defined by the relation

dVG

But from equation (7)

dVG = dVo + dq s

Hence

C (dVo doS -

C =[ 0i . i

C - 1 (10)[ OX+ (Cs +- Css

where C. -dQs/d4, S and Css - .dQ s/dws, i.e., a capacitance is associated with
the charge Ln the Si, Qs, and the charge in the oxide, QSS'

According to equation (10) the MOS structure can be pictured as a combination

of three capacitors as shown in Figure I-7a. However, according to the assumption

of Irfinitely slow states in the oxide, dQss = 0 and hence Css = 0. The MOS equiva-

lent circuit reduces to a series combination of Cox and Cs as shown in Figure I-7b.

There will, of course, be resistances associated with the bulk of the material in the

MOS structure and leakage through the SiO2 layer.

e. Low Frequency Capacity

At low frequencies both majority and minority carrier densities in the Si sur-

face can follow the a-c signal and hence for all three surface conditions

dQs _ dQs
Cs d4s - kTdus
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Cs

COX

C$5

(a)

Cox Cs

(b)

Figure 1-7. MOS Equivalent Circuit (Resistances Omitted)

Substituting for Qs from equation (2)

SQ
Cs( 5 ~ Ps s D- NA,) (11)

Cs = sE~qQs

where ps and ns are the hole and electron concentration respectively at the Si

surface.

It is now possible tc calculate C as a function of voltage. The procedure is

straightforward although somewhat lengthy. The quantities Cox, T, NA - ND, and

OMs are all determined in advance for a given MOS capacitor. The first step is to
select an arbitrary value of w (i.e., u ) and calculate the corresponding value of

s SQS rom equation (2). Once Q S is known V0 - Ms + Qss/C0 can be found from equa-

tion (9). Next, C is fomud from equation (11) and this value of Cs together with the

known value of Cox gives C through equation (10) (C = 0). The calculation is re-ox ss
peated for other values of .9 until a curve of C versus V0 - (OMs + QSS/Cox can be

plotted.
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High Freauency Capacity

The MOS capacity will be the same at high and low frequerzies except when

the Si surface becomes inverted. For inversion, Qn is constant since only majority

carriers can lollow the a-c sigaal. Now Cs = -(dQ /do ) and using equaticn (4) re-

sults in

dXd
Cs qN- N dI s

Grove et al.3 have shown that

dXNd N KXE

and hence

s 5° (12)s-Xd

The procedure for calculating C as a function of V - tOMs + Qs /Cox is sim-

ilar to that used in the low frevuency case. From equation (3). Qs is obtained for a

particular value of o * From Figul e 1-4 the corresponding value of Xd is deter-

mined and used to calculate Cs from equation (12). Now Cs and Cox may be used

to give C from equation (10). V0 - OMs + Qs /C o is determined from equation (9)

and there is nrw one point on the graph. The calculations are repeated until suffi-

cient points have been obtained.

4. DETERMINATION OF THE DENSTTY OF TRAPPED CHARGE, Qss

In practice C is measured at some fixed frequency as a function of d-c bias,

VG. The calculation outlined above, however, gives C as a function of VG - ms +

Qss,'Cox. If the experimental and calculated curves are parallel then the difference

in abscissa between them is due to the term - oMs + QsI/Co) Fig-are 1-8 shows

the calculated and experimental curves for a p-type capacitor is reported by Grove

et al. 4 If (n Ms and Cox are known Qss can be determined. Grove estimates WMs to

be -0.7V for p-type Si (NA 0 16 cm- 3 ). Qss/q is then found to be -2 x 1011

cm . Values of Qss/q reported by other authors vary but are generally in theit 12 2

raxge 1011 to 10 cm . I ie charge trapped in the oxide is found to be posit-,e

regardless of the conductivity type of the Si.

When the Si surface is invei t .d the MOS capacitance is strongly dependent

upon the doping level of Si. Figure 1-9 shows the variation C/Cox with gate voltage
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for capacitors -Ith acce1tor conce trat'lon from 1.1 x 1014 to 5.5 - 016 cm 3 .
The inversion mode capacity can be ased to detei mine N.A in the Si surface layer.

5. DENSITY OF STA "ES AT THE SiO2 -SI L.'TERFACE

Th- measurement of MOS catac!tance as a function of applied voltage will
yield only a limited amount of information about the charge states in the oxide at

the SiO2 -Si lnterface.-' The interoretation of the exerimental results is, in most

cases, ambiguous. To illustrate the difficulties encountered, consider the case of

a monoenergetz c.arge sie uniformly dis.tributed throughout the odde, as shown

in Figure 1-10a. As seen from the Si, the energy of a particular trap site with re-
spect to the bottom of the SI conduction bend will obviously be a function of the elec-

tric field in the o.dde, Eo. and the distance of the site from the interface. The

sites within X M20A) of the interface are flled and thus for a field -10 6 V cm-

the energy range .1E over which the "mnonoenergetic" charge level is spread is

eAEXm - 0.2eV (Figure 1-lOb). Thus a monoenergetic trap level in the oyide yields

an effective density of surface states. If a monoenergetic trap level were the only

lewel present in the oxide, the experimental results could be inzerprezed relatively
st-aLhtforwzardly. Hotever, In practice, several levels at least are likely to be

present, and the resolution of these levels from the information obtained from

FILLED E

SITES r.€

K d 000 - -- - - E

0001cF EF

-b)

Figure 1-10. Monoe.,rgetic Trap Level Uniformly Distributed in SIO)2
1a) Energy diagram
(b) Effective density of states in the 3xlde as seen from the SI
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capacity me.suremen:s alone is vixtaally impossible. Only an effectve density of

states can be determined.

The procedure for calculating the effective density of states from capacity

variation with applied petenital can be obtained from a slight extension of the MOS

capaclta.zce theory outlined above. The procedure is lengthy, cambersome, and of

limited accuracy and requires the use of a computer If many devices are to be ana-

lyzed. It will be assumed that the charge hi the oxide surface states, Qss" is able

to follow slow (d-c) variations in the surface potential. os, c.-,used by variations in

the applied gate voltage, VG' b-st that Qss cannot follow any a-c changes in v S. The

dens of state--, Nss. (per cm 2per V) is defined by the relation

Qss= q j Nss ds

where the integration is over the occupied sites (it is assumed that all states below

the Fermi level are occupied. all states above are unoccupied). N is then given by
1 Qss (13)

Nss -q do s

and Qss must now be found as a function of e s

Equation (10) can be rewritten as

=C0.. (di'd&-)
fdzs/dos' - (14)

where It has been assumed (dQss' de) = 0 at the a-c frequency used for measure-

ment.

Hence for each bias voltage, VG, the corresponding value of C can be used

with the known value of C ox to determine dQs /d S . From equation (2)

5' S
dQ5 _ L~n~ Isinh qkws - oF)/kT +slnh qeg,/kT]

do s  kT !I e ' cosh q - wF)/kT - cosh qwF/kT + (qos/kT) sinh q --/kT] 1/2

(15)

If equation (15) is used to plot dQs/dcos as a function of o s for the particular MOS

capacitor, then. from. the graph, co can be determined for the values of dQs/do s

calculated from equation (14). The e)s values then obtained can be used with equation

(2) to determine the correspoi.ding values of Qs, yielding, for a partit ular

MOS capacitor, (Os, Qs) Cox' and o values for each VG value. Equation (9) can

then be used to find the correspondhig values of Qss, A plot of Qss versus ps can
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then be used to determine dQss 'dos graphically to gve Nss as a function of o s
through equation (13).

6. USE OF MOS EQUIVALENT PARALLEL CONDUCT.ANCE TO
DETERMSI NEE THE DENSITY OF FAST SURFACE STATES

Nicollian and Goetzberger' have demonstrated a method for determining the

density of fast surface states at the SIO2 -S! interface. They have shown that the

equivalent parallel conductance of a MOS capacitor arises almost entirely from

these fast surface states with virtually no contribution from the oxide or depltion

layers. Under these circumstances the MOS equi-alent circuit shown in Figure 1-11

is applicable for frequencies above 100 Hz for which the minority carriers cannot

follow the a-c signal. C is again the oxide capacitance, CD is the capacitance of

the depletion layer, and Css and Rss are the capacitance and resistance associated

with the fast surface states.

The measured admittance of the .MOS capacitor Y0 may be written as

Yo = ° W
0 0 0

where G0 is the measured conductance, C0 the measured capacitance, and w the

angular frequency of the measured signal. Converting YO to an impedance, Zo, re-

sults in

ICox

Yo Go+ ; Co 1 1
%T _ _,

coRS
s  G/oW W rJ C Ss

Figure I-ll. MOS Equivalent Circuit Including
Effect of Loss Due to Fast Surface States
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Subtracting the impedante of the oxide from Zo gives the impedance, Z, of the par-

allel combination of Css, Rss, and CD,

z - GO j wl
Z 2 23  2 2 2

G -w C o  x Go  CO)

After converting Z to an admittance, the conductance, G, is given by

W2C2Go(+2 C2)

G [ 0 / 2 (16)2[22- o + c0C(Co _o_ '
coG2, 2 - [IOO

From the equivalent circuit in Figure 1-11, however, G is given by

G_ C ssW"2 55 (17)

where T is the time constant of the fast surface states, Rss Css. Equation (17) is

very useful since it does not involve CD . The quantity Gb, reaches a maximum of

C,,/2 when rr = 1. Hence, i G is calculated from equation (16) at a particular

value of VG for a series of frequencies and Gb, plotted against w, then 7 and C,;,

may be determined directly. The density of states, Nss , can be found from equation

(13) since Css = dQs Jdp s. The process is repeated at other values of V (i.e., (S)

to yield Nss as a function of ps"

7. ION TRANSPORT IN Si 2 FILMS

When devices employing a SiC2 film are heated or irradiated trader operating

conditions a positive charge is often observed to collect In the SIO2 at the SiO2 -Si

interface. This charge influences the adjacent Si surface and leads to device degra-
dation. It has been suggested that mobile positive ions in the SiO2 are responsible.

Snow et al. 1o have investigated MOS capacitors purposely contaminated during fab-

rication with Na+ or Li+ ions at the gate-SiO 2 interface. They found that when a

capacitor was heated to -150°C and the gate made positive with respect to the Si,

positive charge accumulated at the SiO2 -Si interface. If the capacitor was subse-
quently shorted or the polarity of the gate potential reversed the positive charge at

the SiO2 -S i interface was reduced to its original value (but never became less than
the original value). Snow interpreted these observations as the result of Na+ or Li+
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transport across the SiO2 film and developed a model which agrees with their

findings.

it can be shown that for an arbitrary charge distribution, a(x), in oxide layer
the capacity versus voltage curve for the MOS capacitor will be shifted parallel to

the voltage axis by an amount AV where

AV- x a

XoCox 0

The origin of the x coordinates is taken at the gate-SiO2 interface. Initially all the

charge will be located at the gate-SiO2 interface, x = 0, and hence AV = 0. As ions
move across the oxide AV increases ard becomes a maximum when all the charge

reaches the SIO2-Si interface, x = x0. The experimental curves obtalined by Snow
on N' contaminated MOS capacitors are shown in Figure I-12a and the charge dis-

tributions corresponding to the various curves are shown in Figure I-12b.

Curve 1 shows the initial measurement before a bias was applied to the ca-
pzcltor. The corresponding charge distribution is shown in Figure I-12b(l). After
5 minutes at V G = -1OV, T = 1502C the devices were cooled to room temperature

and curve 2 observed. It is evident that virtually no change has occurred in the

charge distribution, Le., Figure 1-12b(i) applies to curve 2. Curve 3 was obtained
after 5 minutes at VG = +10V, T = 150"C. Positive charge has apparently collected
at the SiO2-S j interlace as shown in Figure I-12b(ii), After 5 minutes at T = 150°C
with the capacitor shorted, curve 4 was obtained indicating the positive charge had

largely returned to the gate-SiO2 interface as shown in Figure 1-12b(iii).

To obtain quantitative expressions for the transport of ions through the SiO2,

Snow divided the oxide layer into two regions, a thin boundary layer at the gate-
SiO2 interface and a bulk region comprising the remainder of the SiO2 . To obtain
a model suitable for mathematical analysis the electric field in the boundary layer
Is assumed to be zero (in practire the average value -0) and ion motion is due solely
to diffusion. In the bulk region the field is taken as constant and ion motion is due

to the field and diffusion. According to this model when an ion diffuses out of the
narrow boundary region it is rapidly swept to the SiO2 -S interface, i.e., ions spend

most of their time at one or other of the interfaces.

Further analysis of the model yields the time dependence of the buildup of

charge at the SiO2-Si interface, QI, as
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(a)

At 15O*C: (1) original curve; (2) after 5 minutes at VG =-1Ov;

(3) after 5 minutes at V G =+10V; (4) after 5 minutes, shorted

0

x
0

w 0 0

dG 00O.=0

(b)

Charge distribution corresponding to curves in (a):
(i) corresponds to curves (1) and (2); (11) corresponds to

curve (3); (iii) corresponds to curve (4)

Figure 1-12. D-e Bias Applied to Na-Contaminated MOS Capacitor
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t«7<

%' 1 - exp(-4  >>tr

where - is a characteristic time associated with th-. oxide (7 " minutes). The ex-

pressions above for Q agree quite well with observed time dependence of Qs"

8. USE OF MOS CAPACITORS LN5 THE STUDY OF R.ADIATION EFFECTS
ON SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Semiconductor devices employing a Si0 2 layer degrade when exposed to radi-

ation due to a buildup of positive charge at the SiO2-Si interface. The charge cor-

responds to Qss ini a MOS capacitor. Since changes in Qss may be determined with

relative ease from capacity measurements MOS capacitors will be useful in the

study of the role played by radiation, in conjunction with electric field and tempera-

ture in the buildup of QSS"

In particular. it is desirable to know the relationships between Qss and tem-
perature, radiation dose, dose rate and bias voltage as well as any conditions which

lead to a decrease (recovery) of Qss" A Imowledge of these relationships may pro-
vide a clue to the mechanism by which Qss accumulates.

If the increase of Qss is due to the motion of positive ions such as Na y as
ss a' aspro.

posed by Snow, then one might expect the charge to be contained in a set of mono-

energic traps near the SiO2-Si interface. A determination of the effective density

of states Nss as described in paragraph 5 would indicate the presence of a mono-

energetic trap level. However, if a more complicated set of levels wert present,
the effective density of states could not be unambiguously interpreted without addi-

tional information (such information may be obtainable from optical studies).

MOS-FET's are very sensitive to conditions at the Si0 2 -Si interface and hence
are very sensitive to radiation. At relatively low radiation do',es the turn-on volt-
ages and transconductance of these devices .may be seriously degraded. By a for.-

tunate coincidence MOS-FET's contain a built-in MOS capacitor and are thus able
to serve the dual purpose of MOS capacitor and device. With the aid of MOS-FET's

it should be possible to obtain in the same structure a direct correlation between

Qss and degradation. Such a correlation will be very useful since, strictly speaking,
it is the charge Qss and not the radiation which actually causes degradation.
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ATTACHMENT U

THE EFFECTS OF FAST-NEUTRON IRRADIATION ON THE SATURATION
VOLTAGE OF SILICON PLANAR EPITAXIAL TRANSISTORS*

. EFFECTS OF FAST-NEUTRON IRRADIATION ON SILICON

The study of the effects of fast-particle bombardment on semiconductors had

its historical beginning in 1947 with the discovery that the exposure of germanium

and silicon specimens to reactor irradiations and cyclotron particles affected their

conductivity and Hall coefficient.' This discovery was made concurrently at Purdue

University by K. Lark-Horovitz and at Oak Ridge by W. E. Johnson. Since the

changes in conductivity and Hall coefficient were too great to be attributed to impu-

rities introduced by nuclear reactions, it was concluded that the observed change in

both concentration and type of charge carrier was caused by localized energy states

-. associated with radiation-induced lattice disorder. This view was later confirmed

when it was demonstrated that most of the changes could be removed by thermal

annealing near 500,C.
2

1.

Since this early work of Johnson and Lark-Horovitz, considerable effort has

been devoted to the study of radiation effects in a variety of semiconductors of

diamond type lattice using a number of radiation sources. There are several rea-

sons for the high degree of interest in this field. The physicist sees in radiation

defects the opportunity to study the simplest possible defects in crystalline solids.

For example, radiation has been used in the determination of the displacement

energy, therefore justifying the assumption that lattice atoms sit in a simple poten-

tial well of depth a.' Radiation can be used as a valuable tool for altering the prop-

erties of semiconducting materials to produce new types of semiconducting materials

with predictable properties. As will be discussed later, the interaction of irradiation

L with semiconducting materials can alter such properties of the material as charge

carrier concentration and type, mobility, minority-carrier lifetime, minority-L carrier trapping processes, and other associated properties.'

Another increasingly important reason for studying the effects of irradiation

on semiconductor material is the increasing application of semiconductors in envi-

ronments that are subject to radiation fields. Today there is a need for semicon-

ductor devices that will be able to operate reliably for long periods of time in the

*This attachment is the thesis submitted by E. A. Overstreet in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science in the Department of
Engineering, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Duke University, Durham, N.C.
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oresence of radiation. Such devices are required for use in military applications

and in communication satellites which must operate in the Van Allen belts.

Semiconductors have proven to be much morL sensitive to radiation than

metals. 3 The reason is that specimens of semiconductor materials can be pret .,red

with a lower concentration of carriers in the conduction band, and consequently the

introduction of a few traps or donors by bombardment with energetic particles can

lead to relatively large changes in the carrier concentration. As a result of this

property, semiconductors are used as particle detectors. 4

The basic neutron radiation damage proces. ,esul.; from the collision of an

incident high-energy particle with an atom in the semiconductor crystal. Since tne

neutron is an uncharged particle, the initial interaction will be an elastic collision

with the nuclei of the lattice atom, rather than a Coulomb interaction characteristic

of charged incident particles. If, in the elastic collision, the lattice atom receives

an energy in excess of the displacement energy Ed, the binding energy of the normal

lattice site may be overcome and the atom will be displaced from its normal lattice

site. Therefore, a lattice vacancy is created and, since in most circumstanc s the

recoiling atom comes to rest in a nonequilibrium or interstitial state, an i'terstitial

atom is created. Thus the prin-ary process involved In fast-neutron bombardment

is production of Frenkel defects (pairs of vacant lattice sites and interstitial atoms).

As a secondary process, the displaced or recoil atom may receive sufficient

energy from the primary collision for it to create vacant lattice sites by subsequent

collisions with other lattice atoms. This process can continue until the energy of

each particle has been degraded to ihe point where Ed cannot be transferred in sub-

sequent collisions. This displacement rascade accounts for most of the defects pro-

duced during bombardment of semiconductors with fast neutrons. It should be noted

that although the primary collisio, of the neutron and the lattice atom does not in-

volve Coulomb interactioi, the recoiling atoms usually become ionized and Coulomb

interactions dominate in secondary and subsequent displacements.

In addition to the displacement of atoms from their ,ormal lattice sites, fast-

neutron irradiation can produce other effects such as thermal spikes 1 id nuclear

transmutations. 3 A thermal spike results when a lattice atom is struck by a fast

particle but does ..ot receive enough energy to be removed from its normal lattice

site. Instead it will vibrate with large amplitude and will rapidly transfer energy

to its neighbors, thus creating a region of high temperature (~1000'K). The region

will rapidly expand with a drastic reduction in temperature. The duration of the

thermal spike is only 10-10 to 10-11 seconds. Nuclear transmutations are equivalent

to introducing impurity atoms in the conventional manner, and occur to an appreci-

able extent only in materials of high cross sections. Since the absorption cross

section of semiconductcrs is very small5 (1 x 10- 25 cn 2 for Si), transmutadon
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effects may be neglected. Therefore, permanent changes in the semiccnductor

properties with irradiation can be attributed almost entirely to radiation-induced

lattice disorder.

The maximum kinetic energy that can be transmitted to a lattice atom by an

incident particle occurs in a head-on collision. In the case of massive particle

irradiation*

4M 1 M2

Em 4 M 2 E (1)

SMI + M2 )

where Em is the maximum energy transferred by a moving particle of mass M and

energy E to a stationary atom of mass M2 . In order for an atom to be displaced

from its normal lattice site, E > E Therefore

+ M 2\2

= 4 M1 M2  Ed (2)

where Et is the minimum or threshold energy that the incident particle must possess

in order to displace an atom from its normal lattice site.

A value of 25 ev is usually assumed as a reasonable value for Ed for most

materials.6 However, early experiments with germanium and silicon have led to a

value of displacement energy of 31 ev.7 Recent experiments have shown that damage

could be produced well 1'elow this supposed value of 31 ev, but with decreasing
probability-4 Rather than define the displacement energy Ed as a value such that all

atoms are displaced which receive energy greater than Ed and no atoms are dis-

placed which rezeive energy less than Ed, it would be more accurate to define an

energy-dependent displacement probability similar to the curve shown in Figure II-1.

As mentioned previously, the observed change in carrier concentration of

semiconductors with irradiation -,as caused by localized energy states associated

with radiation-induced lattice disorder. James and Lark-Horovitza proposed a

modcl in which the interstitial-vacancy pair provided two donor levels, attributed to

the first and second ionization potentials of the interstitial, and two acceptor states

whose levels are taken to be the energies required to place one and two electrons

respectively into a vacant site. With increasing amounts of irradiation, the induced

donors , d acceptors will force the Fermi level toward a limiting value determined

by their positions in the forbidden-energy gap. When silicon is irra.i z.oed, its con-

ductivity approaches the intrinsic value, independent of whether the silicoi. was in-

itially N- or P-type. ' The expression for resistivity (p) is:

*See Appendix E for List of Symbols.
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I - oh-cm (3)

q (g, n " p p)

where

gn' p = mobility of electrons and holes

n,p = electron and hole concentration

q = electronic charge

The increase in the resistivity of silicon toward intrinsic resistivity can be attri-

buted primarily to the reduction in the majority-carrier concentration by the inter-

stitial atoms and vacaitcies. A secondary contributor to the increase in resistivity

is a reduction in carrier mobility due to the increase of charged scattering centers
produced by the ionized recoil atoms.

Since the resistivity of N- or P-type siiicon approaches the intrinsic value
with irradiation, it was suggested that the two donor levels and two acceptor levels

are distributed symmetrically about the center of the forbidden band' as shown in

Figure 11-2.

The actual positioning of the acceptor and donor levels in irradiated silicon
has not been successfully established at the present time. However, calculations

of carrier removal rates by assuming a donor level at -0.25 ev below the conduction
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Figure l-2. Energy Level Diagram for Irradiated Silicon
Based on James and Lark-Horovitz Model

band aind an acceptor level at -0.055 ev above the valence band give results that com-

pare satisfactorily with experimental measuremezIts. 4 It is seen that if the levels

are introduced deep within the band, where thermal ionization is inefficient, then

N-type silicon will lose its conduction electrons to those acceptor levels or electron

traps which lie below the Fermi level, and P-type silicon will lose its holes from

the valence band to those donor levels or hole traps which lie above the Fermi level.

The Fermi level is shifted toward the center of the forbidden-energy band, i.e.,

toward the intrinsic position.

It should be noted that radiation-induced lattice defects in other semiconductor

materials are not located symmetrically about the center of the forbidden-energy

b2d. For example, studies of radiation effects on germuanium showed that N-type

germanium was converted to P-type and P-ype increased in conductivity with

exposure.' This indicates that only radiation-induced acceptor levels have an appre-

ciable effect on germanium. The donor levels lie so near the top of the filled band

that they have no observable effect on the carrier concentration.9 The Fermi level

approaches a position -0.2 ev above the valence band at high levels of irradiation.

Recent work has shown that a more complicated model th,-m the simple four-

level model of James and Lark-Horovitz is needed to explain all of the effects of

iast-neutron irradiation on semiconductors. Clusters of interstitials and esp-ecially

vacancies may be produced which have different effects from isolated vacancies and

interstitials. A multitude of levels, rather than the four predicted by the earlier

models, has been discovered in irradiated semiconductors. Nevertheless, the
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mechanism by which majority carriers are removed is essentially the same as was

explained for the simpler four-level models.

Another important effect of neutron irradiation of semiconductor materials is

a reduction in minority-carrier lifetime. The reduction it minority-carrier lifetime

is attributed to the introduction of recombination centers and temporary minority-

carrier trapping leveis in the forbidden-energy band. Based on a single recombina-

tion level and on a low injected carrier density compared to the free carrier density,

Shockley-Read-Hall ° have shown that the carrier lifetime (T) is given by

= zr (n+ n r) + T nr (P + Pr) sec (4)

n+p

,here

n, p = electron and hole concentrations

nr' Pr = electron and hole concentrations that would exist if the Fermi level

coincided with the level of the recombination centers

- lifetime of electrons in highly P-type materialnr
-r lifetime of holes in highly N-type material.

Both Tnr and T pr are limited by the number of recombination centers and can be

expressed as

1pr - C sec (5)
NR p

nr NR Cn sec (6)

-3

where NR is the concentration of recombination centers in cm and Cp and Cn

are the capture probabilities of the centers for holes and electrons respectively

in cm 3 per second. Thus Equation (4) can be written as

(1/C P) (n + nr) + (I/On) (P + Pr) sec (7)
NR (n + p)

This relation indicates that as the number of recombination centers NR increases,

the carrier lifetime -, decreases. Beck, Pabkell, and Peet 1 indicate that the number

of recombination centers introduced is directly proportional to the number of inci-

dent neutrons.

Another means of expressing the change in minority-carrier lifetime is given

by 
2

1 1 sec- (8)

F Ki
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where

= integrated fast-neutron flux (neutrons/cm2)

T = lifetime before irradiation (sec)

T F = luetime after irradiation (sec)

K = radiation damage constant, which for P-type silicon is 3.2 ± 1.1 x 106

and for N-type silicon is 2.8 ± 0.8 x 106 (nvt-sec)

The damage constant is determined by observing the decay of - with irradia-

tion in the semiconductor material. The damage constant is dependent on the total

neutron dosage and on the properties of the particular semiconductor, such as

energy gaps and doping levels.

The effects of fast-neutron bombardment on semiconductor materials can be

extended to semiconductor devices, in particular, transistors. Neutron irradiation

causes changes in three parameters which affect transistor operation, i.e., resis-

tivity p, minority-carrier lifetime -, and surface recombination velocity S.13 For

neutron flux levels of 1014 neutrons/cm2 or less, the reduction in minority-carrier

lifetime is the predominant cause of permanent damage in a transistor.

2. THE SILICON PLANAR EPITA.XIAL TRANSISTOR

The silicon planar expitaxial transistor has been found to possess highly de-. 14

sirable properties for use as a general swLkhing device. Its advantages as a

switching device can be seen by examining its manufacturing process.

First the collector is formed by growing a very thin, lightly doped, single-

crystal layer of semiconductor material on a very heavily doped crystal layer of

the same type.' This thin, lightly doped layer is known as the epitaxial layer and

has a much higher resistivity than the substrate on which it is formed. The epitaxial

layer is then covered with an oxide coating. The oxide coating is removed in con--

trolled areas by a photoetching process. The base is then diffused to the collector

in the area where the oxide coating has been removed. This method of accurately

controlling the diffusion area if known as the planar process. The emitter is then

diffused into the base by repeating the planar process used in the base diffusion.

Metal contacts are made to the collector, base, and emitter, and the surface of the

semiconductor wafer is covered with an oxide coating. The resulting structure is

shown in Figure 11-3.

In commercial power transistors the emitter is not usually a simple configu-

ration as shown in Figure 11-3. Rather, it is usually composed of several strips

interleaved with base strips or of a star or grid geometry in order to increase the
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Figure 11-3. N-P-N Planar Epitaxial Transistor

ratio of emitter periphery to emitter area to reduce the current crowding effect.

This will be discussed later.

Now consider the advantages of the planar epitaxial transistor for switching

applications. Since the base is diffused into the collector, the base width can be

made smaller (order of microns) than the base width obtained by other junction-

forming methods. The narrow base gives a lower series resistance and a smaller

base-transit time, resulting in improved frequency response and lower saturation

voltage. In switching applications, the higher IT and low VCE(SAT) of the diffused

base transistors give a favorable advantage over alloy and other types of transistors.

Before considering the advantages of the epitaxial layer, it will be necessary

to consider the dependence Uf certain parameters of a switching transistor on the

collector doping concentration. It is desirable to have a collector of high resistivity

to give a high collector-base breakdown voltage BVTCBO and a low collector junction

capacitance. However, increasing the collector resistivity increases the voltage

drop across its ohmic resistance which increases VCE(SAT). In addition, the high

minority-carrier lifetime associated with high resistivity establishes a significant

amount of stored charge in the collector, resulting in high switching times. Thus,

it can be seen that the design of the collector in switching transistors is a compro-

mise between BVCBO, VCE(SAT) , CTC, and switching time.

With a thin high-resistivity epitaxial region in the collector, this compromise

is not necessary. The high-resistivity epitaxial layer gives a high collector
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breakdown voltage and very low capacitance per unit area. Because the epitaxial

layer is very thin (typically 15 to 20 microns), the total series resistance affecting

VCE(SAT) is small, since the resistance of the heavily doped substrate is negligible.

In addition, the collector-stored charge is reduced considerably because the high

recombination rate in the heavily doped substrate reduces the minority-carrier dif-

fusion length to the thickness of the epitaxial region, which is several times less

than the diffusion length corresponding to the actual lifetime in the epitaxial region.

The effect of the oxide coating on the surface of the semiconductor wafer is to

reduce surface recombination and reduce leakage currents.

For the investigation in this thesis, three types of silicon power transistors

- th planar epitaxial construction were used. They are Motorola SF2553 and SF2585

and Clevite 3TX002. These transistors were investigated because they were known

to have the desired parameters for particular switching applications, but it was not

known how their parameters would change with fast-neutron irradiation.

The Motorola SF2553 transistor is a prototype NPN silicon power transistor

with a measured base width of -1.3 p. The Motorola SF2585 NPN silicon transistor

is similar to the SF2553, except that its base width is approximately 1 P. The

Motorola transistors are rated at 5 amperes collector current and they are contained

in a TO-3 package. The Clevite 3TX002 is an NPN silicon power transistor with a

base width of approximately 1 p. It is rated at 5 amperes collector current and a

maximum power dissipation of 60 watts. The emitters of the Motorola and the

Clevite transistors are composed of strips with base strips between the emitter

strips. This arrangement increases the emitter-periphery-to-emitter-area ratio.

The essential data for determining the switching characteristics of these transistors

is given in Table 11-1.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TECINIQUES AND DATA

The fast-neutron irradiation for this investigation was performed at the Sandia

Pulse Reactor Facility (SPRF) in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The devices irradiated

included four Clevite 3TX002, five Motorola SF2553, and five Motorola SF 585.

During irradiation, the devices under study were mounted on a styrofoam block as

shown in Figure 11-4. The mounting surface was cut on an 8-inch radius in order

that all devices would be equally distant from the center of the cyiindrical reactor

when the styrofoam block was placed at the proper distance from the reactor. The

amount of integrated fast-neutron flux received by the devices was controlled by the

distance from the reactor at which they were mounted and by the number of radia-

tion pulses which they received.
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Table IH-1

TRANSISTOR PROPERTIES

SF2585 SF2553 3TX002

Base width (pI = 10- cm) 1 1.3 1

B,)se resistivity (W-cm) 0.01 0.01 0.01

Epitaxial layer thickness (p) 15 15 20

Epitaxial layer resistivity (z-cm) 2 2 5

Emitter-base perimeter (inch) 0.4 0.4 1.0

Emitter thickness (p) 2 1.7 3.0

Collector body thickness (inch) 0.005 0.005 0.005

Collector body resistivity ($2-cm) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

Emitter resisiivity (S2-cm) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001

Emitter-base contact spacing (p) 25 25 30

Average sheet resistance of base

region underneath emitter (Q2/sq) ~2000 -1200 -2400

Average sheet resistance of base

region not underneath emitter (Q2/sq) 100 100 100

IT-10
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Figure II-4. Mounting of Transistors for Irradiation

Suliur threshold detectors exposed with the transistors were used to determine

the integrated fast-neutron flux (E > 10 Key). It was discovered that the flux re-

ceived by the transistors varied slightly with angle over the mounting surface. The

data presented take this variation of flux into account. The total integrated fast-
neutron flux-received by the transistors was approximately 1014 neutrons/cm 2 .

Measurements were made of common-emitter d-c current gain hFE, collector-

emitter saturation voltage VCE(SAT), and base-emitter saturation voltage VBE(SAT)

at six different levels of irradiation. All measurements were made using , Baird

Atomic Power Transistor Pulse Unit. This instrument applies 300-microsecond

pulses to the base of the transistor at a repetition rate of 60 cycles per second.

The resulting base and collector current pulses are peak detected and compared to

d-c measuring values. In this way the average power dissipation is reduced by a

factor of 50. Thus the effect of temperature change on the transistor parameters

can be neglected.

Graphs of direct current gain versus exposure for the various transistors are

shown in Figures 1I-5 through 11-7, where hFE is given for collector currents of 1

and 3 amperes. Although this thesis is concerned primarily with saturation voltage

and not current gain, data on d-c current gain versus exposure are important in the

analysis of saturation voltage for two reasons. First, it will be shown in Chapter 4

that saturation voltage is a function of d-c current gain. Second, d-c current gain

versus exposure to irradiation gives a good approximation of minority-carrier

00- 11
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lifetime changes with irradiation. This information will be shown to be important

in predicting changes in saturation voltage with irradiation. The total reduction of

d-c gain with irradiation is summarized for the thrce types of transistors in

Figure I1-8.

Graphs of VBE versus exposure for the transistors are shown in Figures 11-9

through II-11. As can be seen, VBE does not change significantly with irradiation

up to the flux levels considered in this investigation. Graphs of VCE versus expo-

sure for all the transistors at collector currents of 1 and 3 amperes and an IC/lB

ratio of five are shown in Figures 11-12 through 11-14. The reason VCE versus ex-

posure data in the above mentioned figures was presented for individual transistors

is to show the consistency of the increase in VCE with exposure for the transistors.

Also, the comparison of theory and experimental data in a later chapter will be

focused on the particular current conditions shown in these figures.

To show the dependence of VCE versus exposure on base current, graphs of

VCE versus exposure for different base currents are presented in Figures 11-15

through ii-17 as an average for transistors of the same type.

4. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF COLLECTOR-EMITTER SATURATION

VOLTAGE AND PREDICTED CHANGE WITH IRRADIATION

An ideal switch would be an open circuit when "off" and a short circuit when

"on." A transistor used as a switch does not have this ideal characteristic, but

rather has a small voltage drop across it when in the "on" condition. In switching

applications, this voltage drop, known as the collector-emitter saturation voltage

(VCE(SAT)), is of prime importance and should be kept as low as possible for two

reasons. First, it is superimposed on the signal that is being transmitted through

the "on" transistor, thus representig error in the transmitted signal; second, the

saturation voltage represents power lost in the transistor.

By definition, saturation is the condition in which both the emitter and collector

junctions are forward biased.16 For a common-emitter circuit configuration, the

base current required to hold the transistor in a saturated condition is given by the

following equation

IBIB IC (9)

where

aN

N-1aN
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The relationship of the saturated region of transistor operations to the active and
"off" regions can be seen from the collector chara'.teristics shown in Figure 11-18.

When the transistor is operating in the saturated region, both junctions be-

come forward biased. For an NPN transistor, the emitter will emit electrons into

the base and the majority of these electrons will be collected by the collector, thus

producing a normal transistor. Similarly the collector, since its junction is forward

biased, wili emit electrons Into the base, some of which are collected by the emitter.

'1his is referred to as an inverted transistor and Its appropriate alpha is a,, in-

verted alpha. Thus the saturated transistor becomes. in essence, a superposition

of a normal transistor and an inverted transistor. The two transistors do not in-

teract with each other ti. ti first order because of the linearity governing the flow

of carriers across the base. The voltage drop across the junctions of the saturated
transistor becomes the difference of the two forward-biased junction voltages. The

superposition of the two transistors is shown in Figure 11-19.

A review of the literature shows that Ebers and Moll"7 have developed an

equivalent circuit of the saturated transistor in which the normal and inverted tran-

sistors are at the same physical location. They have obtained an expression relat-

ing the collector and emitter junction voltages to the operating currents for a low-

level current model. A derivation of this relationship, including the modifications

which have to be made for high-level currents, is given in Appendix B.

Moll' 8 has extended this model from one dimension to two dimensions for

transistor structures in which the collector junction area is larger than the emitter

junction area. He considers the effect of a lateral base current producing a poten-

tial gradient along the collector and emitter junctions. As will be shown later, this

effect tends to separate the physical locations of the normal and inverted transistor.

Other authors, such as Rudenberg,' 9 have considered transistors in which the

collector junction area extends under the metal contact to the base region. This is

the geometry that exists in the epitaxial transistor. However, these authors have

assumed that the collector region of the transistor is an equipotential surface since

it is assumed relatively thick and heavily doped compared with the base region, and

therefore the lateral resistance of the collector is negligible.

For epitaxial transistors in which the width of the high-resistivity epitaxial

layer cannot be considered small compared to the spacing between the emitter and

the metal contact to the base, the lateral resistance of the collector region cannot

be neglected. The problem to be considered In this section is one of presenting a

model of the epitaxial transistor operating in the saturated region, including the

effects of a lateral voltage gradient in the collector region. From this model, the

effects of operating current and fast-neutron irradiation on the collector-emitter

saturation voltage will be discussed.

1u-26
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As mentioned in Paragraph 2, the emitter region of an epitaxial transistor is

usually interleaved with the metal contacts to the base. In order to simplify analy-

6is and still retain the important physical dimensions of the actual transistor, a

physical model consisting of one emitter strip and one base contact strip will be

used for analysis. The area of the emitter strip is the same as the combined emitter

area of the actual transistor. The emitter-base perimeter and the spacing between

the emitter region and the base contact of the model and actual transistor are the

same.

The following assumptions are made in the analysis of the model and the ef-

fects of irradiation:

1. The junctions are assumed planar and parallel.

2. Voltage drops in the emitter region and collector substrate are negligible.

3. Surface recombination is neglected.

4. Step junctions are assumed except in particular cases in which there would

be a significant difference in properties of a diffused junction and a step

junction.

5. Changes in conductivity of trhc. semiconductor regions with ir,-adiation are

negligible for the fast-neutron flux levels considered in this investigation.

The validity of these assumptions Is discussed in Appendix A.

The physical model and equivalent circuit are shown in Figures 11-20 and

IH-21. VjC and VjE are the mest forward-biased collector and emitter voltages,

respectivcly. The base and collector currents, IB and IC, are the independent vari-

ables for a saturated transistor in a commor-c.mitter circuit configuration. The

current components within the transistor can be written in terms of IC and IB as

IE-IFE - a I I 1B (10)

C= N - lFC (11)
Solving the above equations yields

I-aNal

aN B - i-a IC!FC NBi - aN C (13)

The voltage V, can be written as

VCE :VE - VjC- VD + VR+IcR (14)
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where VR is the laterd voltage drop In the base region and VD is the lateral volt-

age drop in the collector region. VR and VD can be calculated from the model as

Va - h(- aN)IE (15)

V R ~N (1 -a,) IC + IB] (16)]

and

VD = RD ' cF (17)

VD R D- [aIB - (1 - N) IC] (18)

Equations (14) through (18), along with Figure 11-21, appear to give a rather simple

model for calculating VCE of the saturated transistor. This model is sufficient for

most alloy and nonepitaxal diffused transistors. However, for the epitaxial tran-

sistor, the calculation of the individual terms of Equation (14) becomes a rather

complicated process.

Before these terms can be evaluated, the physical location of the normal and

inverted transistor must be determined. First consider the normal transistor in-

volving the currents IFE, aNIFE, and (1 - aN) IFE. Due to the large value of sheet

resistance in the narrow base region under the emitter, the base current (1 - aN) I-E

encounters considerable resistance as it flows laterally in the base. This resist-

ance gives rise to a potential gradient underneath the emitter-base junction. Since

emission varies as exp (40 V 'n), (1 - n :- 2), the emitter current is effectively

localized on the outer periphery of the emitter. As a result of this edge-crowding

effect, emitter and collector current densities can be quite high in a small area

under the emitter periphery. Hauser" has shown that the effective area of the

emitter can be expressed as

A' - 2 kT cm 2  (19)
q 12l- N) Pbl

where Pbl is the resistivity of the narrow base region under wne emitter, taking into

account conductivity modulation as discussed in Appendix C. In order to increase

the effective area, the emitter-base perimeter 01) should be as ]arge as possible

for a given emitter area, thus the reason for the interleaving of emitter area and

jase contacts.
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The location of the inverted transistor is also dependent upon the potential

gradient produced by the lateral base current. The potential gradient in the base

tends to crowd the inverse emission of electrons by the collector, and the injecting

of holes into the collector by the base, into a localized area underneath the base

contact. Thus the normal and inverted transistor would be separated by the dis-

tance from the emitter region to the base metal contact. However, the electrons

needed for inverse emission and for recombination with holes injected into the col-

lector must come from the collector area underneath the emitler. This lateral flow

of electrons in the collector will produce a potential gradient which makes that part

of the collector junction nearest the emitter the most forward-biased part. Thus the

lateral potential gradient in the base and the lateral potential gradient in the collector

have opposite effects in determining where the inverted transistor action occurs.

The dependence of the location of the inverted transistor upon the relative

magnitudes of VR and VD can be demonstrated by considering Figures 11-22 through

11-27. The assumption aI = 0 can be made without affecting the principle demon-

strated.

When the base current IB is just large enough to drive the transistor into sat-

uration. IB - (1 - aN)IE and IFC I B, making VD negilgible compared to VR. In

this condition the collector is an isopotential surface and the potential gradient in

the base crowds the inverted transistor into a localized area under the base contact.

The voltage distribution in the transistor and the paths of hole and electron flow for

this condition are given in Figures 11-22 and H-23. In the voltage distritien aia-

gram the collector junction bias gradient is given by the voltage between Lie dotted

lines representing VR and VD. The relative magnitudes of the voltage components

ir. 1"Agure H-22 are exaggerated in order to demonstrate the gradient in the collector

junction bias. In Figure H-23 IRP is that current due to holes being injected into

the collector from the base, and ItRN is due to electrons injected Into the base from

the collector. The relative magnitudes of IRP and IRN are determined by the in-

jection efficiency of the collector. It should be noted that in the figures showing

flow paths ot carriers, the lateral flow of electrons in the collector is shown as

being in the epitaxial layer, whereas, in reality, the lateral flow would be distributed

between the epitaxial layer and the collector substrate. The distribution would de-

pend upon the ratio of the width of the epitaxial region to the lateral distance that

the electrons must flow.

As the base current is increases and the collector current is held constant,

the lateral current in the base region will increase only a small amount equal to

(1 - aN)I B. The majority of the Increase In base current will flow laterally in Lhe

collector. Thus VD is increasing at a much faster rate than VR. The rate can be

expressed as
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AVD = 1- VR =i AVR (20)

As the base current is increased, a value will be reached for which VD ;t VR. Un-
der this condition, the collector junction has approximately the same forward bias
at all locations, as shown in Figure H-24. The inverted transistor is now distri-
buted over the entire junction, as shown in Figure 11-25.

As the base current is Increased past the value for which VD ; VR, VD will

become larger than VR and will tend to crowd the inverted transistor into a local-
ized area close to the edge of the emitter, as shown in Figures H-26 and Hi-27.

Now VD must be larger than VR + IBRB, since VR has been defined by Figure 11-21

to be the lateral voltage drop in the base region between the normal and inverted

transistor.

Therefore it can be seen that increasing the ba - current beyond the minimum
value required to saturate the transistor has the effLL.. of pulling the inverted tran-
sistor from under the base contact to the edge of the emitter. Chaplin2' has veri-
fied experimentally the dependence of tei position of Inverse emission by the collec-
tor upon the lateral voltage drops in the base and collector.

The lateral base resistance R can be calculated from

Rh = Pb2 (21)Wb 2 hohms

where ob2 and Wb 2 are the resistivity and width of that part of the base region that
is not under the emit.or tnd t is the lateral distance between the normal and in-

verted transistor.

The calculation of RD is not as straightforward as R since the low-resistivity

collector substrate affects the lateral resistance of the epitaxial layer. Champion 22

has analyzed the potential distribution in a semiconductor block with strip contacts

and a conducting bottom surface. The epitaxial region can be considered as a sim-
ilar model since the higher resistivity substrate behaves essentially like a metal.
RD can then be approximated by

RD h g ohms (22)

ep

where pep and Wep are the resistivity and width of the epitaxial layer and g is a re-

duction factor which depends upon the ratio t/W , as shown in Figure H-28.
ep
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Figure 11-28. Reduction Factor for Sheet Resistance
of Semiconductor with Conducting Bottom Surface

It should be noted that R decreases as the L-verted transistor is brought

closer to the normal transistor due to the decrease in t, but that RD will not de-

crease proportional to . but may actually increase due to the increase of g.

Considering the model presented in Figure 11-21, the approximate base cur-

rent needed for VD ; VR can be found by solving for the value of IB which satisfies

the following equation for a given IC:

(1- aN) iFE Pb2 -FC Pep

Wb2 Wep

Using the expressions for 'FE and I FC given by Equations (12) and (13). the above

equation can be written in terms of IC and IB as

[I ep - ) a - aN)- b b2 + ( ep  (24)

B LwbJ C1  W b2  W ep J
The necessary value of IB needed before the inverted transistor can be considered

to be crowded into a localized area near the emitter edge will, of course, be larger

than the value calculated from the above equation, but the equation can be used to

determine a mininum 1, needed to move the physical location of the inverted tran-

sistor toward the normal transistor.
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Retu'nng to Equation (14), the junction voltages VjC and VJE will now be

considered. As shown in Appendix B, the Ebers and Moll expression for Vic - VJE

is

V n - - 1 -aC/,BJ (-aN)/ON] volts (25)jC JE q I + (I C/IB ) (l -a,)

where 1 - n - 2 for silicon. For the operating conditions examined for the particu-

lar transistors used in this investigation, n will not be much greater than one. As

pointed out In Appendix B,. the above expression is not completely correct for this

analysis but it will be used since VjC - VJE will be shown to be only a small con-

tributor to VCE after irradiation.

An examination of Equation (25) shows that V - VJE increases as a N or aI
decreases. The dependence of aN upon fast-neutron irradiation can be seen irom

an approximate equation for aN of a NPN transistor,
(1 W 2 l 1 PeWb/

N 2  1aN 2 Dnb nb, Pbl (26)

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation is known as the base

transport factor and will decrease as -nb decreases. It was shown in Paragraph 1

that minority-carrier lifetime decreases with fast-neutron irradiation, thus reduc-

ing the base transport factor. Combinkig Equations (26) and (8), the base transport

factor 0* ) can be written in terms of the integrated fast-neutron flux (¢) as

___ 1 (27)
N =K(2 Dnb l K

where Tnbl is the minority-carrier lifetime in the base before irradiation. The

second term on the right-hand side of Equation (26) is known as the emitter effi-

ciency term and it is also dependent upon minority-carrier lifetime since Lpe

(DT pe)l. However, for the low-resistivity emitter regions considered in this

investigation, the emitter efficiency term will '-e approximately urdty and will change

very little with irradiation. Thus the primar change in aN with irradiation can be

attributed to the reduction in base transport factor.

A simple approximation cannot be made for a, as was made for aN. An ex-

act expression must be used for the base transport factor of the inverted transistor.

This is given by
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= sech 172 (28)

(Dflb "nb)

where Wj is not a constant but is dependent upon the physical location cf the inverted
trans'stor. As the inverted transistor is moved from under the base contact toward

the emitter, W will decrease and will increase. The mi nrity-carrier lifetime

vb will decrease with fast-neutron irradiation as discussed for aN.
An expression for the injection efficiency of the collector acting as an emitter

in the inverted transistor is difficult to obtain, due to the effects of the N* substrate,

in addition to the epltaxial layer in determining the injection efficiency. If only the
epitaixial layer were considered, the injection efficiency would be very low, since the
concentration of holes in the base is approximately two orders of magnitude higher
than the electron concentration in the epita-xial region. Therefore the current flow

across the forward-biased collector junction will consist almost entirely of holes

being injected into the collector from the base. However, It requires oily a small
density of hole current (-10A, cm 2 ) in order for the injected hole concentration to

become larger than the electron concentration in the epitaxial region. b order to
maintain charge neutrality, electrons must be injected into the epitaxial region
from the N substrate. This increases the electron concentration in the epitaxial

region, thus increasing the injection efficiency of the collector. The injection ef--
ficiency is no longer a function of the impurity doping but rather is a function of in-

jected hole current. An approximate expression for collector injection efficiency

as a function of injected hole current has been derived in Appendix D as

[q D2 cW b2 Ppo -2 X1b2 [o 2 (29)

L+Drib Lpc tLah 2 (Wep'Lpc) J

Since J is also a function of -,I' an exact value for -1 is difficult to calculate, but
Equation (29) does show the dependence of ), upon J p. the minority carrier diffusion
length (Lpc ), and the widths of the transistor regions. Typical values calculated
from the above equation and from measurements of al of the transistors used in
this investigation give aI  0.6 - 0.9 before irradiation for reasonable values of J

The last component of VCE which must be considered is IC Rb. The resist-
ance Rb must include two important effects: current crowding and conductivity
modulation. Due to the crowding of the current toward the emitter edge, a relatively

large density of electrons enters the collector In a narrow rcgui' beneath the emit-
ter edge. These electrons will spread out In the collector body, but in a region

close to the collector junction there may he a considerable 1, R' drop due to thw

high resistivity of tie epitaxial lay er. Oa the oiher hand, this IR drup call be
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reduced by an order of magnitude or more if a hole current is injected into the epi-

taxlal region at a distance of less than a hole-diffusion length irom the place where

the electrons enter the collector. Conductivity modulation is discussed in Appendix

C. where it is shcwn that the effect of the hole current is to reduce the resistivity

of the epitaxial region from p c to Pc where

c (30)1C ' (Jp Wep /2q Dpc ND)

where ND is the impurity concent-ation in the epitaxial iayer and Wep is the width
of the epitaxial layer. If the diffusion length (L PC) of holes in the epitaxial layer

becomes less than Wep, then Lpc should be used in place of We in Equation (30),
ep' pcep

and only a distance of 1,PC from the junction cai. be considered to be conductivity-

modulated. However, even when LPC << W ep a oonsiderable reduction in the IR
drop can be achieved by increasing J, Since the majority of the IR drop would be

expected Lo occur in a region close to the collector junction. The spreading of the

electrons away from the narrow region under the emitter edge will also produce a

lateral voltage drop which helps to hold the inverted transistor close to the emitter

edge. The motion of the car-iers is shown in Figure 11-29.

e b

0000l - 0-- HL

N

Figure 11-29.,v Mvtiv".... of Hole- and Electron~s in Saturated Transistor
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The resistance of the enita.-dal region can be determined by

.0 W p W= -ep ep _ ep ep ohms (31)
Rb A' A' [I -(Jp Wo/2a D~rND

where Jp is the iijected hoe density and A is the cross-sectional area of the cur-

rent path through t~e eplta: %al region The value of A' is difficult to determine due

w the spreading of :he carriers as they travel from a small area at the collector-

base junction tow-ard the collector substrate. A maximum value of Rb can be cal-

clated by using the area dein--d by Eouation (19). It wo-ld be expected that the Rb
calculated using tUis area would be several times as large as the actual value of 5.

The analysis of the epitxial transistor oterating in the saturated condition

can be summarized by dividing ihe satiration operation into three regions.

In Region the base current is just sufficient o drive the transistor into Sat-

uration. In ti-s region, the inverted transistor is located under the base contact;

thus o, is low and Rb is not ductivit--modulatd.

Region 11 wold be a transition region defined by the base curreut calculated

from Equation (24). Ln this region the inverted transistor is distributed along the

collector junction and a, has been increased from Region L If the lifetime fbr holes

hi the epitaxial region is sufficient, there will be some reduction in R due to ccn-

ductivity modulation. VR is also reduced in going from Region i to Region IL

In Region DI, the base current is large enough to co.wd the :.lverted transistor

toward the emitter, thus giving al its maxdmum value and reducing R by a consid-

erable amount since the base is Injecting holes into the collector In the same area

where electrons from the emitter are being injected.

Thus the greatest change ir. VCE(SAT) as a function of 1Bi IC would be seen

in going from Region I to Region IL Once the transistor is operating in Region II,

increasing IB will not decrease VCE(S.AT) sigU-lcantly once the IcRb drop in the

epitaxial layer has been reduced by conductivity modulation to a value that is small

compared to the other components of VCE(SAT ).

The effects of fast-neutron irradiation on the saturated transistor can be seen

In terms of the three regions discussed above. First it will require a larger base

current to saturate the transistor, since aN is reduced with irradiation. Once the
transistor has been saturated, it wil require a larger base current to drive the

transistor from Region I to Region II!. This is due to the fact that the lateral voltage

LI the base will be greater after Irradiation since (1 - aN)IFE is larger. Thus, a

larger lateral voltage drop is needed in the collector in order to overcome the in-

creased voltage drop in the base and pull the inverted transistor toward the emitter.

Ts increase in (I - aN)I FE with irradiation also causes the emitter current to be
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crowded more than before Irradiation, thus increasing the Ic P b drop i '_ smth 11

region where the electron current enters the collector. Once the transistor has

seen driven into Region II after irradiation, the IcRb drop in the epitaxial region

will be greater than before irradiation due to the increased cro- ding of the injeWed

electrons and due to the reduction in the diffusion length of the holes injected into

the epitaxial region.

Therefore, before irradiation, once the trans!stor is saturated a small in-

crease in 1B wil drive VCE(SAT) to a low ccnstant value. After irradiation, a large

changein VcE{AT) will be observed as the base current is increased beyond the

valve recuired to drive the transistor into saturation. Also, VCE(Syr£) will be de-

Denden uon IB over a much wider range of !3 than before Irradtion. The mini-

mum value to which VCE(S.T) can be driven after irradiation will be greater than

the minimum value before Irradiation- This Is because the holes injected into the

epitax-ial region have a small diffusion length after Irradiation and therefore

conductivity-modulate only part of the width of the epitxal region, whereas before

irradiation the entire enita~xal reion could be conductiiity-modukl d.

5. COMPA.ISON OF THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS WITH
EXPER IENTAL OBSERVATIONS

As discussed in Paragre.ph 1. the primary effect of fast-neutron irradiation
14 -2.

with flux levels up to 1014 netrons-cm is to redace the miwnity-carrier lifetime

in the semiconductor regions oi %.e transistor. Since the emitter efficlency of the

normal transistor is assumed to remain constant with irradiation, the change in

base transport factor with irrcuation can be used to determine the reduction in

minority-carrier lifetime in the base with irradiation. The e.xmression for base

transport factor is repeated here as

= sech Wbl (,32)

(D nb 
/)

Using the O3N'S given by the data in Figures 1-5 through H-7, the appropriate base

widths, and Dnb ; 10 cm 2 sec, the above equation can be used to calculate b

versus irradiatiou by assuming PN = 3N. The results o1 these calculations are

shown in Figure 11-30. For fast-neutron flux levels greater than 1013 neutrons-cm - 2

1,Tnb Increases linearly with flux level as predicted by Equation (8). The values of

I/%, given in Figure 11-30 will be slightly higher than the actual values, since unity

emittev efficiency was assumed in calculating the values in Figure U-30. However,

Figure 1-30 does give an accurate method of determining values of K in Equation
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4 I Fig-ire 11-30. Reciprocal of Lifetime
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(8). Tnese values of K are given in the figure and are within the accepted range of

values for K given in Paragraph 1.

For flux levels greater than 1G13 neutrons-cm - 2 electrn lifetime in the base

is primarily a f-nction of the number of radiation-induced recombination centers

rather than imlrity concentration. Thus the lifetime of holes in the collector car

be assumed to be approximately equal to the iifetime of the electrons in the base

for flux levels above 10 neutrons-cm -  Values of hole lifedne in the c;iiector

have been determined from measurements of collector recovery times for these
transistors before and after irradiation. These values =nd other pertinent data and

calculations are given in Table 11-2. The values given in Table H-2 vary only

slightly among the different devices.

Table 11-2

VALUES OF MINORITY-CARRIER LIFETIMES
AND DIFFUSION LENGTHS

Parameter Pre-Irradlation Post-Trradiation

uib  -1 sec 0.02-0.05 ;psec

Lnb :30 1. 5-10

2-5 -,sec 0.02-0.05 p:sec

L PC 50-70 5-7 ,
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It should be noted that the measured pre-irradiation value of -rib is approxi-

mately 1 microsecond, whereas Figure 1H-30 ind caes that the pre-irradiation value

of 7. b is approxImately 0.1 microsecond. There are two possible reasons for this
discrepancy. First, the value of 1b ! microsecond given in Table 11-2 is caly

an a-prodmate value, since -7is difficult to measure accuratEly in power transis-

tors. Second, for irradiation levels less han 10 neutrons-cm 2 , tre assumption

of n , emitter efficiency is a oor assumption since the emirter efficiency has as

much effect as the base transport fpctor in determining i.. As the transistors are
irradiated above 1013 neutrons-cm - 2 the base transcort factor becomes the domi-

nant factor in determining ; and the calculated and measured values of -rib are in

reasonable agrcemenL

The values for VCE(SA.T) before irradiation will now be considered. Ecuations

(15) and (17) can be used to calculate VR and V~, using values of a., from Figure

11-8 and a measured a, 0.8. These calculations show V, and VD to be on the order

of 0.005-0.019. volts, which is less than the kT/q = 0.026 volts needed before crowd-

ing is slgriicant. Therefore it would be reasona-.e to assume that the injection of
holes into the collector and the injection of electrns into the base by the collector
is distributed along the collector junction and will be crowded very little. However,

even when the injection of holes into the collector is distributed along the collector

junction, a considerable reduction in RV can be made, since the injected holes have
a diffusion length that is long compared to the width of the epitaxial region and the

spacing between the emitter and base contact The data presented in Figures H-15

through 11-17 show that, before irradiation, the largest change in VCE(SAT) is seen
when the drive ratio (IB/Ic) is increased from 0.i to 0.2 with very little change in

VCE(SAT) by increasing IB beyond 0.2 I C .

Since VE and VD are small before irradiation, VCE(SAT) will be determined
by the Junction voltage plus a smail icR drop. The junction voltages can be cal-

culated using Equation (25) and the values of aN from Figure 11-8 and aI z- 0.8. An

apparent R can be determined from the difference in the calculated values of

VJE- Vic and the measured VCE(SAT). These values are given in Table H-3.

As can be seen from Table H-3, the apparent resistance RI is reduced by a

factor of 2 when IB is Increased from 100 ma to 200 ma, and then remains essen-

tially constant with IB The decrease in R' is due to conductivity modulation. The

fact that R remains constant with IB for IB > 200 ma can be explained by two fac-

tors. Firs,. as IB is increased, the inverse injection efficiency (),I) of the collector
increases. Thus an increase in IB once IB '> 200 ma causes a large increase in the

number of electrons injected into the base by the collector, but only a small increase

in the number of holes injected into the collector. Second, a resistance of 0.04 - 0.07
ohms may be de to a resistance other than R', such as lead or contact resistance.
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Table 11-3

P.RE-IRRADATION VCE(SAT) AND CALCULATED COMPONEN'TS

Calculated Measured Apparent

C VJE - VJC VCE(SAT) R'
Device ap iamp) (-olts) (volts) "Ohms)

SF2585 1 0.1 0.05 0.15 0.10

1 0.2 0.037 0.09 0.053

1 0.4 0.025 0.083 0.05C

3 0.3 0.052 0.27 0.072

3 0.6 0.037 0.25 0.071

3 1.2 0.025 0.25 0.072

SF2553 1 0.1 0.052 0.17 0.111S

1 0.2 0.037 0.08 0.043

1 0.4 0.025 0.07 0.045

3 0.3 0.052 0.20 0.050

3 0.6 0.037 0.17 0.044

3 1.2 0.026 0.17 0.046

3TX002 1 0.1 0.051 0.17 0.119

1 0.2 0.036 0.09 0.054

1 0.4 0.024 0.09 0.060

3 0.3 0.051 0.23 0.060

3 0.6 0.036 0.22 0.061

3 1.2 0.025 0.23 0.077

Now consider VCE(SAT) after irradiation. Figure 11-8 shows the reduction in

ON ' Also, aI can be assumed to be reduced to approximately 0.3 - 0.4 by consider-

ing the reduction In lifetime for holes in the epitaxial region and the reduction in

inverse base transport factor, t ,king into acco.mt the fact that electrons in the in-

verted transistor have a longer base path to travel than electrons in the normal

transistor. The value of a I  0.3 - 0.4 is when the inverted transistor is within 10

microns of the emitter. At low base currents, when the inverse emission of the

electrons by the collector occurs underneath the base contact, a, will be much lower

taI  0.03).

When IB  'C/PN, VR can be calculated from Equation (15) with IFE = IE -

This gives values of VR = 0.07 for IE = 1.1 amperes, and VR = 0.21 for IE = 3.3

amperes. Thus the inverse emission will be crowded under the base contact when

the tra;.sistor starts into the saturated condition. Values of IB/IC required to spread

the inverse emission along the entire collector junction can be calculated using

Equation (24). These values oi drive ratio are given in Table H-4.
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Table 11-4

CALCULATED VALUES OF DRIVE RATIO
REQUIRED TO SPREAD OUT -NVERSE

EMISSION AFTER -RRADLATION

ID/I c Required
'C to Spread Out

Device lamp) Inverse Emission

SF2585 1 0.13

3 0.14

SF2553 1 0.18

3 0.18

3TX002 1 0.14

3 0.17

As can be seen from Table 11-4, a drive ratio of 0.1 is not sufficient to move

the inverted transistor from underneath the base contacL The holes injected hito

the collecior underneath the base contac- recombine with electrons before they can

reach the collector area underneath the emitter periphery. Therefore, the injected

holes do not help to reduce Rb. Since the lateral base current (1 - aN) IFE flowing

in the base under the emitter has been increased by a factor of 4 to 5 due to the de-

crease iaN with irradiation, the electrons from the emitter enter the epitaxial

region in a smaller area than before irradiation. As a result of these two factors,

the IcRb drop will be larger for a drive ratio of 0.1.

Similar data can be calculated for the transistors after irradiation. The cal-

culations are the same as for the Dre-irradiation condition and the results are

given in Table 11-5. Again It is assumed that VCE(SAT) - V + IcR, and

that the difference behveen VR and VD is large e4ough to cause a gradient in the

collector junction bias but is only a small contributor to VCE (C.T). To be consist-

ent, VjE - VjC should also be considered negligible compared to ICRb since

VJE - Vic Is of the same order of magnitude as VR and VD. However, calculations

of VJE -jC are presented for the primary purpose of showing that VjE - VjC,

even with greatly reduced aN and a,, is not much greater after irradiation than be-

fore irradiation. Thus VJE - VC cannot account for the large increase in VCE(SAT)

with irradiation.

As can be seen from the table, the apparent RI is reduced considerably by

increasing IB and is dependent upon IB over the entire range of given IB-

Several important comparisons can be made using Table 11-5. These are:

1. R for the Motorola SF2553 is si-nificantly lower than for the Motorola

SF2585. The most logical explanation for this is the difference in the sheet
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Table 11-5
POS-IRRADIATION VCE(SAT) AND CALCULATED COMPONENTS

Calculated Measured Apparent
IC 1B VJE - VjC VCE(SAT) Rb

Device (amp) (amp) (volts) (volts) (ohms)
SF2585 1 0.1l 0.149 0.73 0.58

I

1 0.2 0.110 0.380.27
1 0.4 0.096 0.33 0.23

3 0.3 0.155 3.97 1.26
3 0.6 0.110 1.20 0.36
3 1.2 0.096 0.68 0.20

SF2553 1 0.1 0.170 0.72 0.55
! 0.2 0.120 0.32 0.20 I
1 0.4 0.098 0.24 0.14
3 0.3 0.185 2.74 0.85
3 0.6 0.120 0.84 0.24
3 1.2 0.098 0.46 0.12

3TX002 1 0.1 0.160 1.09 0.93
1 0.2 0.120 0.47 0.35

1 0.4 0.096 0.31 0,21
3 0.3 0.190 4.34 1.38
3 0.6 0.120 1.61 0.50
3 1.2 0.097 0.74 0.21

resistance of the base region underi. ah the emitter, as given in Table
H-1. The base sheet resistance of the SF2553 is approximately 40% less

than for the SF2585. resulting in less crowding of the electrons entering

the collector and thus a lower IcRI drop.

2. With low drive ratios, the apparent R' of the 3TX002 is greater than that

of the SF2585. The two devices have approximately the same sheet re-
sistance in the base region under the emitter, but the 3TX002 has a higher
resistivity in the epitaxial region and a wider epitaxial region, resulting
in a larger R'. The difference in Rb for the two devices would be even
greater If it were not for the fact that the emitter-base perimeter (h) of

the 3TX002 is more than tvice that of the SF2585, thus reducing the crowd-

ing of the emitter current. As the drive ratio is increased, the Rb for the
two devices approach similar values for the same drive ratio, indicating

that R' is now determined primarily by conductivity modulation rather

than by the impurity doping in the .,pltaxial region.
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3. The diffusion length for holes Injected Into the epitaxial region is -5A,

whereas the width of the epitaxal region is 15p for the Motorola SF2585

and SF2553 and 2 0 i.. for the Clevite 3TX002. If Rb were distributed uni-

lormly over the width of the epitaxial region, only 1/4 to 1/3 of Rb could

be reduced by conductivity modulation; thus RV could not be changed by

more than 25 to 30% by increasing IB* However, Table 11-5 shows that

RI is decreased by a factor of 5 or more by increasing 1B This indicates

that R' is not distributed over the width of the epitaxial region. Instead,

1 the majority of the 1CR! drop occurs near the collector junction where

the electron path is crowded into a small area. If this is correct,

conductivity-modulating only the part of the epitaxal region near the col-

lector junction can cause a considerable reduction in R'

Comparisons (1) and (2) can be seen clearly by plotting VCEISAT) data for the

Sli-2585 and SF2553 on the sanre graph and by plotting data for the 3TX002 a-nd SF2585

on the same graph. These are given in Figures 11-31 and 11-32. It should be noted

in Figure 11-32 that at IC = 3 amp, VCE(SAT) for the Clevite 3TX002 transistors is

equal to or less than VC E(SAT) for the Motorola SF2585 for fast-neutron flux lewls

up to -0.6 % 13 n/ cm-, and then VCE(SAT) for the 3TX002 starts to increase with

irradiation at a faster rate than for the SF2585. The diffusion length for holes in-

jected into the collector can be calculated by

S(Dpc TPc) cm (33)

Hole lifetime (Tpc) can be calculated using Equation (8) repeated here as
1 b -1

+_ sec 1  (34)
Tpe 'pciK

Using

pci 2 x 10-6 sec

K = 2.5 x 106 sec-n/cm
2

(= 0.6 x 1013 n/cm 2

- 0.29 x 10 7 sec- 1

Thus

TPC = 3.5 x 10 . 7 sec

and

L PC = 18.7 x 10- 4 cm = 18.7p
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The width of the epitaxial region for the Cievite 3TX002 is 20.. Therefore,

as the diffusion length for holes injecte,_ into the epitaxial laver becomes less than

the width of the epitaxial layer, the diffc-ence in resistivity of the epitaxial layer of

the two types of transistor begins to result in a signLcant difference in VCESAT).

This is to be expected, since R' is then determined partly by the amount of con-

ductlvity modulation and partly by the resistivity of the epitamial layer. This effect

can be extended to all the VCE(SAT) measurements given in Figures 11-15 to 1-17

and Figures U-31 and 11-32, .specL11y for 1. = 3 amp. It can be se,.n that t!2 slope

Of VCE(SAT ) versus irradiation begins to increase significantly for flex lev-ils in

the range 0.6 x 10 to 1 x 1013 reutrons-cm 2 . This is the same level of irradi-

ation for which the diffusion length of holes in the epitaxial layer becomes less than

the width of the epitaxial layer.

Figure LT-31 shows that VCE(SAT) for the SF2585 is consistently higher than

VCE(SAT ) for the :F2553 even though the SF2553 has the lower aN Thus current

gain a.one is not an accurate criterion for predicting VCE(SAT,)"

Calculations of R with any accuracy is difficult for two reasons. First, Lte

effective arep of the electron path through the epitaxlal region varies with distance

from the collector junction due to the spreading of the electrons from the small

area in which they enter the collector. Second, since electrons and holes are in-

jected into the collector over different areas, their h-eraction and the resulting

conductivity modulation is difficult to determine with any accuracy. The relative

Rb of the devices can be approximaied by calculating an Rb assuming that the ef-

fective area Is constant through the epitaxial layer and equal to the area in which

the electrons from the emitter enter the collector. It is also assumed that there is

no conductivity modulation, .- would be expected to be the situation for a 0.1 drive

ratio after irradiation. The effective area can be deternined by combining Equa-

ion (19) and A-pendlx C Equation (5) for Pbl' resulting in

2 kh 2  2b kTh 2

A"2  A' - -l = 0 (35)
q E ( - aN) Pbl I FE 1-aN)Pbl D1 b ND

Taking into account conductivity modulation of °bl tends to limit the crowding of the

current to a minimum area. Rb can then be calculated from

- c ep (36)
R- A'

Effective areas and resistances for the devices are given in Table 1-6.

Comparing Table 11-6 with Table 1-5, it can be seen that Rb, assuming no

spreading of the electrons in the epLtaxial laser, is approximately four times that
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Table Hr-6

CALCULATED COLLECTOR RESISTANCE AFTER
IRRADIATION ASUMING NO CURRENT SPREAD

OR CONDUCT.vTY MODULATION

h A'
IC -1 ,2

Device (amp) (amp) (cm (ohms)

SF2585 i 0.1 1.34 x 10 -3  2.24

3 0.3 0.58 x 10 - 3  5-17

S_F2553 i 0.1 1.92 x 107 3  1.56

3 0.3 0.6 x 10 - 3  4.7

3'X002 1 0.1 4.5 x 2.22

3 0.3 1.68 x 10 - 3  5.95

of the measured apparent RW. This wotud appear to be a reasonale reduction factor,

since R'C versus 1B indicat-!s that the majority of R is within a third to a fourth of

the width of the epitaxiL. laver from the collector junction. Table 1-6 does give

the same relative values of R' for the different devices. It can be seen that the

3TX002 has thc largest effective area due to its larger value of emitter-base per-

imeter, but this advantage is lost in calculating R' due to the higher resistivity of

the epitaxil region.

One final point should be menticned in this chapter: the shape of the -ollector

characteristics of the transistors before and after irradiatien. Before irradiation,

the saturation region is defined by a definite saturation line, as demonstrated in

Figure U-18. However, after irradiation, the curves become much more rounded

in the vicinity of the saturation region due to the larger range of saturation voltages

for different values of collector and base currents. This is illustrated by Figure

'1-33, which gives typical collector characteristics of the Motorola SF2585 before

and after irradiation. Note that before irradiation increasing IB once the Lansistor

is saturated does nvt decrease VCE for a given collector current, whereas aLer

irradiation increasing IB changes VCE significantly for a given collector current.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The primary result of this investigation is not a rigorous forrmala for calculat-

ing collector-emitter saturation voltage versus fast-neutron irradiation. Instead,

this investigation has shown, by means of a theoretical analysis and comparison of

experimental data for different transistors, the important factors in determining

t change in VCE(SAT) with irradiation, thereby providing a criterion for predicting
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the relative change in VCE(SAT) with fast-neutron irradiation for different transis-

tors. The results of U 2 eM-.ig-tton can also be used to influence the design of

swItching transistors for use in radiation environments.

Lr. Paragraph ?, the advantages of the epitaxial transistor over other types of

tran.istors for switchig aplilrations were discussed. It was pointed out fhat a

compromise between breakdown voltage, saturation voltage, junction capacitance,

and switching time was eliminated by the use of an epitaxial layer .P the collector.

This is tMae before Lradiation since the experi-vental results showed that the col-

lector i esistance was small and the ICR' drcP,, did not cc-itribute significantly to

VESA. However, it was shown in the -'nlysis and data that after fast-neutron%-(A) 1o3 -2itcno
irradiation w2ih intezrated flux levels gteater than 10 neutrons-cm- 2 , it can no

longer be assumed that the epitaxial transistor has negWlgible collector resistance.

On the contrary, it was shown that Fae ICR' drop was the dominant factor in deter-
mining VCE(S-AT) after irradatiof. From this investigation, severl methods of

reducing the effective collector 'esistance c ix 1-c T"'c- o,-' , listed below:

1. The most obvious method Is to increase the impurity doping in the epi-
ta.al layer and reduce the width of the epitxial layer. However, this

reduces the reverse-biased voltage which the "off' transistor can with-

stand before the junction breaks down and increases the collector junction

capacitance - two undesirable effects.

2. R can be reduced by decreasi.g the sheet resistance of the base region

underneath the emitter either by widening the base or increasing the im-

purity doping in the base. However, this will reduce the switching time

of the transistor and limit the maximum fLequency of the signal which can

be transmitted through the "on" transistor.

3. The emitter-be:se perimeter can be increased. This will not degrade

oiher switching properties of the transistor, but the maximum value of
the emitter-base perimeter is limited somewhat by space considerations.

However, this does point out the advantage of using an emitter configura-

tion that is Interleaved with the base contacts.

Therefore the design of an. epitaxial transistor for switching applications in

a radiation environment still remains a compromise between breakdown voltage,

saturation voltage, collector capacitance, and switching time. The most practical

compromise to make will depend upon the particular application of the transistor

a i which of the above mentioned properties are most critical.

This investigation has also brought out an important point in considering the

d-c current levels at which to operate the saturated transistor. Before irradiation,
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very little advantage can be gained by increasing the base current beyo.rid that re-

quired to drive the transistor into saturation. In fact, it is desirable not to increase

the base current past this value since this will increase the Input voltage dr-,p VBE.

However, if the transistor is to be exp-sed to fast-neutron irradiation, a significant

decrease in VCE(SAT) can be gained by increasing the base current to several times

the value required to drive the transistor Into saturation. In addition to the con-

sideration of the base current, the d-c collector and consequently the emitter cur-

rent should be kept as low as possible to reduce the IcR drop and to reduce the

crowding of the current entering the collee or.

The effects of reduced minority-carrier lifetime on the collector-emitter

saturation voltage discussed in this thesis are Adso appL'cabe to switching transis-
tors that have gold doping in the base and 2ollector regl ns. C-old doping is a com-

mon practLce in the manufacture of switching transistoi s in order to reduce carrier

lifetime, thus _ -ducing switching time. VCE(SAT) increases with gold doping not
only due to the reduction in carrier lifetime but also dL e to the fact that gold doping

causes a greater increase in the resistivity- of the semiconductor regions than fast-
neutron irradiation levels less thar. i01 4 neutrons-cm- .2 Thus: the design of gold-
doped switching transistors with fast switching times involves many of the same

problems and compromises as the design nf switching trsistors for use in radia-

tion environments.
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APPENDIX A

VALIDITY OF ASSUMPTIONS

Assumption (1) limits the geometry being considered to that most frequently

employed in transistors, including the epitaxial trmasistors considered in this irves-

tigation. Assumption (2) can be show'n to be a valid assumption on the basis of the

resistivity and widths of the emitter region and collecter substrate. Both of these

region.s have a resistivity of approximately 0.0001 olhm-cm. Assuming a maximum
4 -3, 2

emitter width of 3 x 10- cm, and minimum area of 10- cm, the resistance of the

emitter area can be calculated as

P e We _10 - 4 x 3 x 10- 4

R e eQxx0 4 = 3 x 10 - 5 . (1)
E A 10-3

For the collector substrate, the maximum width is 5 mils or 13 x 10- 3 cm. As-

suming as a minimum effective collector area the emitter area above, the resistance

of the substrate can be calculated to be

10- 4 x 13 x 10-3-- 10-3 P (2)
CSUB= 10- 3

Thus, for maximum currents of IC = 3 amperes and 1E = 4.2 amperes, the voltage

drops in these regions will be negligible compared to the other voltages in the tran-

sistor.

Assumption (3) is made because at the relatively high current densities con-

sidered in this investigation, the maximum surface recombination current when the

oxide-coated surface is saturated is negligible compared to the current densities in

the base. Previous work on this type of transistor has shown that surface recom-

bination current can be neglected when considering the operation of the transistor.

Asstrmption (4) is made in an effort to simplify the analysis as much as possi-

ble in cases for which the step junction approximation is reasonable. The effects of

the impurity gradient in the base are included in the base sheet resistance and aver-

age resistivity. The values of these parameters used in the analyses were either

measured on these transistors or obtained from the manufacturer.

The validity of Assumption (5) ts not obvious from the data presented in this

thesis; rather, it is based upon measurements o: junction breakdown voltages and
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capacitance made on these transistors before and after fast-neutron irradiation.
These measurements indicate that the carrier concentrations are changed by no

14 2more than a few percent for fast-neutron flux levels up to 10 neutrons/cm . Con-
ductivity (a) can be expressed in terms of the carrier concentrations (n, p) by

a=q (pnn + 11p0 ohm-cm (3)

Thus the conductivity would be expected to change by no more than a few percent for

the above mentioned fast-neutron flux level. It should be noted, ho-wever, that at
fast-neutron flux levels above 1014 neutrons/cm', the change in conductivity may
become significant and thus have to be considered in determining operation oi semi-
cont.,ctor devices at high levels of fast- eutron irradiation.
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APPENDIX B

EBERS AND MOI.L RELATIONSHIP FOR JUNCTION
VOLTAGE vERSUS JUNCTION CURRENT

The Ebers and MoUl' relationship is based upon the assumption that current-

voltage relations for the junction can ne written in the form

Iis ~ exp (&Y) (1

This assumption is valid only for junctions for which the minc-rity-carrier concen-

tration injected into a semiconductor region is negligible compared to the majority-

carrier concentration in that region. However, in the operation of many silicon
transistors, this assumption is not valid because the concentration of minority car-

riers injected into the base region or collector region may exceed the majority-

carrier concentration by more than an order of magnitude. In this case, it has been

shown that the diode equation can be written as

1 nkT, I3(2

where 1 - n -< 2 depending upon the relative concentrations of minority and majority

carriers involved.

Thus the collector and emitter currents (assumed positive when flowing into

transistor) can be written as

I = A, 1 [exp /qE 1] +A [exp (q.) -1 (3)

c= A2 1 [e x p qV - 11+ A2 2 [exp 1] (4)

where VE und VC are the emitter and collector junction voltages respectively. Under

normal transistor operation, the collector junction is reverse biased (V., << 0);

thus IE and IC can be written as

IE = A1 1 [exp\( -E- ] -A 1 2  (5)

I = A [e,( 1] - A22 (6)

C A2 1



Solving Equation (5) for [exp (qVE/nkT) - 11 and substituting this value in Equation

(6) yields

A 21E A A2 2) (7)

Equation (7) can be written in terms of transistor parameters as

I= -aNIE + ICO (8)

For inverse transistor operation, the emitter junction is reverse biased and

a similar procedure as used above for IC can be used to determine 1E as

IA c +  - _ A (9)
EA 2 2 C A 2  11,

For the inverse transistor, IE can be written as

E = -IC IEO (10)

Comparing Equations (7), (8), (9), and (10), the A's can be evaluated as

A'EQ
Ai1  O (11)

l- Na ,

AICO (12)A2 2  - 1- 1a2

A ai co (13)
12 -1

A aN IEO (14)2 1 - 1 -( Na I

Using the above equations, IE and IC can now be written as

____ [/qVr\ 1q aC Cq~
E -V1 -- Nai - 1" alga, x nkT/-_+) (15)

=aN 'EO /ex(qVE) 1] -) 11~e ) (16)
I - i xp n 11exp -
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Equations (15) and (16) can be solved for the exponential factors and simplified to

yield

[p (qVE\ I (17)

Ico eP - + (18)

Solving for VE and VC yields

=I E +aIIC

V =nkT _ ii1 (19)E q q I EO

V kT n NI + (20)
q ICO

For any reasonable values of IE and IC, Equations (19) and (20) can be reduced to

E q\ EO (21)

VI nk n( C + a NI -E

V =-4- ° n (22)

Using the facts that IE + IC + I = 0 and that aIco = aNIEO, the voltage drop across
the junctions can be expressed in terms of base and collector current as

VCE =: +(VC- VE) (23)

nkT al [1 IC (1 - aN)/(IBaN)]

VC. t n + la)(24)

The (+) sign applies to PNP transistors and the (-) sign to NPN transistors. Using
Equation (24) with n > 1 is valid only if high-level injection occurs to the same

degree at both the collector and emitter junctions. For example, if high-level injec-
tion occurs at the collector junction but not at the emitter junction, the following

modification of Equation (24) would be more accurate:

*=.kT _n a I [ 1 - I C _ -aN)I(IBaN) + (n - 1) tn I C _+ aNE (25)
VCE q 1+Ic/IB( a) co
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For the transistors examined in this investigation and for the current levels

considered, another complication arises from the fact that the current through the

collector junction is composed of electron and hole currents. The hole current in-

jected into the collector from the base is considered as high-level injection due to

the low impurity concentration in the epiLaxial layer. Tiuwever, the electron current

through the epitaxial layer is majority-carrier current, and high-level injection does

not apply. Due to the fact that the hole current is much smaller than the electron

current, it can be assumed that Equation (24) gives a good approximation of VCE

with n = 1.
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APPENDIX C

CONDUCTIVITY MODULATION

Conductivity modulation results whenever minority carriers are injected into

a semiconductor rtgion in a concentration that is of the same order of magnitude or
greater than the concentration of majority carriers present in the region. In order

to maintain charge neutrality, the majority carriers must increase to the same con-

centration as that of the minority carriers, thus increasing the number of free car-

riers in the semicoi ductor and increasing the conductivity, or, in other words, re-

ducing the resistivity. For example, consider an n-type semiconductor for which

n >> p. The resistivity can be expressed as

p ____ 1 1 -cm (1)
qpnn + qiP qinn

Since n = ND, where ND is the concentration of the donor atoms, the resistivity can

be written as

p 1 (2)
p- nND

If - hole current is injected into the n-region, the concentration of holes injected is

given by

W Jp

p p (3)
2q Dp

if the width of the n-region (W) is less than the diffusion length for holes (L p) in the

n-region. If Lp is less than W, then Lp should be used in Equation (3) and only a

distance of Lp can be considered to have an excess hole concentration. Since n must
equal p, the resistivity of the n-region is now given by

p, = I - -cm (4)

qpnND (1 + W J p/2q DpND)

or

p' = Pl-cm (5)
(1 + W Jp/2q DpND )
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The hole current density at which the effects of conductivity modulation becomes

significant can be expressed from Equation (3) as

2q rN n  9 L-' I
J ~ (6)

W q .Vp
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APPENDIX D
INJECTION EFFICIENCY OF COLLECTOR

An approximate expression for the injection efficiency of the collector of an
epitaxial transistor can be derived, based on the assumption that the N+ substrate
acts Hike a metal contact and reduces the hole concentration in the epitaxial region
to its equilibrium value at the N-N3 junction. This is shown in Figure U-D-l.

P I- N-+

I _ IIIPpX)) -M

-Wbz 0 0 Wep X

Figure I1-D-1. Carrier Concentrations Which Determine
Injection Efficiency of Collector

In the N- region, the ".ole concentration can be expressed as

P(0- PN-0 =A exp )+ B exp ('p (1)

To determine the coefficients A and B, Equation (1) must be evaluated at the bouni-
aries x = 0 and x = Wep.

At x =0 P = PN0 exp qV (2)

and at x = Wep

P = PN-(3)

where VC is the forward bias voltage across the collector junction (PN-).
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Substituting Equations (2) and (3) into (I), A and B can be evalua-ted as j
O e , ( ],ep epI"c) 14)
2 sinh (I~ep/Lpc)

B = [i - exp (qvcl.T)] exp (Wvep/Lc) 5)
2 sini (W~/

where W is the width of the epitaxial region. Substituting for A and B in Equationep
(1) and simplifying yields

o (qV0\] sinh (w LOJ]
:P N0 - P _- - exs e C c (6) 1N~ ~ k (1 - si-h (WepI D C)

The hole current density injected Lito the N- epitaxial region from the P base can ]

be expressed as

Jp = q D p x (7)1
P qp dx Ix=0

Performing the differentiation and setting x = 0 yields

- pc N 0 [e x C ](1 (8)

The electron current density injected from the epitaxal region into the base can be

determined from the electron concentration at x = a by

q Dnb n(a)in- b2 (9)

Using the fact that n(O) = P(O), then n(a) can be expressed as 1

n(a) = P(O) exp ex pT, (.kT (10)

But

exp ( qT tN--P (1-1)

a n d 

P o

P(O) = PN- exp (Li) (12)
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Therefore n(a) can be written as

n(a) =PO exp (13)
p 0

a::d .1n can be written as

q Dnb N 0 exp (-C (14)

Wb2  Ppo

The injection efficiency of the collector is defined as

)'YI- = n(+ )1 (15)J n . J p J n/

Using the approxmation that ex-p (qVc/kT) >> 1, the ratio J piJ can be written as

Jp - DPC Wb2 P po exp (-qVc/kT) (16)

Jn Dnb Lp PN-0 tanh (Wep/Lpc)

Equation (14) can be written in terms of J using Equation (8) as

J q D2 W P
pe 2C Ppo 7)

Jn Dnb L2C Jp tan h 2 (Wep/Lpc)

Thus it can be seen that J /J is a function of J and also L c, the diffuzAon length
p- n p Pc

for holes in the epitaxial layer.
If LPC >> W ep, nh (Wep/Lpc) z: Wep/L and

J _qD 2 W Ppo
pc Wb2 ;p (18)

Dnb Wep p

If Wep> 2 Lp. , tanh (Wep/Lpc) I 1 and

Jp qD 2
S_ pc Wb2 P (19)

Jn Dn L2 JnbPC P

A numerical example will give an indication of the magnitude of Y1. Assuming a

reasonable value for J of 100 amp/cm 2 , Y can be calculated for the Cle-ite
3TX002 before irradiation using
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91

D 10 cm2/sec

Dnb l-1o cm 2 /sec

W =2x10 - 3 c m < 'L6p p
P po = 5 x 10- 1 7 em - 3

Wb2=5x 10- 4 cm

J
-P =1andy=0.5

Jn

11
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APPENDIX E

LIST OF SYIBOLS

A Area ND Donor impurity concentration

A' Effective area n Electron concentration

a N Grounded-base current gain of normal p Hole concentration a
trarsistor P Equlllbriu a hole concentration in P

a Grounded-base current gain of inverted region atransistor PN Equilibrium hole concentration in col-

BVCBO  Collector-base breakdown voltage lector epita--al layer

P N=hFE Grounded-emitter current gain of q Charge of electron
normal transistor R B  Base resistance
Base-transport factor of normal R Base resistancetransistor RB Base resistance between normal andtrnitrnverted transistors

Base-trans ort factor of inverted R' Effective resistance of epitaxial layer

CTC Collector Junction capacitance RD Lateral resistance in epitaxial region C

'N Emitter efficiency of normal transistor Pbl Resistivity of base region under
Emitter efficiency of inverted Pb2 Resistivity of base region not under V
transitor 'emitter

Dnb Electron diffusion constant in base Resistivity of epitaxal region

D Hole diffusion constant in collector ep Resistivity of epittr
epitaxial layer De Resistivity of emitter

T Cutoff frequency a Conductivity f

h Emitter-base perimeter T Absolute temperature h
IB  Total base current nb Electron lifetime in base

i IC  Total collector current 7 nbi Electron lifetime in base befort
Cirradiation

FC Collector forward current Hole lifetime in collector epitaxal I

IRC Collector reverse current PC layer I
I E  Total emitter current VjC Collector junction voltage3L
IFE Emitter forward current VJE Emitter junction voltage

IRE Emitter reverse current VCE Collector-emitter voatage
ICO Saturation current of collector junction VBE Emitter-base voltage
C with zero emitter current VC Collector junction bias volta.e

1EO Saturation current of emitter junction
with zero collector current V0  Junction contact potential

J Hole current density VR Lateral voltage, drop in base

k Boltzmann's constant VD Lateral voltage drop in collector

L Hole diffusion length in collector epi- Wb] Width of base underneath emitter
PC taxial layer Wb 2  Width of base not underneath emitter

Hole diffusion length in emitter W Width of epitaxial region

Pn Electron mobility Integrated fast-neutron flux level

ILp Hole mobility



I

LIST OF SYMBOLS*

A Area ND Donor impurity concentration

A' Effective area n Electron concentration
aN Grounded-base current gain of normal p Hole concentration

tra sistor P Equilibrium hole concentration in P
aI  Grounded-base current gain of inverted P region

transistor PNO Equilibrium hole concentration in col-

BVCBO Collector-baee breakdown voltage lector epitaxial layer

PN-FE Grounded-emitter current gain of q Charge of electron
normal transistor R B  Base resistance

Base-transport factor of normal RB Base resistancetransistor Rb Base resistance between ncrmal and
transitor Bnverted transistors

P Base-transport factor of inverted P' Effective resistance of epitaxial layer
transistor

CTC Collector junction capacitance RD Lateral resistance in epitaxial region

Emitter efficiency of normal transistor PblResistivity of base region under
'IN Eitrefccyonoalfanitrb emitter

Emitter efficiency of inverted Resisti7ity of base region not underStransistor Pb2 emitter

Dnb Electron diffusion constant in base Resistivity of epitaxial region

D ab Hole diffusion constant in collector pep Resistivity of emitter
pc epitaxial layer Pe

f 2 Cutoff frequency Cr Conductivity

h Emitter-base perimeter T Absolute temperature

I B Total base current T nb Electron lifetime in base

Ienb Electron lifetime in base before
C Total colletor current irradiation

IFC Collector forward current PHole lifetime in collector epitaxial
IRC Collector reverse current pc layer

IE Total emitter current VjC Collector junction voltage

1FE Emitter forward current VJE Emitter junction voltage

IE Emitter reverse current VCE Collector-emitter voltage

I Saturation current of collector junction VBE Emitter-base voltage
with zero emitter current VC Collector junction bias voltage

IEO Saturation current of emitter junction V Junction contact potential
with zero collector current

Jp Hole current density VR Lateralvoltagedropnbase
k Boltzmann's constant VD Lateral voltage drop in collector

L PC Hole diffusion length in collector epi- Wbl Width o1 base underneath emitter
taxial layer Wb 2  Width of base not underneath emitter

L Hole diffusion length in emitter W Width of epitaxial region

ua  Electron mobility I ntegrated fast-neutron flux level

11p Hole mobility *Appendix E repeated.
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ATTACHMENT I

PERMANENT RADIATION DAMAGE EFFECTS
IN NARROW BASE PNPN DEVICES

1. LNTRODUCTITON

The rapid degradation in performance of wide-base PNPN devices by nuclear
radiation has been pointed out by a number of investigators., -3 As a result of these

studies a stigma of poor radiation performance has come to be associated with four-
layer structures. This is not a valid conclusion. In this paper the effects of fast-
neutron irradiation on narrow-base PNPN triodes will be discussed, and results will

show that, for comparable base widths, PNPN devices are far more resistant to
radiation damage than are bipolar transistors. This relative insensitivity to radia-
tion damage is due to tne collinear flow of majority and minority carriers in the
bases of a PNPN, in contrast to the case of bipolar transistors where majority

carrier flow in the base is perpendicular to minority carrier flow. The collinear
flow of carriers in the PNPN gives rise to field-aided transport in both base
regions. As a result, the minority carriers are caused to move across the
bases more rapidly than in the case of diffusion-controlled bipolar devices.
Thus, for comparable base widths, the PNPN can tolerate a far shorter lifetime

than can the transistor Results will also show that, in lieu of increasing the radia-
tion tolerance of the PNPN device over the ordinary transistor, one can at the same
level of radiation dose achieve much higher power handling capabiiities in the PNPN
structure. Results obtained with currently available PNPN devices indicate mcre
than an order of magnitude improvement in power handling capability over bipolar

transistors.

The major effects of nuclear irradiation of semiconductor devices are due

to the degradation of the excess carrier lifetimes and, to a lesser extent, to
the changes in the majority carrier concentration. In a minority carrier device
where the operation depends on injection, decay, and transport of excess car-
rier densities, the effects of a short lifetime may be better visualized in terms

of diffusion length in relation to device geometry, i.e., the basewidth to diffusion
length ratio W/L. Analyses in terms of this parameter as applied .!, P+N-N +

structures can be found in several sources. Stafeev4 stresses the properties of
diodes with a large ratio and demonstrates the strong dependence of the forward
current on the diffusion length. Mayer, Baron, and Marsh s show that in long silicon
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PIN structeres, diffusion significantly affects the current voltage characteristics

even where the W/L ratio is r.,uch greater than ten.

The P+N-PN device can be thought of as a P+N-N + structure with an addi-

tional center junction which provides a blocking characteristic in the forward direc-

tion up to some characterist;c current, the holding current. Above this current the

lightly doped N- base is inundated with holes from the P region and electrons from

the N+PN- transister. The properties of such P+N-PN+ devices with large W/L
67

ratios have been discussed by Aldrich and Holonyak and Kuzmin.' Generally these

P N-PN+ devices have a relatively wide N- base, since the .width of this base deter-

mines the blocking voltage capability. For a maximum blocking voltage capability

this base will not only be relatively wide but of fairly high-resistivity material. In

the ty:-ical manufacturing process the starting material of the silicon wafer would be

high-resistivity N type, which will later form the wide base region of the PNPN. A
deep P type emitter diffusion is done to form one emitter junction, and a typical

transistor base and emitter diffusion is carried out on the other side of the uafer to

form the remainder of the structure. Thus. the narrower base transistor will usu-

ally be the NPN transistor with a basewidth typically 2 - 5 p. This technique results
in bases for the PNP transistor typically 50 - 200 j wide. As a consequence of the

wide N base and the large W/L ratio, these devices are rather sensitive to perma-

nent damage effects of fast neutrons.

IP this paper, permanent damage effects in narrow N base (15- 2 01) P+N-PN+

structures will be discussed. These devices are made by epitaxial deposition of the

N- base on a heavily doped P substrate. Ordinary transistor diffusion processes

are then used to form the remaining P base and N+ emitter. Such devices have a

relatively low blocking voltage capability but a high resistance to radiation damage.

In comparison with bipolar transistors of comparable basewidths they are signifi-

cantly less sensitive to damage and for the same radiation exposure have a much

greater power switching capability.

The superiority of the PNPN over the bipolar transistor is a result of the fact

that majority carrier currents to both base regions of the PNPN flow parallel rather

than perpendicular to the minority carrier flow. Consequently the current crowding

effect of ordinary transistors is absent. In addition, the PNPN majority carrier base

current gives rise to an electric field in the lightly doped N base which aids the

minority carrier transport across the base regions. Thus PNPN svitching

(aI + a2 - 1) will occur and sustain the "on" condition even though the diffusion

length of the minority carriers in the N base region is small compared to its base-

width, i.e., Lp <"< W n . Ordinary transistors would require that L >', Wn for

satisfactory operation.
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In this paper, the behavior of PNPN devices and the transport of minority

carriers in the two ba.se regions will be discussed. Then, the experimental results

obt-ined or a variety of PNPN structures subjected to fast neutron environments

will be presented. Following these results, the design of radiation-hardened devices

and the re!ative power switching capabilities of PNPN's and transistors will be con-

sidered.

2. PHENOMENOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF A PNPN DEVICE AND

COMPARISON WITH BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR

a. PNPN Operation

A PNPN device may be thought of as a device with inherent PNP and NPN

transistors forming a regenerative feedback pair.*-" The base current or the re-

combination current and nonunity emitter efficiency current at the emitter junction

are supplied mutually and collinearly by the collector current of the other transistor.
Thus, as the loop gain approaches unity, each transistor drives its mate into satura-

tion. By balancing the constituent currents at the center junction and introducing the

current amplification factors (a,, a 2 ) of the minority carriers injected respectively

by the exterior P+ region and the N+ region, one readily finds three regions in the

V-I characteristics: (1) a forward blocking state corresponding to aI + a2 < 1;

(2) a negative resistance transistor region corresponding to a1 + a 2 tI; and

(3) a forward on-state or the high-current, low-voltage region corresponding to

aI + a 2 
- 1. The transition from forward blocking to "on" states is normally facili-

tated by temporarily injecting additional majority carriers (gate currentl into one

of the base regions, usually the narrow P base, thus increasing the collector current

which, in turn, increases the alphas and satisfies the "on" state requirement. How-

ever, once the device is driven into the "on" condition, all three junctions are for-

ward biased and the gate drive is no longer necessary to sustain the "on" condition.

b. Comparison of PNPN and Bipolar Transistor

In order to compare the carrier flow in a PNPN and a transistor, schernatic

representations of both are given in Figure III-1. Here the flow of the majority and

minority carriers in a PNPN device in the "on" condition is shown to be collinear,

in contrast to transistors where the continuous base drive or the majority carrier

flow is perpendicular to the minority carrier flow. In the transistor the resultant

* From the circuit point of view, the division of the thyristor into two coupled tran-
sistors may still be kept up formally, but from a device physics point of view, this
concept is no longer meaningful at high injection levels and at short carrier life-
times.
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TRANSiSTOR PNPN

Figure III-1. Comparison of Carrier Flow in a Saturated Transistor
and PNPN Devices in the "On" Condition

laterai base voltage drop causes current crowding at the emitter periphery and a

localized current entering the collector region. If the transistor alpha is degraded

by radiation damage, the base current increases, thus further intensifying the crowd-

ing effect. In the PNPN the collinear flow and the uniform current density along the

junction are not altered even under irradiation. Thus there is considerable flexi-

bility in designing very large emitter-area PNPN devices which are capable oi

cariiing, larger currents than transistors.

The requirement (a, + a, - 1) on the alphas for a PNPN is less than the re-

quirement for a transistor (a = 1). Hence, for the same diffusion length, wider

bases in the PNPN are allowable and consequently higher punch-through and forward-

blocking voltages can be achieved.

The collinear flow of majority and minority carriers produces a further ad-

vantage which is particulariy evident in the wide N base of a PNPN in the "on" con-

dition. The flow of majority carriers gives rise to an electric field which aids the

flow of minority carriers across this region. By way of contrast, in the epitaxial

layer of the collector region of a transistor, which must be comparable in width to

the N base of the PNPN in order to obtain equivalent voltage switching capability,

both minority and majority carriers enter from the base side. As a result the field

due to the majority carrier flow opposes the flow of minority carriers. Thus for

comparable W/1- ratio the wide base of the PNPN will be more heavily conductivity-
modulated than wVii be the collector region of the transistor. Since the voltage drops

across these regions usually limit the power handling capabilities of irradiated

PNPN's or bipolar transistors, the PNPN is clearly superior to the transistor in

this respect. In Section 4 the question of the voltage drop across the wide base will

be discussed in greater detail.
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3. DISCUSSION OF MINORITY CARRIER TRANSPORT ALPHAS IN PNPN
INCLUDING DRIFT EFFECTS

The PNPN devices investigated had base-width-to-diffusion-length ratios after

irradiation of the order of unity in the narrow base region and much greater than

unity in the wide base region. As pohnted out previously, in such PNPN structures

the operation of the device depends partially upon the electric field transport of

minority carriers. The following paragraphs discuss the variation of the minority

carrier current amplification factor with respect to changes in the base-width-to-

diffusion-length ratio and the current injection level.

a. Blocking Region

At very low currents, in the order of - 3- amp/cm" or less, both a1 and a 2

increase with increasing current due to increasing emitter efficiencies and increas-

ing transport factors. Since the N- base is less doped than the P base, the variation

of the voltage across the center junction and the resultant changes in the width of the

space charge region cause appreciable changes in both the effective basewidth of the

N- region and its corresponding transport factor. At higher current rang s and in

the negative resistance region, the voltage bias across the center junction goes

through a transition from reverse through zero and then to a slightly forward condi-

tion. The rate of increase in alphas in this region is governed by the interaction of

increased emitter efficiency, effective N- basewidth, and the field-aided transport in

the base region. At the end of the negative resistance or the holding condition, the

center junction is slightly forward biased.

A simple analytical expression for the alpha of the lightly doped wide base

region can be obtained if the following assumptions are made.

1. The forward bias at the center junction is negligible (V2 <'- kT/q) so that

the excess minority carrier concentration is zero at the center junction.

2. The injection level is low.

3. The electric field is approximately constant in the lightly doped wide base

region.

The resulting calculation is similar to that given by Aldrich and Holonyak 8 and

is based on the drift-enhanced diffusion model.

( 1 l %I+Vi eGV )/sinh (GY- V2) (1

V 1 + coth (G 1 +V21
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where

EL W
V -_!!1_ G-= n

2 (kT/q)' Lp

E 1 is the electric field

L pis the hole diffusion length

W n is the width of the N_ base region

Y1 is the emitter efficiency at the P+N junction
k is Boltzmann's constant

T is temperature in degrees Kelvin

q Is the electronic charge.

Figure 111-2 shows a plot of the wide base alpha with respect to the voltage drop in

half a diffusion length normalized by kT/q, indicating the strong dependence of alpha

on electric field. Alpha based on a pure drift model, a1 = exp (-G/2V1 ), is also

plotted for comparison. For large basewidth-to-diffusion-length rati-s, drift trans-

port clearly predomintes and large transport factors are possible even though
Wn/Lp is large. The minority carriers are swept along by the electric field - a

mechanism which, combined with the multiplication process at the center junction,

Wn
Lp 3 3 4 4 5 5 6 6

0.35 /t /"- "; " 7

/ /

025 / i/ , / "

0-1

05 10 15 20 2.5

- RIFT EIJHANCED DIFFUSION MODEL
--- DRIFT MODEL

Figure III-2. Switching Characteristics of the Wide Base a
in a PNPN Structure
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enables the PNPN device to reach the turn-on condition even though the minority

carrier lifetime is severely degraded.

In the narrow base region where W /L is approximately unity, the diffusionn p
model, independent of current, is p- bably adequate for determining alpha in the

vicinity of the turn-on process.

b. "On" Region

In the forward "on" condition, where high injection level conditions are as-

sumed, there are twc domains of interest. In the first the minority carrier density

(hole concentration) in the wide base region increases linearly with the total current

density J. Thus the electric field, and also the voltage drop across the wide base,

is approximately independent of the current density. Alpha, which is roughly propor-

tional to the product of the field intensity at the edge of the center junction and the

ratio of the hole concentration at this edge to the total current density, is therefore

approximately constant.

In the second domain, the injected minority hole density is proportional to the

square of the current density which gives rise to the same relation for the base

voltage drop. The average electric field is now proportional to the square root of

the current density and the alpha is again approximately independent of the total

current density.

Because of volume recombination and Ponunity junction efficiencies, majority

carrier current is caused to flow in the base regions, developing electric fields in

both bases. One may also anticipate an asymmetrical field distribution in the lightly

doped wide base region because the minority carrier concentration is lower at the

N P center junction than at the P+N- junction, resulting in higher fields near the

N-P center junction. These electric fields, together with the forward bias at the

center junction, cause the alphas of the two inherent transistors to be closely inter-

related. This interdependence can be expressed in terms of the basewidth ratio,

diffusion length ratio, doping ratio of the bases, and the emitter efficiencies at the

exterior boundaries. When the lifetime of the minority carriers is degraded, the

turn-on condition is satisfied at higher current levels through the aiding field in the

lightly doped wide base region.

It is interesting to note the limiting values of alpha in the wide base region.

At high injection level, it can be shown for large W/L ratios that if the wide base is

N type, alpha cannot be greater than 1/(b + 1), and on the other hand if the wide base

is P type, alpha will approach b/(b + 1). For semiconductors of large mobility ratio

b, one may anticipate a significant difference between P-type wide base and N-type

wide base devices.
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4. VOLTAGE DROP IN WIDE BASE

The V-I characteristics in the forward "on" condition of a PNPN device have

been analyzed by F.Ruzmin.7 With the simplifying assumptions that: (1) lifetime is

independent of injection level, and (2) high level injection condition exists in the base

region, the base voltage drop in the lightly doped wide base region is found to be

6Wn W NA b) kT (W'n/2z
VN base 6 - , _ 1_ 7 3 , - b)!Neq e (2)t n ' D'

where Lp = Lp .2b/(b + I) is an elongated effective diffusion length due to the elec-

tric field. 6 is a function of basewidth-to- diffusion-length ratio, the emitter efficien-

cies Yv1 Y3 at P+N and PN+ junctions, the base doping ratio NA/ND, and the mobility

ratio b. If the fall-off in the emitter efficiencies with increasing high injection cur-

rent is neglected, 6 akes P value between 1 and 2ir/(b + 1). The above expression

.ndicates that the voltage drop in the wide base region is a sensitive exponential

function of Wn /L p and becomes the major contribitor to the total voltage drop across

the device as the lifetime of the minority carriers is decreased.

The algebraic sum of the three junction voltages is approximately equal to that

of the P+N junction, since the sum of the second and third junction is proportional to

the logarithm of the ratio of the electron concentrations at the forward biased edges

of the narrow base region, and is negligible. The sum of the junction voltages is

then

kT YnK{"V1 (b+ 1)-i] cosh Wn/Zp + [1 - (b+ 1)a 1 ]}

q 2qDp I n b sinh Wn/Z p

Jip W

kT In for n>>1 and yl = 1 (3)
q 2qDP n 

(pwhich indicates that the junction voltage is a logarithmic function of diffusion length

and decreases slightly with decreasing minority carrier lifetime.

The condition at which the contribution from the wide base voltage drop begins

to exceed that of junction voltage may be estimated from equations (2) and (3) as

2qDpPn e16 exp (Wn/Zp)]

p

Thus, for a given current level, devices with narrower base width, Wn, will have a

much wider range of insensitivity to radiation damage. Figure 111-3 shows the vari-

ations of the above expressions for the base voltage, and also the sum of the base
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voltage and the junction voltage plotted with respect to the minority carrier lifetime

for devices with varying W/L.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON DEVICE PARAMETERS IN A

NEUTRON ENVIRONMENT

a. Devices and Exposures

The dimensional parameters of the PNPN devices used in this investigation

are shown in Table 11il-.* Several types of conventional triple-diffused structures

were also included in this study for comparison purposes. The first three types

have relatively small emitter areas, while the rest of the devices have larger emit-

ter areas and substantial gate-cathode interdigitation for decreasing the lateral

spread time in the turn-on process. The four-lead devices were included in order

to measure the alohas of the inherent transistors in the devices. The devices were

exposed to fission spectrum neutrons at thc Triga Reactor at Harry Diamond Labo-

ratories and at the White Sands Fast Burst Reactor. Neutron fluences (E > 10 KeV)

were determined with sulfur foil activation methods and are accurate to = 20%. Pre-

and post-irradiation measurements were made of the following parameters: reverse

saturation current, alpha of the NPN part, hold and gate currents, "on" voltage,
junction capacitance, breakdown voltage, and gate characteristics.

Table 111.

PNPN STRUCTURES

D c pp(N) Emitter Area

Device p Wn (QN-cm) cm 2 x 10- 3

ZB1002 (SSPI) 3 15 0.6 0.60

2N3032 (SSPI) 3 20 2.0 0.75
2N3032 (4L)* t (SSPJ) 3 25 8.0 0.75

ZB1001 (NB)t (SSPI) 3 15 8.0 3.2

ZB1001 (WB)t (SSPI) 3 20 8.0 3.2

3S2001 (WB)* (SSPI) 6 50 25.0 3.7

2N1765 (WE)* (WECo) 3-5 -100 25.0 4.5

*Triple-diffused structures.

tFour-lead devices.

*Solid State Products Inc., Salem, Massachusetts, provided most of the devices
used in this study.
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b. Reverse Saturation Current

In the forward blocking state, both exterior PN junctions are forward biased.

The ,renter junction is reverse biased and plays the role of a collector for the minor-

ity carriers injected into it by the exterior junctions. The total current at the re-

verse biased junction consists of electron and hole diffusion currents that originate

at the exterior emitters and the generation current originating in the depletion region

of the center junction.

At a very low current level (10- 9 - 10- 7 amp) the generation current at the

center junction predominates over the diffusion components, which are minimized

by the small transport factors. Thus a generation current I proportional to the re-

combination rate (1/7) is expected for the center junction. Figure 111-4 shows the

observed linear relation between the reverse saturation current and the neutron

fluence (4)) indicating that the minority carrier lifetime in the space charge region

is linearly related to the reciprocal of the neutron fluence, i.e., 7 - 1/D.

c. The Amplification Factor aNPN for the Inherent NPN Transistor

It is difficult to measure the alpha of the inherent transistors of a PNPN under

actual operating conditions, since any alpha measurement made with leads to the

bases .ntr,' d;,ces external perturbations io the current flow and the voltage distri-

bution. 1( " However, the narrow base region generally has a basewidth-to-diffusion

length of unity or less and a higher doping than the wide base, so the diffusion model

may be adequate in describing the carrier flow in this region and the alpha measure-

ment of this region is meaningful.

The calculated degradation of the alpha of the narrow base region with increas-

ing neutron fluence assuming 1/base = 1/no + n/K is shown in Figure 1II-5 with

the corresponding experimental data taken on the four terminal devices. The meas-

ured values and the calculated values based on the usual transistor formula

(a = sech Wp/Ln, assuming the emitter efficiency is nearly unity) agree for the fol-

lowing chosen parameters: the damage constant, Kn = 106 N/cm2 -sec, and the initial

effective minority carrier lifetime of the base regions, Trno - 5 x 10- 8 sec. These

constants will be used in the rest of the investigation.

It will be shown later in this paper that some of the devices studied are useful

power switches even though the d-c gain (hFE) of the narrow base transistor has

beer, degraded well below unity. Thus for comparable basewidths the PNPN is

inherently more radiation-resistant than the transistor.

ILT-11
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d. Holding Current and Gate CurraItIt

Alphas in the vicinity of the turn-on condition having been determined, the

variation of holding curre.it and gate current with respect to an increase in the ned-

tron fluence will now be discussed. Figures 111-6 and 111-7 show plots of the experi-

mental results of the holdipg currents,. which vary approximately line~nrly with the

neutron fluence. This dependence may be attributed to the approximately linear

relationship between the alpha, the normalized voltage drop, and the eurrent density

in the lightly doped wide base region (N), as was shown in Figure 111-2. From Fig-

ure 111-2 it is evident also that devices with larger basewidths require a higher nor-

malized voltage drop V1 or higher current level to attain the holding current condi-

tions a1 + a2  1 1. This is also reflected in the experimental data of Figures 111-6

and 111-7. For example, for the same neutron fluence, devices with narrow base-

widths such as ZB1001 (15 P basewidth) have holding currents of about one order of

magnitude lower than that of the conventional device such as 2N1765 with a 100 i

basewidth.

Using the experimental value of a2 from Figure 11I-5 and a 1  1 - a2 for the
known W n/L p ratio, an approximate holding current can be estimated. The result

shows an approximately linear dependence of holding current or, the neutron fluence,

but is found to be an order of magnitude greater than the experimental values. This

discrepancy has two possible explanations: first, a localization of the current in the

holding condition, and -ccond, change of the minority carrier lifetime with the in-

jection level. The first possibility is supported by the following observation. In the

case of ZB1001 (W n = 15 p, Nd = 10 15/cm - 3 ) at 1015 N/cm 2 fluence, the experimental

value of the holding current is 12 ma. If the current is uniformly distributed over

the emitter area (3.2 x 10- 3 cm 2), the corresponding current density is 3.7 amp/cm2

Assuming that all the increase in "on" voltage (AV) at 1015 N/cm2 results from a

uniform field In the wide base, then the holding currenf d!ensity must be

J = aV = .125 x 1.9/15x 1 4
W nl

= 160 amp/cm 2  (5)

One may then conclude that if a current density of 160 amp/cm 2 is necessary for

holding, then there must exist areas of localized current at this current density,
2although the average current density is only 3.7 amp/cm . Localization of current

has also been reported for large W/L ratio PIN devices by Barnett and Mimes. 2

When the basewidth-to-diffusion-length ratio is large and pure drift model

becomes adequate, the approximate holding current can be readily derived from the

expression a 1 t exp (- G/2V1 ) as
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Wn 1 1Sh - nN d L -r 4, T = fetime (6)

indicating approximately linear relation between Jh and neutron fluence as observed.

Figures 111-8 and 111-9 show the gate current variation with neutron fluence,

where gate current is current into gate used for switching from blocking to "on"

states with low voltage (-5v) on the anode. Assuming that in the narrow base NPN
transistor the gate currei. is approximateiy equal to the turn-on current divided by
hFE = a2 /(1 - a2 ) and both the turn-on current and the 1/hFE vary in proportion to
the neutron fluence. one may then deduce that the gate current varies in proportion

to the square of the neutron fluence as obsered. Thu. for devices with large

baBewidih-to-diffusion-length ratio in the lightly doped wide base and approximately

unit ratio in the narrow base region, the gate current can readi!y be derived as

Jh qnd _n _ 1 1 42JT 2 cc ~) ( ¢7 )
hFE 2 12 2

\ P In II+ 12/(W p/Ln)

where

W Wn >> I, --p-= I

L L
p n

Note that the quadratic relation comes from the degradation of the minority carrier

lifetime in the two base regions. Although both hold and gate currents increase

significantly due to radiation bombardment, very large power gains are still obtained

with the devices since neither gate nor hold currents are large compared to typical

operating cirrents in the structure.

e. "On" Voltage

Figures iII-10 and II-11 show experimental forward "on" voltage versus neu-

tron fluence with the corresponding theoretical value of the wide base voltage drop

for the different devices. A good agreement between the calculated values shown in
Figure 111-3 and the experimental values given in Figure 1-13 is obtained for the

range of the basewidth-'to-diffusion-length ratio W n/Lp, up to 11. In the ZB1001 with

a 15 i basewidth, the "on" voltage is approximately independent of neutron fluence
up to 1014 N/cm2 . On the other hand, the conventional triple-diffused 2N1765, with

a 100 p basewidth, is severely degraded at 1013 N/cm 2
. For much higher W/L p

ratios, the exponential relation between the base voltage drop and Wn/L p ratio pre-

dicts a base voltage drop several orders of magnitude higher than the actual
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experimental values. This suggests a large increase in the effective diffusion length

due either to field-aided transport of carriers or to strong injection level dependence

of the lifetime.

Figures 111-12 and 111-13 show experimental comparisons of forward "on"

voltage versus current for various devices before and after irradiation. The V-I

characteristics show the two expected domains:

1. A voltage independent of current domain. The injected carrier density is

greater than the doping concentration, and the conductivity is increa.sing

at the same rate as current density leading to the constant base voltage

drop in the wide base region. Since the junction voltage is a logarithmic

function of the current density, its effect un the slope of the V-I charac-

teristic is negligible.

2. A higher current domain having nearly a quadratic current voltage char-

acteristic. This may be attributed to tho combined effects of the fall-off

in the injection efficiencies from the left and the right of the wide base

region, and the drift-enhanced mode of the carrier flow at the very high

injection level, resulting in a condition where the injected carrier density

is approximately proportional to the square root of the current density.

The displacement of the V-I characteristics toward higher voltage with in-

creasing fast neutron fluence reflects the increase in the voltage drop of the lightly

doped wide base region as the minority carrier lifetime is degraded.

The tendency for the slope of the V-I characteristics to decrease with the in-

creasing dose :s greater for the device with the larger basewidth and suggests that

the conductivity modulation is decreasing faster for these devices.

f. Effects of the Neutron Fluence on the Junction Capacitance and the
Breakover Voltage

Figure 111-14 shows the effect of neutron fluence on the junction capacitance

of the reverse biased center junction for a device fo,_ward voltage of 5 volts. At

neutron fluences greater than 1014 N/cm2 , the majority carrier concentration is de-

creased and the depletion region is widened, causing a decrease in the junction

capacitance. The effects are more serious for a device with a higher resistivity

base. In the lowest resistivity devices (ZB1002) the changes are relatively small

even at 1015 N/cm2 .

Figure 111-15 shows the effect of the neutron fluence on the forward blocking

voltage under two-terminal operation. Preirradiated forward blocking voltages in

many of the narrow base devices ranged over wide values, due to the fact that the

summation of alphas exceeds unity, and these devices do not possess uniform forward
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blocking characteristics. Therefore forward blocking voltages are normalized to

the value corresponding to 1013 N/cm2 fluence where the carrier lifetime has been

appreciably degraded in both bases of the narrow base PNPN devices and the re-

duced alphas introduce a reproducible forward blocking state. For the heavily doped

ZB1002 it is observed that the forward blocking voltage is relatively insensitive to

neutron fluence but increases slightly as the majority carrier concentration starts

to decrease near 10 5 N/cm2 . For the narrow base ZB1001 with relatively high

resistivity, the breakover voltage is determined by the decrease in the effective

basewidth as the majority carrier concentration is decreased at higher neutron

fluences. Punch-through of the lightly doped N base region may occur at very

high neutron fluence levels. In the case of the 3S2001 with a 25 ohm-cm base resis-

tivity and a 50 p basewidth; there is an initial increase for the breakover voltage

due to the decrease of carrier concentration; then, as the carrier concPntration

further decreases, the space charge regioii widens, punch-through sets in, and the

breakover voltage decreases again.

g. Gate Characteristic

Figure 111-16 shows an increase in the gate-to-cathode voltage with increasing

neutron fluence. This is caused by the decreased conductivity modulation in the gate

region and an effective increase in the gate-to-cathode resistance during the "gate
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turn-on" period. The device with a better interdigitated gate structure, such as
ZB1001, is less susceptible to the neutron fluence, since the interdigitated gate

structure provid?s a larger periphery of the cathode-emitter region and lower ef-

fective gate-to-cathode resistance. The interdtgitated structure also speeds up the
lateral propagation of the turn-on state along the enitter -unction.

6. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

It is now evident that the most severely degraded parameter, and a prime

factor In determining the losses and the current handling capability of a PNPN de-
vice, is the forward "on" voltage. For optimum radiation hardness and lowest on-
voltage, it is desirable that both basewidths of the PNPN be made as small as possi-

ble. Since these widths also determine the forward and reverse blocking voltages,

a compromise between the forward blocking voltage and "oil" voltage must be made.

The maximum forward blocking voltage that a PNPN, in two-terminal operations,
can achieve is the lowest of either the punch-through voltage or the avalanche break-

down voltage of the reverse biased center junction. The punch-through voltage de-

pends on the particular impurity distribution. In the linear graded junction, the

space charge is divided equally between the two sides of the junction. Gaussian types
of distribution have the space charge layer mostly in the lightly doped region. How-

ever, for a crude estimate of the relationship between breakover voltage, space
charge width, and the impurity concentration, a P+N- step junction will be assumed

for the reverse biased center junction. The relationships are given in Figure 111-17.

This figure shows, for example, that a PNPN device with a 10 A basewidth and a dop-

ing concentration of 1015 cm -3 has a punch-through voltage of approximately
80 volts. If the concentration is increased to 3 x 1015 cm - 3 the junction will ava-

lanche breakdown at 160 volts.

To insure avalanche breakdown rather than punch-through, a thin N+ layer of

high concentration may be inserted between the P+ region and the N- base to stop
f rther expansion of the depletion region. In the case of the epitaxial structure, this

high concentration layer is deposited first and then the N region over it. Transport

through the high conductivity region is diffusion-controlled; hence, it must be quite
thin. With such a stopping region it is possible to reduce the doping in the N- region
to near intrinsic levels. The electric field in the N- region is then uniform through-
out the region rather than peaked at the PN- junction, and the breakdown voltage in-

creases to the upper line (marked V3) as shown in Figure 1- 17. The resulting
structure, N+PINdP+, has many features in common with the PIN dicde.

Since this structure offers the optimum compromise of blocking voltage and

"on" voltage, it will be used in subsequeat design considerations. If the N +PNP+
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is used, the blocking voltage capability is reduced by roughly a factor of two pro-

vided that the doping in the N- region is adjusted to yield avalanche rather than

punch-through breakdown.

It should be evident from Figure IH-17 that high blocKing voltage capability

is incompatible with radiation hardness. However, the low forward blocking voltage

of the radiation-hardened device may be tolerated by operating several PNPN de-

vices in series connection. Assuming a given forward blocking voltage, the condi-

tions for a minimum power dissipation can be calculated from Equations 2 and 3.

It can be shown that the optimum condition occurs when the W/L ratio is equal

to 4 (see Appendix A).

This optimum condition occurs when the voltage drop across the wide base is

roughly equal to that across the P+N- junction, i.e., is of the order of 1 volt. It is

possible using this optimum W n/L p ratio to relate the blocking voltage of a N+PINP +

and the minority carrier lifetime (after irradiation). This relationship is given in

Figure IIJ-18. This figure can be used as a design guide for the development of

optimally hardened PNPN devices. I'or example, if it is desired to operate L device

in an environment which reduces the lifetime ultimately to 10- 9 sec (corresponding

to a neutron fl'ence of approximately 1015 N/cm 2), the optimum basewidth is 5 p

and the blocking voltage capability of a single N+PINP + device is 160 volts (or
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80 volts for a N+PN-P+ structure). In practical devices where structural variations

are usually present, blocking voltages roughly one half of these values could be

expected. Any requi-ed blocking voltage may be achieved then by stacking an appro-

priate number of devices. Figure 111- 18 can a.'so be applied to the design of PIN

diodes for use in a radiation environment.

From the results given in Figure I1-18, a PNPN structure has been evolved

for use in neutron environments up to 1016 N/cm 2 . The structure (Figure 111-19) is

P+NP-PN+ with a P" thickness of 2 p and an estimated blocking voltage capability

between 30 and 60 volts. Tho cathode and gate diffusion are interdigitated to mini-

mize effective gate resistance. N+ regions are diffused into the gate to further

minimize this resistance. impurity concentrations of ali regions except the P-

region are sufficiently large that carrier removal will not degrade the performance.

Carrier removal in the P- region will make this region intrinsic but, as previously
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pointed out. this is a desirable result. The thicknesses of both N and P regions are

such that the degradation of diffusion transport in both does not reduce the sum of

the transport factors below unity. Mobility variations from neutron irradiation have

been neglected in the design considerations.

This structure should be capable of switching currents of the order of 5 amps

with turn-on and turn-off times less than 10- 9 sec. Because of the narrow bases,

the blocking state of this device will not be observed unless the initial lifetimes are

drastically reduced either by pre-irradiation or by gold doping.
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7. RELATIVE VOL'-AMPERE SWITCHING CAPABILITIES OF PNPN

DEVICES AND -.RANSISTORS

In deslgning radiation resistant transistors, as in the designi of PNPN's, a

compromise between collector breakdown voltage and ultimate device lifetime must

be made. This compromise is necessary fcr the following reasons. Transistors

which must func:tion despite short buk, lifetn- e require narrw basewidths. Fig-

ure 111-18 shows the transistor basewiith required to yield a current gain of 10 as

a function of bulk lifetime. It should be noted that the transistor basewidth required

is considerably narrower than either uasewidth required in the PNPN. In such

narr-w base devices, the base res-.stance is high, emission crowding is severe, and

very large current densities enter the collecto- region. The mobile space charge

associated wit. the collector current wi!l cause the collector boundary to retreat
when mobil( charge concentration becomes comparable to the majority carrier con-

centration in the collectcr. This is the "Kirk effect.' 4 To prevent loss in current

gair due to the widening of the base, the colector must be heavily doped and its

avalanche voltage will be correspondingly 'ow. Figure 1M-18 shows typical tran-

sistor breakdown voitage as a function of lifetime required for hFE = 10, obtained

on a variety of high-frequency silicon transistors. Again it should be noted that the

voltage switching capability of the transistor is roughly an order of magnitude less

than that of the PNPN in the same environment.

The PNPN is also superior to the transistor in current switching capability.

Since the current in a PNPN is spread uniformly over its cathode area, the current

switching capability increases in proportion with the cathode area. In contrast, the

current switching capability of a transistor is controlled by the length of the emitter

perimeter because of "emission crowding." Thus complex interdigitated emitter-

base structures are necessary for high current transistors. For very narrow base-

width transistors there are present-day technological problems, such as material
uniformity, which limit the maximum perimeter to the order of 1 cm for basewidths

larger than 1 p and somewhat smaller perimeters for narrower basewidth devices.

As has been pointed out, it is also desirable to interdigitate the cath.ode-gate

structure of the PNPN. Such interdigitation reduces the cathode gate resistance and
speeds the turn-on proness. To some degree the maximum volt-ampere switching

capability (prouct of maximum current and maximum voltage switching capabilities)

is determined by the speed of switching betweer high voltage - low current and low

voltage - high current states. in the case of the PNPN with gate turn-on, the cathode

region adjacent to the gate switches quickly, while the remote regions may switch

relatively slowly. It is therefore desirable to minimize the lateral distance which

the turn-on process must traverse. Once the turn-on process is completed, however,

the current is spread over the full area of the cathode. The requirement for rapid
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spreading of the turn-on process combined with the maximum perimeter limitation

given above will result in a maximum useful area of narrow base PNPN devices of
2

the order o1 i wm

It should be apparent from the foregoing discussion that the volt-ampere

switching capabity of the PNPN will be significantly greater than that of a tran-

sistor designed for the same nuclear environment. Table M1-2 compares two high-

frequency silicon NPN transistors and one of the PNPN's studied above. All three

devices are representative of the state of the art. The narrow basewidth

PNPN is capable of switching more than an order of magnitude higher volt-ampere
product than narrow base silicon transistors which survive the same environment.

The end of life environment for the transistor is taken as the fluence at which its

d-c gain hFE falls to 10, and for the PNPN it is the fluence at which the on-voltage,

Von' rises to 3 volts. Both of these criteria correspond roughly to the point where

the power switching efficiency drops to 90%o.

Table 111-2

POWER SWITCHING CAPABILITY FOR TYPICAL DEVICES

)max (N/cm2 )

Vmax BVCEO Pmax (hFE = 10 or

Device Basewidth (ji) 1max (A) Blocking Volt (watts) V O 3 volts)

NPN (SF2585) 1 3 50 150 1014

NPN (RT-6) 0.3 0.1 15 1.5 1015

PNPN (ZB.001) 5 (P I0 100 103 1015

The superiority of tWe PNPN with respect to the transistor as a power switch

at very lo¢v switching speeds (i.e., for vnde base devices) has bee,, generally recog-
S 15

nized. The superiority of narrow base PNPN's to transistors has not been so

generally appreciated. Since these narrow base PNPN's are inherently much highe"

speed devices, it follows that for comparable switching speeds the volt-ampere

capability of the PNPN also exceeds that of the transistor. in a recent article E. 0.
16

Johnson has shown that PNPN devices approach much closer to the theoretical
)1/2,limiting value of (VmI X t than do transistors. Xc and f, are the device imped-

ance and cutofl frequency respectively. This fu..damental superiority is due not only

to the absence of emisrion crowding effects but also to the fact that collector space-

charge effects are caaceled in the PNPN because holes and electrons enter from op-

posite sides of the wide base.
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The high switching speed capability of the ZB1001 has been employed to make

a pulse generator capable of producing pulses 10-8 sec in length with an amplitude

of 10 amps. The very narrow base design described in the previous serion should

be capable of producing pulses 10-9 sec with an amplitude of 5 amps.

3. SUMMARY

Narrow base PNPN devices exhibit a high degree of radiation resistance. The

device parameter which determines the environmental l!mitations of PNPN's is the

forward "on" voltage, which is a sensitive exponential function of the Wn /Lp of the

wide base. Consequently narrow base devices have a considerably reduced vulner-

ability. A reasonably good fit of the observed "on" voltage for a variety of silicon

PNPN's exposed to fast neutrons was obtained assuming a silicon lifetime damage

constant of 106 sec-cm 2 /N using an analysis based on the work of Kuzmin.7

Design considerations based on these results suggest a device using a P+NIPN+

structure which should be capable of surviving nearly 1016 N/cm2 and of switching

a %olt-ampere product greater than 100 watts. This same structure should also be

useful as a high frequency - high power switch. Since such a device functions de-

spite short bulk lifetimes it should also be insensitive to undesired turn-on by a

transient ionization pulse. It is estimated that an ionizing dose rate greater thin

109 rads/sec would be required tc turn on this device if the initial lifetime were de-

graded to 3 x 10-10 sec.

In this study it has been found that PNPN's are markedly superior to tran-

sistors as power switches to be used in a radiation environment. State of the art

PNPN's have a volt-ampere switching product more than an order of magnitude

greater than state of the art silicon NPN transistors. Fundamentally this comes

about because the recombination curzent in the base of a PNPN produces a voltage

drop which aids the flow of minority carriers, whereas the comparable recombina-

tion current in the bases of the transistor produces a lateral voltage drop, emission
crowding, and restricted current- and voltage-handling capabilities.
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APPENDIX A

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR

SERIES-CONNECTED PNPN DEVICES

This appendix discusses methods for obtaining, in a series string of PNPN

devices, the optimum combination of (a) the number of devices and (b) their base-

widths to minimize the total power dissipation in the "on" condition. The initial

constraints are the minority carrier lifetime and the total breakdown voltage for the

series string.

If the minority carrier lifitime is short enough that the voltage drop across

the base of one device is comparable to the algebraic sum of its junction voltages,

the power dissipation of the N series-connected devices in the "on" condition is as

follows:

di NJ 19 - 1n + e (W n/2
-2 D k, ( -"p)j

The number N and the basewidth W for minimum power dissipation are deter-

mined in part not only by the required breakover voltage but also by the tyre of the

forward breakover mechanism.

In P+NPN+ devices, one may adjust the dc,:L..:g concentration of the N region

for a given basewidth to obtain the avalanche breakdown condition. In order to insure

avalanche breakdown rather than punch-through, a thin P+ layer of high concentration

may be inserted between the P+ region and the N* base. The resulting structure,

P + N +PN+, has breakdown characteristics similar to those of a reverse-biased

PIN diode, and the breakdown voltage is almost proportional to the basewidth. The

blocking voltage may be expressed as

Vblock = NCW

17
where C is a weak function of ionization rates and basewidth.

By the method of Lagrange multipliers, f(N, W, X) = Pdis + XNCW, the condition

for the minimum powei dissipation for a given forward blocking voltage can be found

by simultaneously solving the two equations, )f/AN = 0 and f/W = 0. The cendition

is
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e (1/ 2 -'p W I :in J

whe re

-: L 2b and b-p p 6-Ili

For the current range J 100, the width-to-diffusion-length ratio becomes approxi-
mately Wn/Lp n- 4.

Because of the strong dependence of the ionization rate on the electric field,
the critical field for a given semiconductor varies very slowly with background dop-
ing or impurity gradient."'" Thus, as a first approximation, a fixed critical field
intensity of 3.3 x 105 volt/cm was chosen. Then, the breakdown voltage is related
to the diffusion length through Wn/Lp = 4 as Vb = EmWn = 4 EmL for N series-
connected P+NIPN' devices.

A similar argument may be applied to N series-connected P+NPN+ devices
with avalanche breakdown as the breakover mechanism by adjusting the doping of
the base region. The breakdown voltage is then related to the diffusion length

through W /L = 4 as E (W /2) = 2 E L0 n p m 11 m p
The above results are plotted in Figure F-1-18: data for 2 single transistor

with a one-diffusion-length base are included ior comparison.
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